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Preface
More than the coastal areas of the other countries in the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), those of Singapore have been intensively developed over the last three
decades and have undergone a high degree of transformation. These massive changes have
come about as a result of the need to achieve rapid economic and social advancements amid the
severe constraints of limited land and seaspace. Unavoidably, development goals have for a
long time taken precedence over environmental concerns which did not emerge as a major issue
until the early 1970s. It was only in the 1980s when conservation for environmental as well as
cultural and aesthetic reasons was given high priority as a matter of national policy. Thus, there
is now a growing awareness among policymakers and the public to balance developmental goals
with environmental imperativeness to achieve a high quality of life for Singapore and as
befitting the status of an advanced society.
The A S E M S Coastal Resources Management Project (CRMP) is managed by the
International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM) in Manila, while i u
local component is administered by the Science Council of Singapore, now the National Science
and Technology Board (NSTB). The project has involved the participation of the Marine
Aquaculture Section of the Primary Production Department, Ministry of National Development
and the National University of Singapore.
The Singapore component of the ASEAN-wide research project is divided into three
subcomponents consisting of two field experimental studies: one on netcage culture and the
enhancement of aquatic life in the Singapore and Kallang Rivers and the other on artii7cial
reefs. The third subcomponent is aimed at putting together a database, mapping all elements
found within the coastal zone of Singapore and developing a national management plan for it.
The principle adopted for the plan is based on an integrated multisectoral long-term
development strategy. An essential part of developing such a management plan is to understand
the role, rationale and function of the various development agencies which are sectorally based
and have been given the responsibility of managing the coastal resources, including seaspace,
offshore islands and waterfront land on the main island of Singapore and of overseeing the
proper development of the diverse activities and facilities found within the coastal area.
The Singapore National Workshop on Urban Coastal Area Management was a major step
towards the completion of the CRMP which began in late 1986. The workshop brought together
officials of government agencies, representatives of private organizations, researchers and
academicians. They considered how the limited coastal resources can be better utilized and
managed for the benefit of the nation. This volume comprises papers presented at the workshop.
It is a prelude to the finalization of the management plan.

The achievements of the project thus far owe mwh to the strong support of the NSTB and, in
particular. to the efforts of its two officers. Mts. Rosa Tan and Ms. Koh Guat Wah. The help of
Ms. Koh and her assistant, Ms. Betty Lim, was invaluable to the smooth organization of the
workshop and contributed much to the enjoyment of all the participants. The organizing
cornminee is indebted to Mr. Leslie John Cheong, the Project Leader, for providing assistance
and facilities and to ICLARM, especially to Dr. Chua Thia-Eng, CRMP Coordinator, for giving
personal encouragement, interest and enthusiastic support. Thanks also go to Dr. Alan T. White,
CRMP Technical Advisor. I am grateful for the swport of my colleagues, Associate Rofessors
Chou Loke Ming, Wong Poh Poh and Dr. Habibuhh Khan for their support and contribution to
Ehis workshop. These individuals have been sources of stimulation and encouragement to me. I
appreciate the untiring assistance of Ms. Grace Lim,Ms. Maylene Lm,Mr. Christopher Chua
and Ms. Beverly Goh during the workshop. Finally, thanks to Mrs.Irene Chee fur her assistance
and to Mrs. Tan Li Kheng, for her able cartographic work.

Chia Lin Sien
5 November 1990
Organizing Committee:
Dr; Chia Lin Sien
Ms. Koh Guat Wah
Ms. Grace Lim
Mr. Leslie John Cheong
Dr. Chou Loke Ming
Dr. Habibullah Khan

Chairman
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Member
Member
Member

Foreword
The coastal waters of Southeast Asian countries have some of the world's richest ecosystems
characterized by extensive coral reefs and dense mangrove forests. Blessed with warm tropical
climate and high rainfall, these waters are further enriched with nutrients from the land which
enable them to support a wide diversity of marine life, Because economic benefits could be
derived from them, the coastal zones in these counhies teem with human settlements. Over 70%
of the population in the region lives in coastal areas where resources have been heavily
exploited. This situation became apparent between the 1%0s and 1970s when so~ioeconomic
pressures increased. Large-scale destruction of the region's valuable resources has caused
serious degradation of the environment, thus affecting the economic life of the coastal
inhabitants. This lamentable situation is mainly the result of ineffective or poor management of
the coastal resources.
Coastal resources are valuable assets that should be utilized on a sustainable basis.
Unisectoral overuse of some resources has caused grave problems. Indiscriminate logging and
mining in upland areas might have brought large economic benefits to companies undertaking
these activities and, to a certain extent, increased government revenues, but could prove
detrimental to lowland activities such as fisheries, aquaculture and coastal tourism-dependent
industries. Similarly, unregulated fishing effort and the use of destructive fishing methods, such
as mechanized push-nets and dynamiting, have seriously destroyed fish habitats and reduced
fish stocks. Indiscriminate cutting of mangroves for aquaculture, fuel wood, timber and the like
has brought temporary gains in fish production, fuel wood and timber supply but losses in
nursery areas of commercially important fish and shrimp, coastal erosion and land accretion.
The coastal zones of most nations in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
are subjected to increasing population and economic pressures manifested by a variety of
coastal activities, notably, fishing, coastal aquaculture, waste disposal, salt-making, tin mining,
oil drilling, ranker traffic, construction and industrialization. This situation is aggravated by the
expanding economic activities attempting to uplift the standard of living of coastal people, the
majority of whom live below the official poverty line.
Some ASEAN nations have formulated regulatory measures for their coasral resources
management (CRM) such as the issuance of permits for fishing, logging, mangrove harvesting,
etc. However, most of these measures have not proven effective due partly to enforcement
failure and largely to lack of support for the communities concerned.
Experiences in CRM in developed nations suggest the need for an integrated,
interdisciplinary and multisectoral approach in developing management plans that will provide a
course of action usable for the daily management of the coastal areas.
xi

The ASEANlUnited States (US) Coastal Resources Management Project (CRMP) arose from
the existing CRM problems. Its goal is to increase existing capabilities within ASEAN nations
for developing and implementing CRM strategies. The project, which is funded by the US
Agency for International Development (USAID) and executed by the International Center fox
Living Aquatic Resources Management (ICLARM) in cooperation with ASEAN institutions,
attempts to attain its goals through these activities:
analyzing, documenting and disseminating information on trends in coastal resources
development;
increasing awareness of the importance of CRM policies and identifying, and where
possible, strengthening existing management capabilities;
providing technical solutions to coastal resources use conflicts; and
promoting institutional arrangements that bring multisectoral planning to coastal
resources development.
In addition to implementing training and information dissemination programs, CRMP also
attempts to develop site-specific CRM plans to formulate integrated strategies that could be
implemented in the prevailing conditions in each nation. To date, these management plans have
essentially reached the final phase of completion and require approval, endorsement and
funding for implementation.
In holding the Second National Workshop on Urban Coastal Area Management on 9-10
November 1989, the island-state of Singapore reaftinned its commitment to continue to address
the issues and problems posed by the irnbtllance between developmental goals and
environmental concerns. The country's firm resolve is outlined in the 18-point recommendation
proposal made at the close of the workshop.
Urban coastal area management: the experience of Singapore bears testimony to the
enormous commitment and hard work elicited from the workshop's speakers and participants.
The efforts of the workshop's Organizing Committe are greatly appreciated.
At ICLARM, grateful achowledgement is extended to the following for their invaluable
assistance: Dr. Kenneth T,Mackay and Mr. Jay L. Maclcan, for their technical reviews; Marie
Sol M. Sadorra and Cecille Legazpi, for copyediting the papers; Rachel C. Josue, Ma. Teresa G.
Cruz, Ma. Cherry1 C. Roxas and Ariel Aquisap, for typing them; and Rachel Atanacio and
Reynaldo Silvestre, for drawing some of the figures and preparing the layout.

Chua Thia-Eng
Project Coordinator
ASEANNS Coastal Resources
Management Project
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Opening Address
Singapore's Coastal Area Development:
Promises for the 1990s
GOHCHEEW E E
C h i m a n , Government Parliamenhry
Committee on the Environment
and Member ofparlkment for Boon Lrr)r

The coastal zone of Singapore. comprising
the waterfront b d , offshore islands and surrounding water, represents a very large part
of the physical environment Thus far, our
nation's development has been confined primarily to its land area. Such a land-based
mentality has tended to limit our horizon to
the coastline. But increasing attention has
been and continues to be drawn to the surrounding seaspace.
The major existing uses of the waterfront
land have been port and industrial develop
menu as well as for coastal parks to provide
the much needed outlets for busy Singapore
ans. To fully maximize the potentials of this
waterfront land, we need to evaluate the spe
cia1 qualities presented by the interface
between land and water.
The waterfront of the city center has
undergone very great changes as a result of
reclamation works which have added highly
valuable land to the existing stock of commercial lands. A recent publication of the
Urban Redevelopment Authority shows that
the entire urban waterfront land will be
developed and that we will see, over the next
few decades, an entirely new skyline viewed

landward from the sea. This development will
be exciting and promises to support the
physical development of our urban center.
Moreover, the imaginative planning of waterfront development for a mixture of offices.
services, tourist-recreational facilities, shopping and residential areas will add a new
vitality and enhance the quality of life for
Singaporeans. However, we must not forget
that there are traditional uses of the coast for
fishing, fishfarming, recreation, kampong
settlement and a wide range of other miscellaneous uses. I have been informed that the
workshop will consider at length how Singapore's limited coastal area and the resources
found therein can l
x better and more fully
utilized. Certainly, given the comparative
advantage of each use. a way should be found
to accommodate the rich and varied range of
coastal uses to inject a greater interest in the
seas around us.
An important part of the workshop's discussions wiU deal with environmental pollution and coastal resources degradation. Over
the last two decades, we have come a long
way to minimize the pollution in our environment with a series of environmental acts
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starting with the Environmental Public Health
Act in 1970, the Clean Air Act and the Prevention of the Pollution of the Sea Act in
1971 and the Water Pollution Control and
Drainage Act in 1975. The Antipollution Unit
was likewise formed in 1971 followed by the
establishment of the Ministry of the Environment in 1972. The Ministry, together with
a number of agencies such as the Port of Singapore Authority and the Public Utilities
Board, has been tasked to safeguard our environment. The evidence of their success is
clear for all to see.
While much has been achieved on land, a
great deal is left to be done for our coastal
waters. Research has shown that the level of
toxic materials in the sea is still acceptable by
international standards, but that it should still
be brought down to much lower levels to
ensure the health of bathers. Moreover, as
long as land reclamation continues, the silt
content and the turbidity of the water will
remain high. But have we done all we can to
prevent silt from being dispersed widely? Are
our standards for the discharge of industrial

effluents and wastewater sufficiently shingent to ensure that our coastal waters remain
clean and safe? Are there enough safeguards
to ensure that the increasing number of ships
found in and that pass through our port
waters do not deliberately or accidentally discharge oily water and waste into our seas?
I understand that there is a suggestion to
establis'i one or more marine conservation
areas within the Southern Islands and else
where. This should be strongly supported
because it will serve as an impetus for greater
efforts to be made to prevent the deterioration
of our marine environment and to make our
seas lively again. It would be wonderful to
have, within our territorial waters, sparkling
clean waters teeming with plant and fish and
our coral reefs preserved. Such a marine park
will not only provide an additional mational facility for all Singaporeans but also
be a valuable tourist attraction.
Ladies and gentlemen. I wish you all the
success in your deliberations. It gives me
great pleasure to declare this workshop open.

Keynote Address
Coastal Area Management:
New Possibilities for Singapore
CHIALIN %EN and CHOULOKE MING
National University oJSingapore
10 Kent Ridge Crescent
Singapore 0511

CFIIA, L.S. and L.M. CHOU. 1991. Coasull area managcmcnt: new possibilities for Singapore, p. 3-10. In L.S. Chia and
L.M. Chou (eds.) Urban coastal area management: the experience of Singapre. ICLARM Confcrcnce Procccdings
25, 128 p. International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Managcmcnt. Philippines.

Abstract
Thc paper first discusses the nature of the coastal environment. thc historical dcvclopmcnt of urban cmters along the
coast within the Southeast Asian region and thc value of coastal rcsources for cconomic and social welfare before procccding with thc objcctives of coastal area management (CAM). Among thc managcrncnt issucs includcd arc how bcst to
satisfy developmental requirements whilc accommodating cnvironmcn~alnecds tu caler to thc growing dcrnand for thc
use of coastal rcsources for recreation and tourism. IIighlightcd arc thc ncw possibililics for utilizing coastal resources
such as thc crcation of a marine park within the Southern Islands and the propsed residcntial dcvclopmcnts on ~ h c
coastal sites of Simpang. northeast of Singapore, and of Bugis in the Kallang Basin.

Introduction
In order to plan an island cily-slalc for an
evenlual population size of around 3.5 to 4
million, it is essential for he nation to make
possible all that it can use of its limited area
and resources. Thus, the coastal area of Singapore, which is in many rcspccls underulilized, descrves the greatcst atlcntion from
those concerned with nalional dcvclopmcnt.
Our island republic is already highly urban-

izcd, having buih up ncarly half of its lola1
land area. Its economy has been growing
healthily and continues to expand. Its populalion wilh a per capita gross national product
(GNP) of SS16,000" has become alfluent.
Moreover, the dcrnand for more space for a
varlety of our nccds and rnorc amcnitics for
our leisure aclivities has made it necessary
that h e frontier of thc coast is not
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simply extended but that the limited coastal
area comprising the coastal land of the main
island, the offshore islands and all of its territorial waters is also utilized in an optimal
fashion for the greatest benefits now and in
the future.
To do this, we need first to understand the
physical and biological nature of the coastal
area and second, to find out how this area and
its murces can be utilized. Indeed, efforts
have already gone into undersmding the
coastal environment and resources (Chou and
Chia 1991) and the utilization of the offshore
islands (Chia and Khan 1987). A profile of
the coastal environment of Singapore based
on available information has dso been
recently made (Chia et al. 1988). Still, there
is more to be done.
This paper begins by exploring the nature
of Singapore's coastal environment and then
examines the use of coastal resources for
urban, industrial and other &velopmental
purposes within the context of the Southeast
Asian region. The exercise is intended to
gauge the development of the country's
coastal area compared to others in the region;
bring about a thorough understanding of the
relationship between the naturrrl coastal environment and the developments that have
taken place on the island; and thus identify
pressing issues that may also confront other
coastal ufbm areas. The workshop's main
concern, however, is directed at the national
scene. The lam part of the paper examines
the pattern of coastal resources use in Singapore and suggests some management mibilitim in order to maximize the benefits
these will give to the economy and the p
ple.

The Nature
of the Coastal Environment
The sea has always evoked feelings of
mystery, romance, excitement and challenge.
There is an indefinable quality about the

atmosphere along the seafront and over the
sea. The sea's intensity, tone of light and
color change from day to day can elicit different moods from the beholder. Depending
on the time of the day and the state of the
weather, the sea can be brilliant, vibrant and
angry on one occasion and, on another,
brooding, morose and dark with a sense of
foreboding. The seascape also changes
according to its type of coast--flat or hilly,
sandy or rocky, bare or vegetated, sand-dun&
'or cliff-lined, open sea or island-strewn. The
contrast in the texture, color, lineage and
form between the land and the sea always
lends interest to the coast. Over the centuries,
artists, poets, writers and musicians have
repeatedly drawn inspiration from the sea.

Man has regarded the sea both as a friend
and an enemy, for in many coastal areas, natural disasters such as tsunamis and typhoons
can wreak havoc and death. Thus, not surprisingly, the coastal waters are said to have
become the dwelling places of spirits and
dragons. There are many t a b s and tales of
the supernatural associated with the sea, signalling the fear and respect the power of the
sea can evoke. There are also numerous legends associated with it, spawning the rise of
many sacred and forbidden places in it and
along the coast. As a result of these, many
shrines and temples were built by coastal settlers to seek divine protection and succor
from the sea. Some of these holy places later
evolved into venues for religious festivals.
social gatherings and centers for learning and
medical practice.
In scientific terms, the coast represents the
interface between the land and the sea. The
interface is not a surface but a zone of some
considerable width with a magnitude that
may be determined by the mutual intrusion of
many influences into each other's domain.
The transfer of freshwater, nutrients, sediments and pollutants originating from the
land can extend hundreds of kilometers seaward, while the intrusion of saltwater into the
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soil-helped by the agency of rivers--and

Urban Development Along the Coast

airborne salt particles, moisture and heat can
extend equally far inland. The intertidal zone
is one of the most productive of dl habitaa.
Many species of marine organisms depend on
the supply of nutrients and materials fmm the
land while plants (e.g., mangroves) r~spond
and adjust to the influences originating from
the sea and the land.
Biologically, there is an interdependence
between life fonns on land and in the sea
across the coastline. Physically, the coastal
seabed is continually modified by the supply
of sediments from the land while the salinity
of the coastal waters is changed by the influx
of landderived freshwater and materials. On
some stretches of the tropical coast, stormgenerated winds and the resulting high sea
conditions can strongly modify sand dunes
and erode or build beaches and other coastal
features. Along lowenergy coasts, the interaction between the land and the sea is far less
dramatic but no less important and pervasive.
It is thus not possible to provide an
unequivocal definition of the coastal zone in
terms of its detailed characteristics and
extent, for definitions tend to be modified
depending on the way the coastal resources
are used, as in the case of a biologist who
would see the coastal area differently from,
say, an engineer. Moreover. Singapore's mrimrial seas may be regarded as forming part
of the cmstal area, while the whole band of
200 nautical miles (nm) of the Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) may be considefed,
for management plrposes, to be part of the
cwtal zone of countries with an open coast.
On the other hand, the landward margin of a
coastal area may be &limited by its distance
£ram the coastline where marine influences
are signiricant. Thus, in assessing the coastal
zone of urban Singapore, it may be best to
consider the landward boundaries of its
watesfirontproperties although, for some purposes, the whole island may be regarded as

coastal in nature.

Turning to coastal urban development, the
coast has always been a favored site for population settlements in most parts of the globe.
In tropical Southeast Asia, coastal settlements
are common because of the readily available
sources of food and other resources. Thus,
some settlements became the premier urban
centers for many ancient political entities.
However, because some form of protection or
defense was necessary for these settlements,
many moved away from the open coast to
more sheltered and strategic positions.
Both pre-European and Western colonial
powers selected the coast, often at the estuaries of large rivers, to set up their cenrers of
trade and administration. Since then, these
centers have thrived and developed into
"million cities" and great metropolises, of
which Singapore is one among many.
However, cities such as Bangkok, Yangon
(previously Rangoon) and Hanoi are estuarine rather than coastal urban centers. For
some places, such as the littoral urban settlements along the east coast of Sumatra and
parts of the Sarawak coast, extensive mangrove swamps have inhibited their development. On the other hand, cities like Medan
can be broadly considered coastal in nature.
In the case of Bandar Seri Begawan (capital
of Brunei Darussalarn), a part of its settlement in Karnpong Ayer is actually built over
the water of a river mouth. This practice has
been rediscovered by modern cities, such as
Hong Kong and those in Western-developed
countries.
Strong historical. political and economic
interests can be found in coastal cities and
settlements. Many large coastal metropolises
have also become centers of religious activities since stateaaft and religion tended to
reinfo= each other in many of the countries
within the region--the linkage being stronger
for earlier nation-states and tending to be
weak or deliberately separated for present
nation-states. As a result, these cities
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emerged as the foci of education, culture and
scientific innovations.

Valuable Coastal Resources
Those who live by the sea, such as kampong dwellers, benefit from the generous
harvests of products of the sea. *Thecoast is
rich with a wide variety of biota, many of
which are edible, useful and of commercial
value. These have been exploited by caastal
dwellers as materials for shelter, utensils and
food as well as products for sale and
exchange. Along much of the Southeast
Asian coast, large numbers of the population
are composed of poor fishermen and fish cultivators. For many of them, fish and shellfsh
are major sources of food and protein. Thus,
there is a very high potential for coastal
aquaculture which has been hailed as the
answer to a large part of the problem of providing food for Third World countries. Apart
from their living resources,coastal areas have
also been exploited for their nonliving
resources such as sand and mineral deposits.
The coast can also be considered an
important resource in providing sites for seaports and terminals required for the transfer
of cargoes and passengers from land to sea
and vice versa. Indeed, the contribution from
the operation of seaports for all of the major
coastal cities is considerable in terms of the
value of the services rendered. The spin-offs
and direct and indirect linkages to the ports
produce substantial financial benefits for the
countries concerned and, generally, have
been regarded as necessary prerequisites for
the economic and social development of the
hinterland.
Meanwhile, there is a wide range of
marine industries, such as the building and
repairing of ships, rigs and marine structures,
and the supply of equipment and other materials for offshore oil drilling and exploitation
as well as mining operations, to name a few,

that require waterfront locations for the transfer of bulk products for trade or for use and
consumption. Other indushies include electric power generation; refining of oil and natural gas; petrochemical and chemical manufacturing; warehousing, storage and distribution of bulk, liquid and other products; processing of raw materials as in the making of
cement. smelting of ore, and flour- and feedmilling; and many others. The combined services and outputs of these industries can be
very large.
The development of coastal resources for
recreation and tourism is becoming an
increasingly important industry for many
countries including those in the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region.
For some islands, tourism is the main source
of revenue and employment for the entire
community. Beaches, scenic sites, clean
water, coral reefs and good recreational fishing grounds have indeed become valuable
=sources for tourism, education and scienrific study. In recent years, the awareness of
the need to preserve and conserve these
resources has been heightened.

Purpose of the Workshop
The foregoing discussion on coastal
resources brings us to a consideration of the
plrpose of this workshop. The workshop
brings together researchers and practitioners
crmcerned with the coastal zone and all its
wied uss to ari exchange of information
and ideas. The tasksof the researchers are to:
1) gather information on the coastal area, its
physical and biological characteristics, and its
plst and present patterns of utilization; 2)
analyze the changes and factors that bring
these about; and 3) raise issues concerning
the uses and offer suggestions for the resolutbn of the issues.
Some of the workshop's participants
include the policymkers, the users of coastal
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resources and practitioners involved in
reshaping coastlines and seabeds. The participants are drawn from a wide range of disciplinary backgrounds--management, social
sciences, law, engineering, science and planning.
The workshop then provides an opportunity for the users of resources to give other
participants an awount of their objectives,
sirategies, activities, needs. consmints and
problems. An orientation on and appreciation
of the resource uses will help identify the
other uses of hithem mused, misused or
underused resources; improve coordination
among the various users within the same
locality; and find ways to avoid conflicts so
that more benefits can be derived.
Recognizing that our coastal resources are
valuable, limited and easily subjected to
degradation through pollution and improper
and unwise use, it is hoped that this meeting
wilI help to develop a system of managing
them with the view to increase, balance and
optimize their use. It is also hoped that this
meeting will help policymakers to formulate
management strategies. identify instrumhts
(legal, educational or otherwise) and establish
appropriate abministrative structures to help
conserve, enhance and develop coastal
resources.
The above broadly defines the objectives
of CAM which can be summarized as follows:
to promote the integrated multisectoral uw, of coastal resources to
maximize their benefits;
to identify and avoid conflicts on
two w more resource uses;
to minimize the damage to and the
degmdarion of limited coastal

resources:
to promote the protection and conservation of coastal and marine
eccwystems and the enhancement
and revitalization of living coastal
-;

to formulate policies to guide future
resource management plans; and
to identify and develop appropriate
forms of management strategies and
instruments.

Discussion of Issues
To stimulate discussion, this section highlights a number d issues within the Singapore context far considemtion during this
workshop. These include the following:
Are the above objectives appropriate
in the context of Singapore's local
coastal environment and socioece
nomic and political systems?
How can we balance developmental
against
environmental
needs,
bearing in mind the present stage of
development?
Is there a need to restore the original
state of the coastal environment?
What form of management structure
should be adopted to best meet the
objectives?
What role should government play
and how may private initiatives be
incorporated to help manage coastal
resources?
There are many othex questions that can be
raised. The following sections seek to expand
on these issues, while it is hoped that the
workshop will identify and discuss them
more fully.

Meeting developmental needs
There are many urgent developmental
needs, especially for a fast-growing economy,
that can be met with the use of coastal
resources. The brief discussion above on the
value of coastal resources has indicated their
several uses, all of which generate substantial
income, employment and other benefits.
Indeed, there has already been a tremendous
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amount of investments in building and
improving the infrastructure, plants, equipment, vessels. buildings and others within the
coast. area. These investments in turn have
produced a sueam of goo& and services
which have contributed significantly to the
national economy (see Khan,this vol.).
While meeting developmental goals has
been and must remain the uppermost priority,
they have been achieved not entirely without
cost in terms of environmental and ecological
damage, removal of pollutants and loss of
benefits through the curtailment of previous
forms of uses (Chia 1991). Some of these
costs can take the form of less evident and
often subtle changes as in the loss of scenic
quality, clean water and marine life. Since
some of these changes occur underwater, the
losses may not even be readily perceived.
Thus, while the benefits may be quite easily
measured, the costs when accumulated over
time from the present may be considemble
and difficult to measure.
An example of this conflict between
meeting developmental needs and experiencing the adverse consequences they generate can be seen in the industrialization of
some of the Southern Islands. Before the
islands underwent improvements and became
sought after for sea bathing and several water
sports and recreational activities, they had
clean water and beaches, healthy coral reefs
and abundant marine and bird life. The
improvements were made despite the considerable losses sustained. No attempt had been
made to put a value to the amenities, but if
the numbers of fish and other marine products from the islands that will be used as food
and as valuable commercial items and the
thousands who will visit the islands and avail
of its facilities were multiplied over time.
these will prove to yield substantial benefits.
Thus, the project was pursued because the
benefits to be generated from the induseial
use of the islands and its surrounding waters
outweighed the retention of the islands' original natural form.

It is hoped that similar studies will be
attempted in the future to provide a more
*curate valuation of our coastal resources
and, in the end. resolve the conflicts that
modernization brings.

Meeting the environmental challenge
It is no accident that the recently concluded meeting of the Commonwealth Heads
of Government in Kuala Lumpur has elected
to focus on environmental issues (Straits
Times. 17 October 1989), adopt the Langkawi
kclaration on the Environment and set up a
global fund to help save the world's environment (Straits Times, 21 October 1989). These
programs of action can be attributed in part to
tbe special attention to be given by the United
Nations to environmental protection in the
next decade. These concerns also rise from
the real fear of the devastating consequences
resulting from the increased output of carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere that will lead to
global warming, the rise of the sea's level and
tbe depletion of the ozone layer in the stratosphere. Generated by man's activities in
barning fossil fuels and destroying forests, on
t
k one hand, and extensively and heavily
using chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), on the
dher, these environmental hazards pose considerable threats that will require the development of coastal area management plans,
which must take these threats into account, to
m a i n effective in the long tun.
Our country's concern for the environment
htes back to the early 1970s when the Minisfry of the Environment (MOE)was established. It came at a time when the country
h d resolved some of its urgent problems of
emnomic growth, unemployment and lack of
housing through efforts in the 1960s. Since
then, much has been achieved in creating a
"@den city" and a "clean and green envirmment" for Singapore. While impressive
pmgress has been achieved on land, it is safe
ta say that there remains much that can be
dme to protect, conserve and enhance our
cmtal and marine environments.

In thd 1980s, there was a new phase of
environmental consciousness which led to
major efforts in environmental conservation.
Two major efforts--one, the ten-year p r o m
of cleaning up the Singapore River and the
Kallang River Basin and the other, the conservation of historic Singapore--illustrate this
new direction. The cleaning up was coardinated by MOE and undemken jointly by a
number of ministries, including the Ministry
of Natiod Development and the Urban
But there
Redevelopment Authority
remains the problem of maintaining and further improving the river and basin. On the
other hand, the 'example of urban conservation under URA signifies that the country has
begun to come of age and is anxious to
smengthen its national identity.
Relating the new and ongoing c4n~wation
effm to the topic of our discussion, we wish
to point out that it remains for the Frimary
Productim I)epamnent to undertake the
smcking of the SingapaFe River with fish and
prawns and to investigate the possibility of
enhancing marine life through the use of artif d mgms. We shall learn more about this
in the workslrop. On the effurts of our colkgue, Dr. C h ,and his team of researchers
in investigating fhe prapagation of coral reefs
and the rreation of artificial reefs under the
ASEANKJS Coastal Resources Management
Roject (CRMP), kare intended not only
to comeme but also to regenerate and rehabilitate wr marine ecosystem (Chia et d.
1990. Lim et d. 1990). It might be added that
there can be substantial benefits from the
better management of areas of our coastal
environment geared towards recreation and
towism develojnnent as well as from the
enhanced salisfmion of realizing the nation's
goal of a heightened environmental quality.

w).

Meeting new needs
for recreation and tourism

As the population increases and the country becomes affluent, there will be a greater
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consciousness and eventually, a growing
demand for good health, more recreational
facilities and better living conditions, i.e., a
higher quality of life. This demand can be
met by providing for more and better nature
reserves, bird sanctuaries, mangrove areas,
parks, beaches and other facilities along the
coast and on the islands, wamfront land for
boaters, marinas and landing sites, and clean
and safe water far seasports. Moreover, with
the increasing number of both local and
expatriate populations taking up some form
of marine-related leisure activity, such as
swimming. windsurfing, sailing, fuhing,
snorkeling and scuba diving, facilities should
be made available to cater to these needs.
Such efforts to provide and improve local
amenities may even induce more Singaporeans to stay in the country rather than incur the
expense of going on a tour outside the country, hence, saving Singapore's foreign
exchange.
Considering that tourists are generally
more demanding about the quality of the
facilities and the scenic beauty of the holiday
resorts they go to, it is necessary to offer
them, apart from providing hotels and recreational facilities, high environmental quality
to meet their requirements and lengthen their
stay in the country. To achieve these, costly
landscaping, creation of mcial
beaches,
erection of protective works on the shore and
filtration of the seawater in lagoons and
swimming pools are often necessary.. Physically separating or visually shielding
unsightly industrial facilities from sites given
over to tourist development could be
achieved through zoning regulations. Marine
pollution must also necessarily be minimized
and avoided.

New Possibilities
for Utilizing Coastal Resources
The call for establishing a marine sanctuary or park within the Southern Islands area

.
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has been made by Chia (1991). The proposed
scheme was to set aside the eastern portion of
the Southern Islands--including the islands of
Pawai, Senang and Sudong within the Live
Firing Zone and those bounded by the Keppel
Harbour area like Sentosa and Labrador
Park--as a marine conservation area. The core
of the area was to be designated as a marine
park protected from all uses and open only to
a limited number of visitors on a "see, no
touch" basis. Such a scheme would make
possible the vision of an area in Singapore
where its clear waters teem with a rich and
plentiful marine life and where the public and
tourists alike can enjoy the experience of
seeing and being surrounded by myriads of
fish among our coral reefs.
Thc Minister of National Development,
Mr. S. Dhanabalan, in a spccch given at the
Opening Ceremony of the Sccond International Convention on Urban Planning, Housing and Design on 27 July 1989, announced
that two coastal sitcs--a 900-ha site in Simpang on thc northeastern coast and an SO-ha
site at Kampong Bugis along b c Kallang
River--would be set asidc for those in thc private sector so that they can participate in the
planning process (Dhanabalan 1989). Two
architectural and planning firms were
selected to undertake development guide
plans for the two sites, while URA planners
were to develop independent guide plans for
the same area. It is envisaged that the resulting plans would be highly innovative and
imaginative and give much greatcr attention
toward integrating the dcvelopment of the
waterfront and incorporating marine elements
into the plans.
Many projects are also being undcrtaken
on Sentosa and other islands for tourist,
recreational and residential developments. It
is clear that more of these projects will be
proposed and irnplemcnted. Based on the
approach adopted by the ASEANIUS CRMP,
these possibilities and potentials can best be
realized with sound planning in an integrated,
multisectoral manner.
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Abstract
The sea is a national m o u r n an which Singapore's well-being depends ro a large extent Bocawe of the country'e
limited seaspace, it is important to manage it well. This paper presents a master plan of the sea being formulated by the
Port of Singapre Authority (PSA) to maximize the use of the waters for port development and marinedated nervicee.
It discusses the distribution of the port waters for marine uses and some of the existing cables and flight pth zonee.
To fuIf"111the PSA's corporate mission of making Singapre a premier maritime center. it will adopt a more proactive
strategy in managing the port waters. Pockets of people-ariented recreational facilities will aleo be allowed in areas
where they do not significnntly affect pon operations and services. In other words, besides playing a regulatory role,
PSA will fulfii a business development role in promoting and generating shipping activities for the pon.
Finally, this paper highlights the main planning considerations to be adopted by PSA which includes the pmoticm
of a strategy of coexistence, the differentiation of port waters by location and economic usage, the institution of efficient
marine monitoring and control systems, and the undertaking of fairway engineering projects:

Introduction

that the volume of shipping traffic will
continue to grow as Singapore prospers and
matures into a developed economy.
Our port is administered by PSA, a statutory board under the Ministry of Communications and Information. The PSA is responsible for the provision and maintenance of
port facilities and services and the control of
sea traffic and navigation within our port

The sea is a national resource and our
nation's well-being depends to a large extent
on how well we manage our limited seaspace.
Hence, it is necessary to strike the right balance between land and water in our national
development strategies by e i n g into account
that our port is the busiest in the world and
11
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- waters. These include a comprehensive range
of marine services such as the provision of
bunker fuel, pilotage and tug, freshwater services, gas-free inspection and fumigation, and
slop reception for oil tankers. Environmental
control services, such as cleaning oil and
debris from the sea and firefighting, are also
provided. The PSA operates five terminals
with about 15 km of wharf front that can
accommodate container ships, bulk carriers,
freighters, coasters and passenger liners. The
terminals are the Tanjong Pagar Container
Terminal, Keppel Wharves, Pasir Panjang
Wharves, Sembawang Wharves and Jurong
Port (see Fig. 1). The last is owned by the
Jurong Town Corporation, but managed by
PSA on its behalf.
Apart from being responsible for providing
port-related services, managing port w a r n
and controlling navigation, PSA undertakes
reclamation works for the expansion of wharf
and berthing facilities; and dredging to
deepen waters and thus, improve the conditions for navigation and port-side activities.
The PSA's mission is to be an excellent
global hub and to make Singapme a premiet
maritime center. Its social responsibility to
the nation consists of maintaining a clean and
safe marine environment for the enjoyment of
the public. Hence, strategic planning is of
paramount importance to optimize the urn of
Singapore's scarce port waters.
Our port waters have a total area of 561
km2. This is equivalent to 88.5% of our total
land a m of 634 km2.Only 45% of this seaspace is available for the unrestricted use of
ships that call at our port Military live fdng
zones, airport height-restricted areas and
submarine cables have placed constraints on
our efforts to maximize the use of our port
waters.

(see Fig. 1). Although port waters cater to the
needs of a wide spectrum of users, the highest
demand arises from the vessel population. In
1988, about 36.000 vessels passed through
Singapore which means that a ship either left
a entered the port every 7 to 8 minutes.
As shown in Fig. 1, about one-fifth or
18.8% of our port waters are demarcated as
anchorages. Including fairways and vessel
maneuvering areas, a total of about 45% of
seaspace is used unresuictedly by ships calling at our port. The section below discusses
in detail the use of anchorages as well as the
use of p r t waters for underwater cables and
pipelines, jetties and military purposes.

Anchorages for Ships
The utilization of anchorages will increase
with more vessels calling at our port. Vessel
traffic arrival is estimated to increase by 3%
annually. The trend and projection of ship
arrivals from 1973 to 1993 are shown in
Table 1. In view of the anticipated increase in
future arrivals. proper management and
administration of anchorages will be needed
tu meet the increasing number of shipping
activities and to ensure that navigational
safety will not be compromised.

'hble 1. Ship amvals in Singapore, 1973-1988 and pmjetims to 1993.

Year

Port Waters
Port waters refer to water within our port
limits that are under the management of PSA

No. of arrivals

Percentage increase
with 1973 a8 base
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Fig. 1. Location ofSBMs, f a h a p . m s h m g e s . oil d o m g e s l a d PSA gaemaya in Sinsapore'sport waters.
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Table 2. SBMs. fairways, anchorages, oil a n c h o a e s and PSA gateways in Singapore's port
waters.
--

Function

Dry cargo ships
Tankers
Liquefied gas carriers
Small crafts
Man-of-war
Working dangerous g d s
Working explosives
Working dry cargoes
Obtaining health and
immigraticm clearances
Laying-up
Resewed anchorage
General purpose

Western s m r
West J u m g
Western W o w
Sultan Shad Peeoleurn
Western P e t r o l m "A"
Western Petroleum "B"
Liquefied Gas Currier
Pasir Panjang LIghter Mooring.

Dangerous Goods
Tuas Explosive
Tuas Explosive Lighter
Pasir Panjang Coastal
Anchorage
Western Quarardine and
Immigration
Selat Pauh
Western Reserve

Eastern sector
Eastern Working

Eastern Petroleum "A"
Eastern Petmleurn "B"
Srnall Craft Anchorage
Man-of-war
Eastern Explosive Lighter

Eastern Quarantine and
Immigration
Eastern Laid-up
Eastern Special P u p s e
Changi General Purpose

"his is considered as a mooring ares and not as an anchorage.

Distribution
Anchorages are located in the southern belt
of our port waters. As shown in Fig. 1 and in
Table 2, there are 10 anchorages in the eastem sector and 13 anchorages in the western
sector. The anchorages employ a total of 5
basic vessel types and 7 activities as grouping
parameters (Table 2 and Fig. 1). These are:
By vessel type: petroleum tanker,
liquefied gas carrier, dry cargo vessel, small craft and man-of-war.
By activity type: working dry cargo,
working explosive, working dangerous goods, obtaining health and/or
immigration clearances, lay-up, speciaVresemed activities and general
purpo=.

Uses
Although 23 anchorages were created to
provide the 12 recognized functions, their use

by vessels could be grouped into three--as
waiting areas, as alternatives to berths and as
ervice bays.
As Waiting Area. Use of anchorages by
vessels waiting for a berth will continue to be
required by all categories of vessels. These
include bunker barges which are required to
share oil lerminals with commercial tankers
arnd to wait at anchorages for the arrival of
their customers' vessels.
As Alternative to.Berths. Anchorages used
by dry cargo vessels increase their port cargo
handling capacity without the nced for additional berths. As supplements to berths and
yard spaces, anchorages are most efficiently
utilized by the ship repairing industry for
such requirements as draft adjustments, gasbee inspections and afloat repairs.
A s Service Bay. More than 30% of ship
arrivals call at our port primarily for ship services such as bunkering, supplies and crew
change. These are conducted purely at the
anchorages without the need to berth. As
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these ship services require only a short stay,
the anchorages provide a high turnover of
port water utilization.
As mentioned earlier, the use of anchorages is primarily by vessel type segregation.
However. as the pattern of vessel type arrival
is largely dictated by market forces, the combination of these two factors have led to the
congestion of use in four anchorages: Sultan
Shoal Petroleum, Western Petroleum, Eastern
Petroleum and Pasir Panjang Coastal
Anchorages. The other 19 anchorages are relatively underutilized.
Management

The present system of managing anchorages will have to be changed to cater to the
expected increase in vessel traffic in the port.
There are three compelling reasons for this
new strategy:
1.
At present, anchorages me not
evenly utilized, so their maximum
use as a resource has not been
exploited.
2.
The present system is not geared
towards-facilitatinghigher economic
benefits.
3.
If we ate to become a major o n e
stop maritime service hub, the use of
anchorages must respond to the
demand of all market segments,
including the needs of vessels calling at Singapore purely for ship services.

Underwater Cables and Pipelines
Underwater cables and pipelines are used
for the supply of utilities (water and electricity); the movement of oil from single buoy
moorings (SBMs) to a refinery, the setup of a
telecommunications link and the supply of
natural petroleum gas h m neighboring

countries to Singapore. Presently, 28.8 krn2 or
5% of port waters have restricted use due to

the presence of unburied cables or pipelines
(Fig. 2).
To minimize the proliferation of cables
and pipelines on the seabed which will
restrict the use of our anchorages and affect
the depths of our fairways, PSA is considering the establishment of a national iritegrated
seabed tunnel pipeline and cable system.
Under the system, cables and pipelines to and
from the mainland may be laid from ai
optimal shore-based location to the nearest
group of refinery islands. One island will
then serve as a distribution center with
branches to other islands. Individual ring
tunnels could also be built to provide islandto-island cablelpipeline links. These concepts
will be considered and studied so as to
maximize the use of our port waters and
make it more cost-effective for the oil industries concerned.

Jetties
In the past, approvals were granted for the
building of jetties and berths from the shoreline out to the deeper waters without the need
for dredging the surrounding waters. Exarnples of these jetties and berths are located in
the following areas:
1.
GATX terminal off Penjuru;
2.
Caltex terminal off Penjuru;
3.
Petrochemical Corporation of Singapore terminal at Pulau Merlimau
and;
4.
the Republic of Singapore Navy
(RSN)jetty at Bedok.
The present configuration and layout of the
jetties and berths prevent the widening of the
fairways for the use of larger vessels.
Moreover, they tend to sterilize the use of the
seafront between the jetty end and the coastline. Thus. PSA will review the layout of
these jetties so as to maximize the use of the
waters in their vicinity.

Fig. 2. PSA's submarine cables and pipelines.

Use of Port Waters by Military Forces

Buffer security zone for naval bases

Training grounds

The RSN maintains two bases at Pulau
Brani and Tanjong Berlayer. The waters
fronting these bases are gazetted areas slrictly
for use by RSN. This restriction has resulted
in higher traffic density in adjacent waters: so
has sharing the use of Keppel Fairway by
small crafts with larger conventional container vessels.

There are two training grounds which
occupy about 5% of the port waters. The
larger islands in the Live Firing Range on the
exrreme south are used by the Republic of
Singapore Air Force (FtSAF) for air-toground firing exercises. Additionally, RSN.
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) and
Marine Police also conduct small-arm f i n g
practices in this area. The Lim Chu Kang
training area, which extends over the West
Johore Slrait, is used by SAF to conduct military exercises. Both training grounds are
gazetted by Parliament, thus, other uses are
not allowed.

Use by visiting foreign naval vessels
A 1.42 krn2 man-of-war anchorage located
off the entrance to Marina Bay is used to
accommodate visiting foreign naval vessels.
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Dedicated offshore oil terminals

As dedxated offshore oil terminals, SBMs
cater primarily to the operation of very large
crude carriers (VLCCs). As shown in Fig. 3,
the SBMs' floating mooring serves as a
securing point for the VLCC and as a receptor for oil cargo. The oil is then transported
through an underwater pipeline to the refinery. At present, all three SBMs are located in
the western sector in waters of at least 22 m
deep (Fig. 1).

Master Plan of the Sea
Planning the use of our port waters is
influenced largely by the natural environment
and by national development policies. The
PSA is working out a master plan of the sea

Fig. 3. PSA's SRM at Selat Sinki.

that will strive for the bcst use of each sector
of the port, facilitate maritime economic
growth, achieve PSA's corporate goals as
well as provide a clean and safe marine environment for the enjoyment of the public.
Criteria
The principles governing the use of port
waters are as follows:
The use of port waters should be maximized to cornmensurrlte with efficient marine
traffic flow. Dcvclopmcnt proposals that do
not impose unnecessary constraints on vessel
movement such as height and anchoring
restrictions should be ensured. Neither should
these proposals hindcr activities such as the
construction of elongated jetties and berlhs
which can elfect sterility in the use of our
port waters.
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Since a port's water space has a "usage
price" similar to a land's value to reflect its
type of usage and locational advantage, then
adequately deep waters essential for deep
draft vessels should be provided. A slop
barge anchorage should also be located adjacent to a slop reception center. A product
tanker should be in the Western Petroleum
Anchorage to be near the offshore oil terminals.

Strategies
The main planning considerations adopted
by PSA are to promote the coexistence of two
or more uses of port waters, differentiate use
by location and economic factors, institute
efficient monitoring and conuol systems, and
undertake fairway engineering.
Coexistence Strategy. The PSA as the
national authority on the use of port waters
will maximize the use of available deep water
seafrontage for port development. Therefore,
PSA will adopt a policy of coexistence in
which pockets of marine recreation will be
permitted in areas where they da not significantly affect the operational efficiency of the
port This strategy rakes into account the rising expectations and increasing demand of
Singaporeans for access to the seafront. For
example, the World Trade Center in Sentosa
will be developed as a people-centered cruise
terminal focal point. Proper routes linking
this location to the Southern Islands will be
demarcated to ensure the navigational safety
of all concerned. In addition, the possibility
of integrating port development projects with
urban and other social amenities development
will be looked into.
Di$erentiation by Location and Economic
Usage. The use of anchorages will be seen
from a multidimensionalperspective, i.e., due
regard will be given to the locational factor
(whether it's a prime or fringe location), to
the time factor (whether it's fur a short,
medium or long stay) and to the depth

requirements (of shallow crafts and small or
hrge vessels). Each anchorage space will be
viewed as a valuable resource which must be
optimally used in the national interest. In this
way, apart from playing a regulatory role,
PSA will also fulfill a business development
role in promoring and generating shipping
activities for the port. An example of this is
the setting up in January 1988 of a special
bunkering anchorage at the Eastern
Petrolcum "B" Anchorage which is at the
fringe of the port limit.
Bunkering is important to PSA because
vessels that take bunkers contribute 54% of
the total shipping tonnage. As one of the
goals of PSA's corporate plan is to develop
Singapore into a total maritime services center, retaining our position as the top bunkering port in the world is thus essential.
Records show that in 1988. a total of 10.08
million t of bunker was lifted. To encourage
more vessels that pass by Singapore to come
to the port to take bunkers, vessels of 50.000
GRT (gross registered tons) and above that
do so at this bunkering anchorage (Fig. 4) are
given a 50% concession on port dues. Moreover, for vessels going in and out of the
anchorage, no pilotage is required from them.
Because the response to this scheme has been
very encouraging, PSA is now considering
implementing it in the western sector of the
port.
Marine Monitoring and Control Systems.
The PSA has set up a Marine Tmffc Control
Section to ensure the orderly flow of ships in
and out of the congested waters of the port. It
is extremely important for ships to be guided
in and out of the harbor in a systematic manner so that cargo operations can proceed efficiently and without any delay. The PSA has
also committed to implement a ComputerIntegrated Marine Operations System which
is expected to be fully operational in 1992.
When completed, it will enhance PSA's capability to maximize the use of our port waters.
The system includes the active management
of vessels, integrated graphic displays of all

Fig. 4. A bunkering anchomge.

infbrmation for command and control. realtime tracking of vessels and resources, and
expert systems fw marine resource allocations and deployment
Fairway Engineering. Fairways are essential to the smooth functioning of ports. Inefficient use of ports will lead to lower overall
port productivity. Fairways consist of shipping channels and maneuverings which
occupy 117.8 km2 or 21% of oui port waters.
Unlike anchorages, fairways are' used by all
types of vessels. The present system used by
fairways has evolved through usage and is
therefore a proven pattern linking terminals
with the approaches to the port.
Fairway engineering optimizes the use of
port waters as this involves the an,ticipation of
technological changes in ship designs and
other shipping trends and developments in
the maritime industry. A study of these fac-

tors will show whether or not our existing
seahnes can cope with future shipping traffic
flow and how we can redesign them to
achieve maximum efficiency. The study will
also establish the reserved depth and width of
all existing and new fairways.

Conclusion
Over the past years, land reclamation has
already reduced our port waters by about
10%.This has resulted in a significant loss in
the number of shallow sheltered areas for
launches and other harbor crafts. The size of
seaspace is envisaged to further diminish
with more reclamation works to be carried
out in the future, particularly on offshore
islands.
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On the management of Singapore's scarce
coastal areas, PSA will maximize the use of
available deepwater seafrontage for pwt
development while allowing people-miented
recreational facilities in areas where they do
not significantly affect port operations. This
is our coexistence strategy. It Wes into
account the rising expectations and increasing
demand of Singaporeans for access to the
sdmnt.
The PSA's coprate plan highlights its
role as an exemplary public agency and its
social responsibility for maintaining a clean

md safe marine environment. Through the
aoncept of ctxxisting with the environment
and the wider community, we will fulfill that
d e and, at the same time, add economic
d u e to our standing as the world's busiest
port which carries with it the potential of
king a majm tourist attraction. Also, we will
m y to integrate our port development projects
with urban and other social amenities develapment in a way that would enhance the
overall value of the land in the vicinity of the
port.
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Abstract
As an aid to the rehabilitation program of the Singapore River, artificial seagrass (ASG) was shown to eilecdvely
enhance fauna within three months of its implantation. Family numbers increased from 12 lo 24 and the number of
species from 16 to 30 during the study period. The ASC also madc a good ecological nichc for stocked seabass which
were found to remain and grow at the habitat one to two months aftcr h e stocking. Howevcr, no stocked fish wcre
recovered from the open areas. The younger stagcs of seabass fry (less than 0.1 g) may not have survived the river, while
the larger ones (greater than 3 g) were more suitable for stocking. The predominance of indigenous sand shrimp
(Merapnaew ensis) in the ASG patches suggests h a t banana shrimp (Penueus merguienrir), which did nor survive
well, may not be an effective species for stocking.

Introduction

and walkways, with clean water free of offensive smell. Marine life, previously almost
nonexistent, is slowly returning, with such
fuh as groupers, snappers, gizzard shads,
pony fish and silver bellies and crustaceans
like flower and mud crabs and sand shrimps
(Tan 1986; Yip et al. 1987; Khin and Chou

Since the Singapore River served as a
center for trading for decades, its watcr and
surrounding environment became very polluted. In line with ihc "Clean and Green"
image of Singapore, the govcrnmcnt initiated
a ten-year "Clcan River" campaign in 1977 to
transform ihc banks of the rivcr and surrounding water bodies into beautiful parks

1991).

The Primary Production Department initiated a ten-year stocking program which
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began in 1986. It aimed to enhance the fish
population, eventually establish the stocked
fish as resident species, and promote game
fishing in the Singapore River. So far, over
80,000 seabass (Lutes calcarifer), 8,500
cherry snappers (Oreochromis niloricus) and
630.000 banana shrimp (Penaeus merguiensis) have been stocked. Sampling results suggest that only the seabass have been able to
establish a niche in the river (Khin and Chou
1991). The use of ASG was then unsuitable
for natural seagrass growth (Fonseca 1988).
This paper reports the findings of the ASG
experiment in the singapore River from
March to July 1989.

Materials and Methods
The experimental site at Boat Quay in the
Singapore River mcasured 22 m x 10 m and
encompassed ten 2 m x 2 m experimental
plots (Fig. I). So as not lo impcdc navigation,
minimizc disturbances to the site and make
sampling easy, the area chosen was only 8 m
away from the shorc. Thc lidal levcls varied
from 0.4 to 2.0 m.
The species used for the stocking trials
were seabass and banana shrimp. This was in
line wilh the guidelines for species selection
of the slocking program, i.c., ~hcymust bc
able to survive in seawater, be readily available from local ha~chcrics and bc popular
game and food fish. The shrimp were meant
to be a food source for the stocked fish.
The ASG used was a grass mimic under
the tradc name FISH HAB". Each stalk was
nonpollutive and consisted of cylindrical
strands fused at the base and designed to float
upright, with a self-shedding mechanism. A 2
m x 2 m PVC frame was constructed using
"Mention of the above trade label does not mean
endorsement of their use by the authors and the

Depanment.

ten 2.5 cm (diameter) PVC pipes joined
togcthcr by T- and L-joints. Holes wcrc
drilled at 10 cm inlcrvals along h e lengths
for the insertion of the stalks (441 stalks per
plot). The frame was held down by stainless
steel rods of 1 to 1.5 m in lcnglh, depending
on the substratum a1 lhc four corners (Fig. 2).
The design of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.
Five 2 rn x 2 m frames and five 2 m x 2 m
control plots werc laid out in two rows. The
positioning of the plots was determined with
the use of a random table. In addition, a 2 rn
buffer zone was demarcated around the site
and betwccn the rows. Separating the study
plots were 2 rn x 2 m buffe~plots.
Three stocking operations were carried
out. Initial stocking was wilh very young
scabass fry (approximately 0.05 g in body
weight) and shrimp (approximately 0.03 g in
body weight). Subsequently, bigger fish and
shrimp (greater than 3 g) were used in the
stocking. Stocking density for the first
stocking was 732 seabass and 10,000 shrimp
per 4 m2 plot (Table 1). The second stocking
was at 16 seabass and shrimp each per plot.
The third stocking involved only seabass
which were floy tagged and stocked at 26 fish
pcr plot.
Sampling operations were conducted
bcfore each slocking. A purse seine
(dimensions: 12 rn by 1.5 m depth, 0.5 cm
mesh size) was uscd in thc sampling for the
stocked spccies. The purse seine required five
men to operate (Fig. 4). A combination of
two fishing methods was used for sampling
other fish fauna, namely, fish trap
(dimensions: 0.6 m x 0.4 m x 0.2 m) and
purse seine. Six fish traps were used in each
plot. These werc held down by ropes and
stainless steel rods (Fig. 5) and put in place
two to three days before a sampling operation. The openings of the traps faced inwards,
thus trapping fish only from wilhin the plots.
Beforc he fish traps were removed, the purse
seine was uscd to enclose the plots. The fish
caught in the seine were also collec~ed.All
specimens collected werc identified, counted

Fig. 1. Location of the study site at Boat Quay, Singapore River.

Fig. 2. Artificial seagrass unit in Singapore River.
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KEY:
Artlficiol wagroac
CnControl plot (no orttflcial magram)
Shore ( 8 rn owoy from l o r atop of staircaw)

Fig. 3. Layout of the plots at the experimental site.

Fig. 4. Purse seining at a selected plot.

Table 1. Stodring and sampling trials at experimental she. May to July 1989.
T~~~mpnt

Control

Fish

Shrimp

Fih

Shhp

732

l0,oOO
TL: l.6f 0.3 am
SL:1.2fO.lan
Wk 0.023 g

Observation 1

Stocking:

Sampling:

04 May (aeahass)
09 May (shrimp)
Number stocled'2
Biodatn

l0,oOO

732
m1.4fO.lcm
SL:1,250.1cm
Wt: 0.05 g

SL:1.2fO.lcm

SL:1.2fO.lm

Wt: 0.W g

Wt: 0.0s g

16
TL: 6 9 f 1.1 cm
SL 5.7 f 0.9 cm
Wt: 5.08 f 2.01 g

16
TL: 8.7 f 0.9 cm
SL: 6.9 f 0.9 an
Wt: 5.38 f 1.38 g

16

16

TL:&9f 1.1 an
SL: 5.7 f 0.9 cm
Wt: 5.08 f 2.01 g

TL: 8.7 f 0.9 cm
SL: 6.9 f 0.9 an

TL:1.6f0.3an

m 1.4 f 0.1 an

12 May
Number recapredl
Biodata

Observatim 2
Stocking:
16 May
Number stocked

Bidat0

Wt: 5.38 f 1.38 g

Sampling 1: 17May
Number rccnpred
Biodata

Sampling 2: 13Juns
Numbar ~cpptnred
Biodata

1 (6.3%)
TL: l l . 8 f 2.1an
SL:.9.8f 1.9 cm
Wt: 14.6f 6.2 g

0 (Wb)

Observatim 3

Stocking:

I3 June
Number etoclrcd
Biodata

Sampling:

26 July
Number mmptud
Biodotn

26

wt: Weight.

26

TL:8.9 f 0.7 an

SL: 7.4 f 0.6 an
Wt: 8.92 f 2.17 g

SL: 7.4 f 0.6 an
Wt: 8.92 f 2.17 g

0.4 (1.5%)
TL: 15.6 f 3.6 un
SL: 12.4 k 3.1 an
Wt: 520 f 226 g

TL:Total length
SL:Standard lmgth.

0

TL:8.9 f 0.7 un

0

2 (7.7%)

TL: 15.4 f 4.3 QU
SL: 12.6 k 3.5 cm
Wt: 48.2 f 44.2 g

0

0 (0%)

C

Slolnlorm stool rod

Fig. 5. Layout of the fish traps in a plot.

and weighed. Length measurements were also
taken for the stocked species only. All
seabass or banana shrimp captured were measured and weighed before being released to
the plots they were caught from.

Results and Discussion
Habitat conduciveness of artificial
seagrass for stocked fish and shrimp
The first sampling done one week after
stocking yielded none of the younger seabass
or shrimp (less than 0.1 g) from both control
and treatment plots (Table 1). This may be
because they were hatchery-bred, and, thus,
may have easily been predated upon by the
larger fish that were present (Table 2). This
view -was shared by a visiting sea-ranching

consultant (Tashiro, pers. comm.). The results
smngly suggest that, in their younger stages,
seabass fry and shrimp cannot survive well in
river conditions. Consideration for stocking
older stages of seabass and shrimp was theref a e warranted for the subsequent trials.
Subsequent stocking trials were done using
larger seabass and shrimp (less than 3 g). An
immediate sampling was conducted one day
a&er stocking to ascertain the presence of
stocked fish at the study site. An average of
50% or 8 pieces per plot of seabass were
reaptured from the ASG plots and none from
the control plots. The subsequent sampling
was done one month after the stocking trial.
k total of 5 seabass were caught from the
ASG plots representing 6.25% or 1 seabass
p
r plot, while none was recovered from the
control plots. This indicates a strong preference by the seabass for the ASG. The final
mxpture operation (one-and-a-half months
after the last stocking) yielded a total of 10

Table 2. List of fish species caught before and after stocking.

Family

Species

Fiish
1. Apgonidae
&won

UP.

Bairachameow sp.
Lutes calcarifer
Parachetodon ocdlatw
Sardinellafunbriofa
Stolephorw indicw
Gewes hpa9
G. OyeM

9. Hemimamphidae
10. Leiognathidae
11. Lutjanidae
12. Monacanthidae
13. Muraenidae
14. Platycephalidae

18. Siganidae
19. Sphyraenidae
20. Syngathidae
21. Tetradontidae

Hemirhamphw sp.
k i o g ~ l h r r equulvs
s
Lulpnw mnasligma
M o ~ c a n t h wsp.
G y m t h o r a x sp.
Platycephalus indicw
P. s c a h
Plotoslrp caniw
Scalophogus argus
Epintphelus molabaricrrs
E. l a u v i ~
Siganvs gUltartLP
S. javw
Sphyraena jell0
Hippocclmpus kvda
Ardhron reticulntw

Total no. of families
Total no. of species
Cmsta-s
1. Alpheidne
2 Donppldae
3. Menippidac
4. Palaanonidae
5. Pmaeidae

Total no. of families
Total no. of species
Glmd total

Families
Species

Alphtm sp.
Neodorippc sp.
Myomenippe krdwicki
Macrobrachiurn sp.
Metapenaew emir
Penaew mbrguie&
P. senripulcaiur
Peneaw sp.
Charybdis sp.
Portunlrp pelagiclu
Scylla #errata
T h M crenala
A c t i u sp.
Harpiosqwilla sp.

Cmml
Before
After

Treatment
Before
After
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seabass (2 seabass or 7.7% w r plot) from the
treatment plots, of which one was tagged. A
total of 2 seabass (0.4 individual or 1.5% per
plot) were also caught from the control plots.
T h w results further strengthen our view that
the ASG provides a g o d habitat for the
seabass and that only larger ones should be
considered for future stockings. Moreover, a
consultant is of the opinion that stocking
1,000 seabass is adequate for the river
(Tashiro, p a . comm.).
Meanwhile, the results yielded from the
recapture of shrimp were poor. No shrimp
were recovered from the ASG plots during
any of the samplings, while one shrimp (0.2
individual or 1.3% per plot) was caught from
the control plots on the second sampling. No
shrimp were used in the final stocking as the
need for the stocking of shrimp as a food
source was reviewed then (Tashiro, pen.
comm.) because of the existence of a large
number of other shrimp in the river. especially the sand shrimp (Metapenaeus ensis)
(Khin and Chou 1991).

Effectiveness of artficial seagrass
in enhancing the fuh community
The seine catch data indicate that the ASG
plots generally had a greater number of individuals compared to the control plots. This is
probably due to the hiding places and microfood source afforded to the smaller fish by
the seagrass, which in turn attracted the larger
fish.
Table 2 gives a list of fish species recorded
at the study site from 31 March to 26 July
1989 (a period of four months). The results
showed that fish fauna at the ASG after
stocking increased by 100%--from 12 farnilies (9 fish and 3 crustacean families) and 16
species (11 fish and 5 crustacean species)
before stocking to 24 families (17 fish and 7
crustacean families) and 30 species (19 fish
and 11 crustacean species) after stocking. The
catch data at the control plots show a slight

increase (less than 30%)--from 14 families
(11 fish and 3 crustacean families) and 18
species (13 fish and 5 crustacean species) to
17 families (11 fish and 6 crustacean families) and 23 p i e s (11 fish and 12 crusmean species). The sudden increase in the
number of families and species at the ASG
oould be due to two factors, namely, the
effect of stocking and the length of time the
seagrass was put in place. Bell et al. (1985)
also reported on the effect of ASG units in
attracting marine life and concluded that such
units would be comparable to natural seagrass sites if submerged for a long enough
time. The increase in the control areas may be
due to the indirect effect of ASG. We believe
that this preliminary experiment has shown
that the ASG units are indeed a useful m l in
the creation of a habitat and in the cnhmcement of the fish community.

Problems and Constraints
It was unfortunate that due to multisectoral
conflicts on the use of the site, the experiment
was unable to continue to study the further
growth and survival of the seabass and to
confirm the usefulness of ASG as an ecological niche in the Singapore River. In addition,
the ASG stalks were heavily fouled after
three months by barnacles, bivalves, algae,
tunicates and bryozoans. The weight of the
fouling organisms caused the stalks to sag
and lose their floating property, making Sampling difficult. Further study needs to be done
to overcome the sagging problem, although
an immediate remedy to solve this present
predicament is to reverse the setting of the

ASG.

Conclusion
The results of this preliminary study show
that ASG has a positive effect on both
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stocked seabass and resident fish community
in the river. However, further experiments are
needed to confirm these results and to assess
the long-term impact of ASG on the environment of the Singapore River. Studies also
need to be done on the use of ASG while
plagued with the fouling problem, so that the
artificial habitat can be maintained.
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Abstract
This pper provide^ an overview of the research work conducted on benthic communities in Singapore's waters. The
possibity of using the exisling data for environmental monitoring is discussed.

Introduction

and aquatic insects by C.H. Fernando and
D.H. Murphy in 1961. Since then, many
institutions have been involved in the study
and investigation of the aquatic environment
in and around Singapore (Lam and Khoo
1988). However, only a few studies have
been published on the benthic communities
of the coastal waters of Singapore. Some of
the earlier studies include the zonation of the
marine fauna and flora on a rocky shore near
Singapore O)urchon 1954) and the faunal
zonation of mangrove swamps (Berry 1963).
Most of these studies are on the macrobenthos of the intertidal or littoral zone. Few

Studies on the benthic fauna and flora in
the coastal rivers and waters of Singapore
have been conducted since the establishment
of the Department of Zoology at the National
University of Singapore in 1950. Studies on
mollusks and brachiopods by S.H.Chuang,
crustaceans by D.S.Johnson and turtles by
J.R. Hendrikmn began in 1951; followed by
that on corals by A.G. Searle in 1953; coral
reefs, polychaetes and flying fish by R.E.
Sharma in 1955; mangroves by A.J. Berry in
1956; coelenterates by S.S. Dhaliwal in 1959;
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studies have been conducted on the individual smaller organisms as well as on the faunal
communities found in the subtidal zones. It is
only until recently that mote studies have
been conducted on subtidal coral reefs (Chou
1987). Much less is known about other subtidal benthic communities such as the softbottom communities.
This paper describes studies which have
been conducted on intertidal benthic communities as well as on subtidal bottom communities found in Singapore's waters since 1950.

diatoms. Nah (1972) conducted a study on the
benthic diatoms of the intertidal zone of
Johore Strait in 1972. The study area was situated along the beach between Punggol point
and Punggol's river mouth. The distribution
of epipelic diatoms along a transverse mnsect was studied. The zonation distribution in
the upper, middle and lower littoral is given
in Table 1.
The density of the benthic diatoms generally increased from the upper to the lower
littoral, but decreased from 0.2 m to 0.0 m of
the tide's level. Only 7 of the 20 species
occurred at the zero tide level. The highest
density was found between 0.4 and 0.3 m tide
levels (18,600 crn2 and 21,400 cm2, respectively).
Species of abundance are Amphora bitumida, Bacillaria purudoxa, Navicula greville
and N. cryptocephala.Although B. paradoxa
is considered a planktonic form, it is found in

Benthic Diatoms
of Intertidal Habitats
A number of studies have been made on
planktonic diatoms in Singapore's waters
(Tham et al. 1970), but not much on benthic
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Fig. 1. Map of rhe Eastern Johore Strait showing the tmsects.

large numbers in the sediments (Lebour
1929). This baseline information on the distribution of benthic diatoms could form a
basis for assessing changes in the ,coastal
waters of Singapore. Because they are not
mobile and have a fast reproductive cycle,
benthic diatoms are useful indicators of the
short-term changes in the overlying w a r n
when the beaches are submerged during high
tides.

Subtidal Macrobenthos
of Eastern Johore Strait
The earliest study on the coastal subtidal
benthic community was a dissertation by Lee
(1973). The area of study was between the
eastern entrance of Eastern J o b Strait at
Pulau Ubin and Sembawang Harbour (Fig. 1).
Eight tmsects were made and the organisms
were distributed at the depths of 5-10 ft, 10-

20 ft and 20-30 ft. Tanaka's simple bottom
sampler and the naturalist's rectangular
dredge were, used. Monitored were the soil
particle composition, phosphate, water and
organic contents of the sediments and the
presence of hydrogen sulfide at the sampling
sites.
Phosphate values increased from the
entrance of Johore Strait to Sembawang Harbour. Hydrogen sulfide was detected from
bottom samples even at the entrance of the
strait and the frequency increased as samples
were taken farther inside the strait towards
Sernbawang Harbour. This indicates that an
oxygen gradient was found at the bottom of
the strait.
The occurrence and distribution of the
benthic macrofauna were also investigated. A
total number of 130 species was recorded.
The distribution of the polychaetes, mollusks
and echinoderms is given in Tables 2, 3 and
4, respectively.
As one moved from the enuance of the
strait to Sembawang Harbour, the species
'

Serpulidac (Hydroide~)

hnicidae (DiopnlraJ
Keridae (NereirJ
Capitellidx sp.
Scalibragnidae sp.
Eunicidae (Eunice)
Maldane (Axiotheh)
Cirralulidae VhrylJ
Cirralulidae (CinaLdusJ
Aphrdtidae (Lrpidoualw)
Aphrdlidae (Panlkdr)
Aphrcditidae (Sthenelnir)
Aphrodioh sp.
Glyaeridae (Glycma)
Sabellidae (hvbng)
SabeWdae (Hypricomm)
TerebeIlidae (Polymndo)
Terebellidae (Terebellides)
Tmbegidae fsinw-1
Syllidae sp.
Eunicidac (LunbriccnereLr)
Typhloswlecidae sp. 1
Amphaddae ( A m g e )

Aphrodi~dae(Pdyodonles)
Maldanidac (Moldone)
Ampbumidae sp.
Sabellidae (PdamiIlNaJ
Paraonidae sp.
A m p a m i d a t (PecfinoriaJ
Typhlo6aolecidac sp. 2
opelidac sp.
Maldanidae (Euclymenej
Eunicidac (Marphya)
Amphareridae (Melimpis)
Unidentilicd spxier
Species diversity
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Table 2. (mnrinud)

Serpulidae(H$oidcs]

Eunicidae (Diopaha)
Nuidae (Nereir)
Capullidae sp.
Sulibragnidae sp.
Euniadae {Eunice)
Maldane (hiolhelb)
Cirratulidac (Thad
Cinatdidae (Cirra!ulus)
A&rcAtidae (Lapdonollu)

A p M t i d a e (PonthaIis)
Aphroditidae (Slhedau)
Aphrdtidae sp.
Glyceridae (Glycm)
Sabellidae (Dosychong)
S a W d a e (Hypsicomw)
T e & d i d a e (PoIpmm)
Terebelhdae (Terrbrilides)
Terebellidac (ShrMosonro)
SyU&e sp.
Eunicidae (Ludricmerets)
Typhlapcoleddae ap. 1
Amphnmictidae (Amgel
Aphmditidae (Pd)admles)
Maldanidat (Yd&ae)
Aqhiamidac sp.

Sabellidae (Poramildo)
h r m i d a e rp.
AmphiaPnidsc (Peclinoria)
Typhlosdesidat sp 2
Opelidae sp
M a l G d a e (Euc/ymnc)
Eunidde (Morphysa)
Ampharetidae (Meiinopsir)
Unidentitied species
Species diversity

Table 2. (mniiued)
Familylspcicr

Tranacus

I

Total no. of spcics famd
U
Ill

0

Strpulidac (!!ydroides)
Eunicidse (Diopim)
Ncridau (Nerris)
Capitellidae ap.
Scalihgnidae sp.
Eunicidsc (Eunice)
Mddanc (Axio~hclh)
Citulidac (Thrrryx)
C i e l i d a e (Cirmrulu)
Aphmditi&e ( h p i h n u w )
Aphmditi&e (Panlhalis)
Aphrodiudac (S~lknebb)
Aphditidnt up.
Glyceridrc (Glycara)
SPbeUidae (Dasychong)
Sabellidae (Hypsicomw)
Tercbdlidac (Polymnm)
Tcnbcllidae (Terckllidcs)
TercbeUidac ( S l r c M o s m )
Syllidac sp.
Bunicidae (Lumbricwreralr)
Typhlwcolccidae sp. 1
Ampharctidse (Amate)
Aphmditidae (Polyodonus)
Mnldnnidse (Malhnc)
Amphiamidnc sp.
Sabellidac (Polamitla)
Pnmonidae p.
Amphiamidat ( P e c l i ~ r i o )
%hloacolecidac sp. 2
W d a c sp.
Maldanidae (Euclymem)
Eunicidae (Marphym)
Arnphamidae (Melimpis)
Unidtntifiod spccies
Spccies divenity
Kcy: I. = 5-10 ft. U = 10-20 k III = W-30 ft.
T = T d no. of spcimcna.

composition of the polychaetes changed.
However, the change was not uniform within
the 21.000-m stretch of the strait Moreover,
about 35 species of polychaetes were found
with a serpulid from the genus Hydroides
which seemed to be present in all the samples. A polychaete belonging to the eunicid
genus Diopatra was also commonly found in
all sites except in Sembawang Harbour.
Diopatra is tubicolous with a membranous
tube with adhering sand grains and detritus. It
was quite numerous at transects 5 and 7
where the substratum was of medium coarse
sand and clay. A large number of capitellidae
polychaete species were found in tranmt 6.

Some capitellids are reputed to be tolerant of
extreme low oxygen conditions and are indicators of poor oxygenated environments (Day
1967).
As for the mollusks, 29 species of the
commonly found bivalve juveniles and egg
cases of Thais sp. and Mdongena pugilina
were recorded. However, as one moved from
the entrance of the strait inwards, there was a
change in species composition, indicating
that there was a gradient in the habitat conditions. Abundant species were Denfalium sp.,
Modiolcrs pneleganr and Placuna sella. Narsarius jacksonionus was common in the
sandy habitats of transects 6 and 8.

Table 3. I l l h e disuibulion ofmoUusks
1
Familyl~cs

I.
2
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
1I .
12

13.
14.

IS.
16

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

Tmsecu

I

Ccriikivlnpnrdwn
Buccinidae rp.
DLNnliwn sp.
Osura
Circe ~wnefacia
Arcanfesceru
Modidur peneiegans
hidew d h
Thutirsd
Siriorca scdprilis
Awdora oaPicdafa
Cerilhkieacingarlnfa
N i m incarmafa
Placlulo seUa
M w u ~ i n e a ~
Nucolaoidac
Shomburkbelh
Modiolu nub
Mpily1 viridir
SFc.-'dylidae
Melongem p u g i l k
NarwiMp&onienur
h o m d a a r d a sQuawmsa
Chironidac sp.
Vrrmcfw
Tiuisec&&a
Dosinm csmpcrafa
Clauco~mcsp.
Osuea ap.

1
1

SpcciesdiVClBiry

2

Key: 1=5-10~II=10-20~In=20-30h
T = Total no. of specimeos.

I1

In

0
(1)
(1)

7

0)

2
1

(2)
(1)

3

(5)
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Table 3. (mniinued)

CerdhLvRphrlufn
Buccinidse sp.
D e d i w r sp.
Ostrea
Circe lumrfacla
Arca rqfescenr
Modiolvs pmeiegalrr
Malleus ailnu
This rirsori
Snmrca sculp1ili.s
Anadornalpinrlnrn
Cerithidea cingulala
Nina i n a m d a
PIselh
Mwex nrar~inmnw
Nuculanidae
SCTada*

Modiolu nit&
Myril11pv u i d i r
Spdylidae

M e l o n g r ~p u g i l i ~
Nmsariur j u t h o n k

Anormlaarih sqv~lnro
(hitonidae sp
Vermelu
This rchindala
Darinia m p e r d a
G ~ ~ Y C Osp.
AOR~~
ostrea ap.
Species diversity

Table 3. (continued)
Familylspccics

Tmscas

I

Told no. of specimens found
Il
111

m

Ccrirhivm prdm

Buccinidae up.
Dentaliurn sp.
Osrraa
Circc lumrficta
Arca rlrfascam
Modiolvr panulagans
Mallavr rlbru
Thais frJsofi
Slrbrca scdprilb
A~dara
awicuhto
Cerilhidca cingulala
Nirm incarnara
P l a c w sello
Mwex m a r r i ~ r n w

Nuculanidac
Srrombus i d e l l o
Modiolvr n i r i h
Myrilvr viridis

Spondylidae
Malongem p q i l i r i .
Nassariur p c b o n i m v r
Anomlocarido squamnr.

Chilonidae sp.
Varmerw
T h i s rchinulafa
Dosink srmsperolo
G l a u c o n m sp.
Ostreo up.

S p i e r diversity
Key: I = 5-10 ft, U = 10-20ft. III = 20-30 f~
T = Toul no. of apccimena.

As for the echinoderms, 16 species were
recorded. The abundant ones included
Astrapecten vappa, Ophiocnemis marmorata
and Salmacis dussumieri. A few of these
species were found at the two extreme sites
of the study area.
In gcneral, h e entrance of the strait
secmed to have a swingent environmcnt in
which a fcw species were found in low abundance. This could be due 10 its exposure LO
the open seas. Similarly, the silc at Sembawang Harbour showed fewer spccics and
numbers probably because of the organically
pollulcd bottom, rcsulting low oxygcn
content and high hydrogcn sulfidc environmcnt.
The dctrilus production, utilization and
decomposilion of bottom sedimcnts in he
Eastern Johore Strait wcrc studied by Khoo
(1980). The dctrilus dcposition on thc bcnlhic

environment was correlated with the monsoons. The rcsults show that an estimated 6.8
kg C/m2 of detritus was deposited annually in
the Johore Strait lo support about 130 species
of moslly filler-feeding detrital benthic
organisms.

Soft-bottom Benthic Communities
in Rivers and Coastal Waters
In conjunction with Ihe ASEANIAustralia
Coaslal Living Rcsourccs Project (CLRP),
the soft-botlom bcnlhic communities of the
Singapore Rivcr and olhcr rivcrs such as
Kallang Basin, Punggol, Buloh and Scrangoon (Lim et al., in press) were studicd from
1986 lo 1988. Forty farnilics of mollusks, 31
of annclids, 23 of arlhropods, 22 of chordates
and 2 of echinoderms wcrc collcctcd.

Table 4. ?he dislribution of echinoderms.

Ophiuroids
Opkiarachna incrasaia

ophrochunis mrmorala
Ophiorric)m& nerridino
w
u
r
o
i
d sp. 1
W u m i d rp. 2
~ u r o i sp.
d 3
Ophiumid hp. 4

Table 4. (continued)

Wuroids
Ophiawchno incrassla
Ophiahed nmrnwrala
Ophiarickoidcr Releidin0
Ophinmidsp. 1
Ophiumid sp. 2
Ophiuroidap. 3
ophluroid sp. 4

Holothurians
H&hwia scabra
Holarhurim sp. A
Holorhmrian sp. B

Continued

Tmsects

I

Tad no. of specimms found
IJ
DI
(T)

Ophiumids
Ophiarachna incrassala
Ophiochemir marmorala
Ophiorrichoidts ntreidina

Ophiumid up. 1
Ophiuroid sp. 2
Ophiumid sp. 3
Ophiumid sp. 4
Holothurians
Holoihu-in scabm

Hololhurim sp. A
Ilolo~huriansp. 0
Echinoids
Salmcis dvrsvnrisri

Asteroids
Anrhemo chinerrrb
Archarlcr lypicrs
Aslropeclen w p p

Spcics diversity

79

Key: I = 5-10 It. II = 10-20ft, III = 20-30ft
T = Toral no. of spcimcns.

The coastal soft-bottom habitats were, also
surveyed during the same period under CLRP
(Koh et al., in press). Offshore subtidal areas
near Pulau Tekong, Western Johore Strait and
Pulau Ayer Chawan were monitored. Collected were 126 families composed mainly of
annelids, crustaceans, coelenterates, echinoderms, mollusks and sipunculids, Attempts
were made to chmcterize and classify the
benthic communities and their environments
using the family composition collected during
the CLRP survey (Khoo and Loo, in press;
Khoo 1990).
Using the clustering program. PATN
(Belbin 1987), the grouping of sites was
made. One of the resulting kndrograms is
shown in Fig. 2. It was shown that the coastal
sites (Western Johore Strait, Pulau Tekong
and Pulau Ayer Chawan) could be grouped
together and differentiated from riverine sites
(Kallang Basin, Singapore River, Sungei
Buloh, Sungei Serangoon and Sungei Punggol) which were grouped in a separate cluster. This indicates that despite the use of

higher taxonomic levels of identification,
such as families, it is possible to objectively
classify the study areas with similar benthic
communities that would correspond to
maningful physical and environmental conditions.
Another objective attempt (Khoo 1990) m
&rive a meaningful pattern using the same
benthic composition data was the use of the
program, TWINSPAN (Hill 1979). This
study showed that it is possible to objectively
classify the samples with the same geographic locations and environments together,
as hypothesized, using the data on the benthic
species composition and to help identify
benthic families that characterize these
groupings. A typical outcome is shown in
Fig. 3.
Offshore coastal sites can be characterized
and differentiated from riverine sites by benthic organisms belonging to the families Syllidae, Nereidae, Polynoidae, Ceinidae, Porctllanidae, Xanthidae. Eunicidae, Alpheidae,
Ophiactidae and Terebellidae.

Dendrogram of DREDGE samples using Cower's Index and UPGMC.

KBDlO
KBD20
KBD30
KBD40
KBD50
KBD60
KBDll
KBD22
KBD33
KBD44
KBD55
KBD66
SRDlO
SRD20
SRD30
SRDll
SRD22
SRD33
SRD44
SRD55
SRD66
SBDlO
SBD20
SBD3O
SBD40
SBDSO
SSD60
SPDlO
SPD30
SPD50
SPD60
WJDlO
WJDZO
WJD3O
WJDOO
PTDlO
PTD2O
PTD30
PTD40
PTD50
PTD60
PTD 70
ACDlO

ACD20
ACD30
ACD4O

Pig. 2. Rewh of the PATN dassificaticm on dredge samplur taken from the riven and offshore
coastal a m od Singapom.
Siu ID c ~ n s k t sof 5 charactem.
Character 1, 2 = site acronym (KB=Kallang Basin; SRSingapors River. SS=Sungei
Seranggon; SP=Sungei Punggol; WJ=West Johors Supit; PT=Pulau Tekmg; AC=Ayer
Chawan).
Character 3 = Sampling method (D=dredge)
~haracter4 = Site number.
Character 5 = Duplicate number.
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Discussion and Conclusion

have not been as much as expected. The
above studies' practical significance, for one,

Applications of benthic studies on the
monitoring of marine pollution in Singapore

11 Ciro l a n i
24 Bala n i d a
3 4 Myti l i d a
41 Ophe l i i d
110 Onup h i d a
111 Drei s s e n
1 1 3 Fami l y 1
74 Troc h i d a
7 6 Dona c i d a
8 3 Fami l y 3
I 0 1 Ostr e i d a
29 Pena e l a a
3 7 A r c i dae
62 Crexr i d u l
125 Aseil i d a
2 Nere idae
86 Isog nomo

--S3b---

---+---

is that of providing some form of baseline
information on the existing benthic commu-

------------------+
0001
------------------+ 0010

Fig.3. Resultg of the TWINSPAN classific~tionon dmdge samples taken from the rivers and coastal
waters of Singapore. Sampling site acronyms are the sene as in Fig. 1 .
I=KBDl, 2=KBD2, 3=KBD3, 4=KBD4, S=KBDS, 6=KBD6,7=KBD7. 8=KBD22, 9=KBD33.
10=KBD44, ll=KBD55, 12SBD66, 13=SRMO, 14=SRD20, 15=SRD30, 16=SRD11,
17=SRD22. 18SRD33. 19=SRD44, u3=SRIHS, 21=SRD66, 22=SBD10, 23=SBD20UI.

nities in Singapre's waters. Certain species
and families that have been identified may
also be used as indicators for monitoring.
Thc#e studies alone are obviously insufficient for p t i c a l usage fur environmental
impact assessment and pollution monitoring.
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Nevertheless, some indications on the distribution and occurrence of benthic species are
provided so that future investigations and
more precise and specific identifications of
indicator species for monitoring particular
environments cwld be made. However, to

46
enhance the usefulness of such information
on a community's composition, other biological data such as the environmental tolerances
of the composite species, particularly the
indicators, are needed.
With the present limitation in identifying
most of the benthic organisms to family or
genus levels only, it may not be possible to
make a precise assessment of any subtle
changes in the coastal environment. Thus,it
is necessary for further taxonomic studies to
identify benthic organisms to species level in
Singapore's rivers and coastal waters.
There is much to be done in benthic ecological studies. Because they are not mobile.
benthic organisms are advantageous as environmental indicatom since their presence or
absence and abundance will provide a good
measure of the changes taking place in the
environment. Therefore, more studies in this
field should be encouraged.
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Abstract
The first anificial reef in Singapore, consisting of tirc-pyramid modulcs and hollow concrete cubes, was established
within the vicinity of h e Southern Islands in mid-1989. Early observations indicate their positive role in attracting fish
like snappers and balfish. Juvenile stages of fish prefcrrcd the tire reefs, while the larger-sizcd ones stayed with the
concrete modules. Since the potential for fish population enhanccmcnt appears good, many seafloor arcas of Singapre
can benefit from artificial reefs. Howevcr. the present approval mechanism for the use of such sites represents a strong
constraint.

Introduction

for their seas. The purposes of these programs vary from country to country. In Japan,
it is meant to enhance commercial fisheries
whilc in the USA, it is intcnded to improve
recreational fishcries. However, in spite of
thc varying intentions, hese man-made reefs
have clearly demonsuatcd heir capability to
increase biomass production in the aquatic
cnvironrnent, with thc succcss rate higher in
the rnorc propcrly managed programs (Chou
1989).

Artificial reds have been in use in various
parts of thc world. Japan and the USA havc
the longest historics in the establishment and
developmcnt of artificial rccfs. The success
of this concept of enhancing marine life,
especially fish, cncouraged many other
counlries worldwide, par~icularly in Soulheast Asia, to cslablish arlificial rccf programs
47
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In reality, artificial reefs also serve as additional habitats offering a new substratum
for the settlement of an entire range of encrusting organisms which coombute to the
establishment and development of natural
communities. These organisms play a major
role in food chains capable of sustaining animals of higher mphic levels such as fish.
When newly established, artificial reefs attract fish from the vicinity because of the
shelter that they offer. As encrusting
communities develop. some of the organisms
serve as the diet of certain fish species. When
food and shelter become available, these fish
species will remain almost permanently
within the vicinity of the artificial reefs as the
requirements of the different stages of their
life cycles can be satisfied.

Marine Life
Almost all the natural coral reefs are
located south of the mainland (Fig. 1). High
sedimentation mtes over the last 20 years
have reduced the zones suitable for growth.
Personal observations showed coral growth
extending down to 8 m dofig the reef slope
prior to the early 1970s. Now, coral growth is
poor--below the 5 rn depth of the reef slope.
However. within the upper zone of the reef
slope, coral diversity and abundance remain
high (Chou 1988). indicating that sedimentation has reduced the zone suitable for
growth but has not affected biodiversity and
abundance in the zones still suitable for
growth.

Fig. 1. Map of Singapore and the Southern Islands showing the coral reefs.

The upper zone of reef slopes supports up
to 66% of live coral cover at the 3 m depth
while the lower zone has less than 14% at the
10 m depth (Lim et al. 1990). The maximum
generic diversity of hard corals at the 3 m
depth zone was 0.29lm while at the 10 m
depth zone, it was 0.111m. A total of 51 genera of hard corals from our reefs has been
recorded, representing a comparatively good
diversity when considering the limited extent
of these reefs.
The seafloor supports a scattering of various life forms which differ according to the
physical characteristics of the substratum.
Although the abundance of the benthic communities is low, the diversity of some groups
remains high.
Fish life associated with reefs is also poor.
Only four indicator species (Chaetodontids)
are present. Food fishes are also low in diversity and abundance. Lim et al. (1990) suggest
two possible reasons for the low overall
biomass, namely the reduced coral growth
zone and fishing pressure.

The First Artificial Reef
Under the current ASEAN/US Coastal
Resources Management Project, experimental
artificial reefs in Singapore are to be established at 2 sites. Each artificial reef consists
of 2 sections, onc of 50 precast hollow concrete c u k s (1 m3) and the other of used tires
tied into pyramidal modules (Fig. 2). Twenty
tire modules were deployed, each containing
42 tires. The first reef was established north
of Terumbu Pempang Tengah, between midAugust and the end of September 1989. It is a
patch reef (Fig. 3) with a depth of 10 to 15 m.
The cost of the construction, transportation
and deployment of the artificial reef
amounted to S$30.000.00. Fig. 4 shows the
arrangement and position of the reef modules.
The tire modules were placed side by side on
the seafloor. Of the concrete modules, 40
were placed next to each other on the seafloor
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while 10 were double-stacked above them.
The second artificial reef is intended to be
established in an area west of Pulau
Semakau.
Observations of the first artificial reef,
since its establishment, showed that within
the first few weeks, filamentous algae formed
a layer over the surfaces of the materials.
This was followed by the settlement and
growth of encrusting organisms such as tunicates, hydroids and barnacles, particularly on
the concrete modules. The rubber tires did
not appear to encourage the growth of these
encrusting organisms. Sea cucumbers and
mollusks were also observed among the
modules. The concrete modules attracted
adult batfish (Platax) and snappers which
appeared to have taken up residence. Subsequent dives revealed their continued presence. The batfish were seen feeding on the
encrusting organisms such as the barnacles
attached to the concrete modules. Coral reef
fishes were observed sheltering among the
concrete as well as the tire modules, while
various stages of juvenile fishes seem to
favor the tire modules.
The results obtained during this initial
stage are mostly descriptive. Quantitative
data that can calculate the cost effectivencss
while paying close attention to the role of
these structures in supporting marine life will
be obtained with further monitoring in the
next few years.

Potential Areas for Development
The two sites selected for the pilot study
on artificial reefs have firm sandy substrata.
There are many areas with similar seafloor
characteristics and suitable depths that can be
utilized for artificial reef development. Shallower areas can also be used but these may
interfere with the movement of small crafts.
Artificial reefs established in shallow areas
have the greater potential for the colonization
of hermatypic corals since the sedimented

o. Subunit of o tlre module

6. Side

view of o tlre modull

b. Plan view of o tlre module

d. Hollow conarete module

Fig. 2. A r t i f i d reef m d e s used in the exprimenf

Fig. 3. Site locatim of the first artificial reef.

Fig. 4. Plan view of the artificial reef modules.

conditions have limited their growth to the
shallower depths. The biota of the fringing
reefs of the Southern Islands which are designated for tourism can be enhanced by the
placement of suitably designed artificial reef
structures in strategic locations where the
movement of small crafts is prohibited. They
can also serve as mooring buoys to minimize
damage to the reefs by anchors. The enhancement of such reefs will make scuba
diving more interesting, apart from increasing
biodiversity and abundance.
Deeper areas with soft muddy bottoms can
also be developed and transformed into suit-

able habitats for fish and other marine life.
The muddy bottom of these areas does not
support much marine life because of their
anoxic condition. Artificial reef modules can
be designed so that while the base remains
buried in the mud, the upper part projects
well above the substratum which immediately
serves to provide shelter as well as space for
marine organisms. This will also encourage
the growth of encrusting organisms which the
muddy seafloor itself could not. The soft
muddy seafloor along the East Coast, for example, can be enhanced and made more productive with the use of artificial reefs. The
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placement of such structures can also increase the recreational fishing potential there.

Constraints
The intense use of the limited seaspace by
various sectors makes it difficult to obtaii
early approval for the use of even this fmt
experimental site. The relevant government
agencies to which the plans and details were
submitted each took time to evaluate the
request for the use of the site. This resulted in
as long a period as 19 months before the
approval for the use of the fmt site was
given. Requests for the use of other sites
which were surveyed and found to be suitable
(Chou and Hsu 1987) prior to this first site
were turned down after a lengthy p m s s of
evaluation by the agencies concerned. This
points to the lack of coordination among the

agencies as well as the uncertainty on the use
of many areas as far as the marine environment is concerned since decisions could not
be made before the agencies had consulted
one another. A comprehensive management
plan for the marine environment is therefore
desirable.
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Abstract
'Ihe history and nature of maritime cities nrc reflected by the image and character of their urban waterfronts. In Sing a p e , the cleanup of urban waterways has unlocked the pDtcntial for w a t u f m t developmmtr centered around the
Singapore River, Marina Bay and Kallang River Basin. The ongoing process of making improvements w h i i conserving
traditimd buildings and promoting waterspm md reaeational activities at urban waterfronts is encompassed within
the broader framework of rdizing long-term plans for than. But for urbm waterfronts to become total environments
where work and leiaure can take place in the heart of the city requires coordinated effottu of government planners. private developers. architeas and indeed,the general public. This paper focuses cm these plans and wtlines the visim for
the counuy'r urban w a t e r f r m ~ .

Introduction

In ihese maritime cities rose factories,
warehouses, railroads and docks which were
brought along by the industrial revolution in
Europe that began in the nineteenth century.
Many of these cities' waterfronts became an
impassable maze of factories and railroads.
Bodies of water were not only a convenient
means of transportation, but also constitulcd
the cheapest and most convenient dumps for

Many cities have been built along riverbanks and seacoasts since water provides an
easy means of transportation and communication for trade to take place. It also providcs
food from its depths and enables agricultural
activities to take place on the surrounding
land.
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human and industtial wastes, poisoning
aquatic life and breeding a number of diseases. As a result, the urban charms of many
great cities were marred.
Moreover, the modernization of industrial
activities and the subsequent improvements
in marine and other modes of transportation
had a great impact on the early industrial
complexes along the waterfronts. No longer
able to cope with the problems of increased
volume and speed of production and
transportation, the exodus of many of these
industries to specially designated industrial
areas outside city centers became widespread.
With the urban waterfronts abandoned. many
of them decayed and became slum areas
where crime and poUution held sway.
However, in Singapore, the ill effects of
industrialization impinging on the environment of our urban waterfronts had not been
as drastic as in Europe and elsewhere. As a
young nation, we were spared the earlier
century's indusaial revolution that swept
through many other established maritime
cities of the world. The planning and development strategy adopted by the nation for our
economy has also been'crucial lo the wellbeing of our urban waterfronts.
Nevertheless, our waterways were not
spared the pollution caused by human settlements and cargo-carrying boats that plied out
rivers. Thus, some of the rivers that flow into
ow urban waterfronts were found to be
grossly polluted with little or no marine life
just a little more than a decade ago. Today,
organic and inorganic wastes from farms,
squatters, street hawkers, and unsewered industrial premises and boatyards continue to
be discharged into these waterways.
In response to this situation. the government set up a plan to permanently remove the
stench, flotsam and debris that characterize
these rivers. Coordinated by the Minishy of
the Environment, a ten-year project to clean
up the Singapore River and the Kallang River
Basin was initiated in 1977. It involved four
phasas: (1) the waterways were physically

cleaned and dredged; (2) pollutive activities
were phased out; (3) farms, squatters, hawkers and improper workshops were resettled;
and (4) suitable infrastructure, factories,
housing and food centers were developed for
those affected by the relocation.

Planning
Today, these waterways are clean and free
from stench. Aquatic life has returned and
drill be further enhanced by the fish stocking
program currently undertaken by the Fisheries Department. With some new park
developments along the waterfronts, the potential for outdoor activities and waterfront
developments also becomes evident.
In 1988, the draft master plan for the urban
waterfronts at Marina Bay and Kallang River
Basin, which was prepared by the Urban
Redevelopment Authority (URA) and other
relevant government departments and agencies, was made known to the public through a
two-week exhibition and several press
releases. This master plan, together with that
for the Singapore River which was earlier
drawn up by URA in 1985, is aimed at formulating a clear development strategy for our
urban waterfronts. Specifically,the objectives
of the plan are to:
1.
optimize the assets of the different
waterfront locations;
2.
guide and integrate water-based and
waterfront developments;
3.
establish a comprehensive implementation program; and
4.
create a distinctive image and character for our urban waterfronts as
future international landmarks.
In drawing up the master plan, the
strengths and weaknesses of our urban waterfronts were analyzed and studies of successful waterfronts, such as the Baltimore Inner
Harbor and Darling Harbour, were made. An
overall conceptual fmmework was then formulated for our waterfronts along the Singapore River, Marina Bay and Kallang River

Basin. The idca was to develop each of these
waterfronts with a dislinctivc thcme and
character in relation to their existing strengths
and potentials for the various forms of dcvclopments. Based on this overall concept,
detailed plans were drawn up.

Overall Concept
Singapore River, a legacy of a rich cultural
mix of traditional shophouses, godowns, civic
monuments, modem skyscrapers and meandering river malls, will be developcd following conservative and modern building
schemes along with the addition of new
shopping and food establishments and recrcational facilitics. It will be dcsigncd as a river
for history and entertainment.
Marina Bay, with its panoramic view and
expanse of land and water, will be the future
core of downtown Singapote since the bay
provides an excellent setting for the slaging
of national events and celebrations. With
quality buildings to frame its waterfront
promenades, it will become a bay for events
and celebrations.
The Kallang River Basin has its sandy
beaches and informal shoreline profile, parks,
and recreational and sports facilities in close
proximily to residcntial areas. It will be
turned into a basin for fun and tccrcation.
Singapore River

The Singapore Rivcr mwnders through the
traditional cenlcr of Singapore. With difrercnt
bridges linking both banks of thc rivcr along
its Icnglh, it can be characterized by its division into three areas, namely the Boat Quay
area, the Clarke Quay arca and the Robertson
Quay a m .
Over thc ywrs, Ihc customary activities of
bumboats, tongkang and sampan plying the
rivcr and loading and unloading sacks of ricc,
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spices and rubber have bccn replaced with the
conlcmporary h u s k of modern banking and
office blocks, holcls and some old remaming
shophouscs and warehouses which will bc
rcstored as part of our lraditional building
conservation effort to save our cultural hcritage. Howevcr, in keeping with thc times,
thcse will be used as food, shopping and
recreational facilitics.
Along the Boat Quay, plans for thc
restoration of the shophouses have becn submitted by their private owncrs. Scheduled for
complction by mid-1992, the restored shophouses, together with thc colonial Civic Hall,
the Parliament House and the modern
skyscrapcrs alrcady there, could then lend
their charm to this crcsccnt-shapcd section of
thc rivcr. Plans x c also being drawn up to
improvc the cxisting promenades fronling the
shophouses to complcment the many structures lhat have bccn built. When thcse rivcrsidc promenades are properly landscaped,
ample shade would be providcd by the trces
to be planted along thc length of the promcnadcs for outdoor pedestrian activilies. The
rcslored shophouscs opcrating as food establishments could also use thcsc promenades to
put heir tables and chairs in case of a
spillover of customers. By thc end of 1991, it
is expcctcd lhat we would all bc able to enjoy
the pleasure of eating under the canopy of
trecs along the riverside.
Thc Clarke Quay area consists of prcdominantly low-rise tradi~ional warehouses
on its north bank next to Liang Court Hotel
and the shops undergoing improvements.
Thcsc large warehouses, which can be
rcstorcd for a wide varicty of new uses, havc
bccn tcnderd out to the privatc scclor.
Within the ncxt fcw years, we would be ablc
to cat, shop and rclax amid these rows of
reslorcd wxchouscs with their villagc kind 01'
almosphcrc on this portion of thc Singapore
Rivcr next to Fort Canning Park. Thc Rccd
and Ord Bridgcs will provide important
pcdcstrian links lo the opposite bank near thc
HavcIock arca whcrc ~hcrcarc still a numbcr
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of existing shophouses. Thcsc could also be
conserved to add to the traditional charm of
the Clarke Quay a m .
The Robertson Quay area is characterized
by its large solidly built warehouses and new
hotel developments. Many of Lhesc warehouses could be refurbished for adaptive
rcusc and integrated with the new infill cornmercial developments that will soon rise from
the vacant land availablc thcre.
The three areas that charactcrizc thc Singapore River will be linked by landscaped
promenades along both of its riverbanks.
Additional landing points could be provided
to allow for more boats for the river cruise
which is already in opcration. Apart From
providing a novel way for peoplc to discover
the charm of the river, thc rivcrboats could
also be an interesting means to travel from
one point to another. There arc also plans to
have tongkang moored on the river to serve
as floating restaurants. These permanent
activities would complement the existing
annual and othcr organized activities such as
the New Year b n g bao show, the river
regatta, and the boat and raft raccs, so that the
Singapore River would be rendered exciting
not only along the banks but also in the river
itself.

Marina Bay
Marina Bay was formed from the additional reclaimed land takcn from Marina
Ccntcr, Marina Soulh and the natural shoreline along Collycr Quay. 11s slratcgic location
in the heart of the city, togelher with the
existing financial and business centcrs at
Shenton Way and the modern hotcls and
shopping complcx at Marina Square, provides the bay with a dramatic vicw of thc
city's skyline. On the olher hand, its calm
waters and extensive water frontage of about
4.5 km of shoreline around the bay can
accommodate large crowds of peoplc. This
makes the bay an ideal venue for staging
international water-based evcnts and cclcbra-

tions. Currcntly, the powerboat races, dragonboat races and national events, such as thc
National Day Celebration and the Cultural
Festival, arc bcing held at the bay.
However, the development potential and
character of Marina Bay should be further
improved because, compared to other successful urban waterfronts, such as the Baltimore Inner Harbor and the Sydney Cove, the
present size of the bay is too large. Thus, the
bay lacks urban scale and focus. But if the
bay is farther reclaimed along the Telok Ayer
Basin and on the East Coast Parkway (ECP)
side, this would allow for the improvement of
road access to the waterfront along the bay at
Marina South, increase the width of the
existing narrow ship of land next to ECP and,
at the same time, fully realize its development potential.
In the long tcrm, Marina Bay could
becomc thc focal point in downtown Singapore. The urban scale and formal profile of
the bay, when iramed by a strongly d e h e d
edge of dcvclopments along the waterfront
with well-designcd promenades, will rcflcct
the grandeur and dignity of our city. Also,
good qualily residential developments in the
area and thc enhancement of public access by
the mass rapid transit (MRT)will extend the
life of the city bcyond regular working days
inlo long nights and weekends. Possible
developments for pleasure boating and international boating events and celebrations will
furthcr cnhance the character of the bay.
In the interim, Marina Soulh has been put
to good rccrcalional usc wilh the cornplction
of bowling allcys, billiard saloons, golf-driving rangcs, fas~foodoullcts, restauranrs and
the Marina Soulh Cily Park. Thcsc es~blishmcnts will providc ~ h cpublic wilh opportunilics for fun and lcisure righl in the heart of
h e city.
Kallang River Basin
Linked to Marina Bay via lhc Marina
Channcl is thc Kallang River Basin. The

basin is surrounded by Kampong Bugis to the
north, Tanjong Rhu to the south, the Kallang
Stadium area to the cast and the Beach Road
area to the west. The Rochor, Kallang and
Geylang Rivers drain herc. Moreover, the
Kallang River Basin area is located close to
the residential districts on Crawford/Bcach
Road and in KallandGeylang, and is
increasingly accessible through the Lavender
and Geylang MRT stations.
Thus, there are plans to dcvclop this urban
waterfront into three main areas, namely, the
Kampong Bugis area, the Tanjong Rhu arca
and the Kallang Stadium area, cach with its
distinct character and identity. However, the
development potential of the largc tracts of
available land for recreational and residential
uses would mean that the remaining shipyards, engineering workshops, warehouses
and the Kallang Gasworks will have to be
phased out to avoid conflicts.
In the case of the Kampong Bugis area,
residenlial and commercial places will be
built to maximize the potential of the ncarby
Lavcndcr and Geylang MRT stations. The
development of a waterfront park wi~h
carparks and rccreadonal facilities will lkewise enhance and complement the use of thc
arca for fun and lcisurc. At present, the
existing sandy beaches and waters along the
Rochor and Kdlang Rivers on each side of
Karnpong Bugis have rnadc it a favoritc location for canoeing, rowing, dragonboating and
waterskiing.
At the Tanjong Rhu area, the existing
irregular and untidy profile of its shorclinc
will be evened out through reclamation to
give way to more wateriront developments
and allow for the creation of a conlinuous
waterfront promenade fully accessible to h e
public. Howcver, lhe main intcntion is lo
develop Tanjong Rhu into a good-class rcsidcntial arca with a carefully controlled
design. Wilh kcy focal developments along
the waterfront for lcisurc, such as marinas
and watcr-rclatcd activilics, Tanjong Rhu will
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bccomc an exciting and unique waierhont
area for its rcsidcnw and the public.
The Kallang Stadium area is Singapore's
cstablished national sports center where the
National Sadium, Tennis and Squash Centcr
and the Pcoplc's Association grounds are
locatcd. With proper landscaping and the
addition of other amenities, the area can be
devclopcd as an ideal urban recreational
sanctuary.

Implementation
The implementation of the various development plans for our urban waterfronts on
Singapore River, Marina Bay and Kallang
River Basin will be carried out in several
stages. Howevcr, plans that could be immediately implemented will be carried out to provide thc impctus for future developments.
For the Singapore River, the emphasis will
be on the conservation of ihe traditional
shophouscs and warehouses and the promotion of recreational and boating activities
along thc river. Restoration work for the
shophouses at Boat Quay will commcncc
very soon and improvements on the river
promenade fronting these shophouscs will bc
carried out. On the other hand, the major
Clarke Quay conservation projcct has been
tcndcrcd oul and will also be ready within lhe
next few years. Boating activities along the
river are now bcing promotcd and organizcd
by thc Singapore Tourist Promotion Board,
the Singapore Sports Council and various
watersports organizations. Riverboat cruises
will be inlcnsificd with the construction of
additional landing points at lhc Boa1 Quay
and Robcrtson Quay areas. Ealing on board
tongkang moorcd in the Singapore River
could soon be possible, too.
In thc Kallang Rivcr Basin, the shipyards
and cnginccring workshops on Tanjong Rhu
will bc phascd out lo imrncdiatcly cnhance
and cncouragc dcvclopmcnrs for rcsidcntial,
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hotel and other ancillary commercial uses.
This will be supported by proposed reclamation plans to improve road accessibility, infrastructural services and the waterfront environment as a whole. Thus, Tanjong Rhu
would become a choice location for urban
living along the waterfront. Park developments with recreational facilities along the
National Stadium and the Kampong Bugis
waterfronts will further encourage the use of
the area for leisure and water-based activities.
While the development of Marina Bay as
the future downtown core of Singapore is a
long-term process, plans for additional
reclamations in Marina South and the setup
of a road network have been ma& to provide

the necessary infrastructure for its
development.
In planning for our urban waterfronts, the
participation of the general public, related
professional bodies and institutions has
actively encouraged. Since the objective is to
crease a better waterfront environment to
serve the public's needs and aspirations. their
feedback and suggestions on the plropsed
master plan will be solicited through public
exhibitions, dialogue sessions and press
releases. It is only through the coordinated
efforts of public developers, planners and
architects that we can ensure the success of
our urban waterfront development projects.
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Abstract
Land reclamation has been part and parcel of Singapore's economic growth in the past two decades. By 1992, after
the completion of the North Eastern Coastal Reclamation Project, nearly 6 . W ha of land or about 10% of Singapore's
original size of 581 km2 in 1966 would have been reclaimed to meet housing, commercial, industrial. infrastmcture and
recreational developments. This paper presents a brief review of the coastal reclamations in the country. Major reclamation projects in the East Coast. Chmgi and Tuas are described, highlighting the methods of reclamation and their irnpct
on the country's development. Landfill used in these projects came from hills which were levelled off, sand dredged
from the seabed and, more recently. sand imported from neighboring countries. Future reclamations will be in deeper
waters of up to 15 m and will require a considerable amount of fill materials and a higher level of engineering capability.
As an alternative source for these reclamations. a cheaper layered clay-sand scheme has been proposed.

Introduction

ies of Kallang and Geylang Rivers were
reclaimed for the construction of a civil aerodrome (Wei 1983; MOCI 1986).
Land reclamation, as we know it today,
began in 1964 with the Kallang River Basin
Reclamation Project. Since then, land has
been reclaimed from the foreshores in the
East Coast, Changi and Tuas while offshore
islands have been merged or increased in
size. So far, over 5,000 ha of land have

Early land reclamations in Singapore date
back to the 19th century when historical
records tell of Sir Stamford Raffles supervising the filling of a swampy land off the
main harbor in 1891, using earth cut from the
nearby hills. Between 1879 and 1887, reclamations created land in Telok Ayer and Tanjong Pagar in 1884. In the 1930s, the estuar59
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already been reclaimed. By 1992, after the
completion of the North Eastern Coastal
Reclamation Project, neatly 6,000 ha of land
(equivalent to about nine times the size of the
Ang Mo Kio housing estate) will have been
added to the original land area of 581 k m 2 in
the 1960s to meet housing, commercial,
industrial, infrastructure and recreational
developments.
In the past, fill materials fox reclamations
comprised hillcut soil from the Siglap plains,
Bedok and Tampines and dredged seabed
sand from the shoals around the coastal
waters of Singapore. However, due to the
depletion of materials from these local
sources, fill materials for recent reclamations,
such as those in Tuas and the North East
Coast, were imported from neighboring
countries. In these reclamations, water was
generally from 5 m to 10 m deep, but in
future undertakings when water depths will

reach 15 m, reclamation will not only be difficult but also expensive. Also, imported sand
is not only likely to be costlier, but supplies
for large reclamation schemes face the possibility of being inadequate. Thus, because the
need for alternative fill materials has become
increasingly evident, a layered clay-sand
scheme for land reclamatim, which uses
marine clay and sand as fill materials, has
been proposed in fume projects.

Recent Foreshore Reclamation
Foreshore reclamation is carried out by
as agents for the government, namely, the Housing and Development Board (HDB),Jurong Town Corporation (JTC) and Port of Singapore Authority
(PSA) (Fig. 1 a n d Table 1). Perceptible
three statutory bards
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Fig. 1. Foreshore reclamation in Singapore.
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changes in the coastline from Tuas in the
west to Changi in the east can also be seen.
Reclamations in Singapore are covered
under the Foreshore Act which facilitates
leases or grants of offshore and submerged
lands. Reclamations up to 4 ha within port
limits or 8 ha outside port limits can be
authorized by the Ministry of Law: otherwise.
approval from the Parliament is necessary.
Reclaimed land is then gazetted as state land
and then sold to the respective statutory board
for further development. The HDB has been
reclaiming land solely for meeting housing
and recreational needs, with the exception of
Marina City which will be developed into a
commercial center. The JTC reclaims land
onshore and offshore for industrial develop
ment, while PSA does so for the development
of port, airport and recreational facilities.

Reclamation Methods
The coastal area of Singapore is in a lowenergy environment; that is, there ate no high
waves. The average wave height from crest to
trough is between 0.6 m to 0.7 m. This is a
significant advantage when land is being
reclaimed from the sea because it means that

the fill material placed into the sea will not
easily be scoured away by wave action.
In the East Coast Reclamation Project, fill
material was obtained by cutting hills from
Siglap and Tampines which were subsequently excavated to construct the Bedok
Reservoir (Wei 1983). Fig. 2 shows the
reclamation pmedure employed for the later
phases of the project. Briefly, hillcut soil was
excavated from Tampines Hill by way of
bucket wheel excavators and transported by
belt conveyors to a loading jetty off Bedok.
The fill was then loaded on and transported
by barges and dumped directly into the
reclaimed area When the draught limited the
movement of the barge, the fill material was
unloaded by a reclaimer and conveyor system
onto the newly reclaimed land. Bulldozers
and dump trucks were employed to spread,
grade and compact the reclaimed land to its
final levels.
In the Tuas Reclamation Project, the average depth of fill was about 10 m, with 70
million m3 of sand imported from neighboring countries. The sequence of this reclamation work is shown in Fig. 3 where consrruction involved (stages 1 and 2) dredging the
soft seabed clay and replacing the excavated
trench with sand by means of hopper barges
to ensure the stability of the bund wall or
containment dike. A disadvantage of this
method of forming a sand key was that the
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dredged soft clay had to be disposed in
"international waters." A better method
would have been by controlled failure or
replacement with sand without any dredging.
The bund wall was then constructed by a
reclaimer barge with sand transported from
distant sources (stage 3). Sand was also
&posited in an interim rehandling area near
the reclamation site and pumped hydraulically into the fill area through pipelines with
the aid of a cutter suction dredger after the
placement of a sand blanket (stages 4 and 5).
This sand blanket was put in place by a sand
spread barge prior to direct pumping to
minimize disturbance to the soft seabed
sediments during hydraulic filling. Because
the Tuas area is less p~tectedand the waves
are slightly higher. some 0.75 million m3 of
stones were used to protect its 13 km bund
wall which formed the new shoreline. A layer
of filter cloth between the well-graded stones
and the sandfdl was also applied to prevent
the finer materials from being lost to the sea.
A similar sequence of reclamation was
adopted in the North East Coastal Reclamation Project where the sandfill was imported
from neighboring countries.

Cost of Reclamation
When current reclamation works are w m pleted by 1992, the reclamation bill would be
over SS3.15 billion. Computation generally
depends on the:
depth of water which determines the
quantity of fill material required;
quality of seabed which determines
whether se.abed soil stabilization is

quire&
shore protection requirements; and
cost escalation of materials, equip
ment and labor.
The costs of reclamations since 1964 are
shown in Fig. 4. Although the depth of the
water and hence the quantity of fill used per
square meter varies with different projects, it

L obvious that the cost increases every year.
Moreover, the actual construction cost shown
iu Fig. 4 is only part of the total cost per projoct and therefore does not include the costs
d the feasibility studies; collection of data on
seabed levels and soil characteristics;
hydraulic model studies made to determine
the optimal shape of the reclamation; and
ather detailed technical and economic studia.

Impact of Reclamation
For Singaporeans, the impm of reclama-

don is felt in many ways. 'Ihe East Coast
Reclamation Project has matd a m o b
suburb of private and public estates and a
mjcw park with a host of d o n a 1 facilities that includes a 9-km seetch of stable
srndy beaches. The East Coast Parkway, on
reclaimed land, has helped to facilitate transpwtation on the island. Changi Airpat,
which is built partidly on reclaimed land, has
taken heavy commercial air traff~caway from
PBya Lebar Airport which is located in a
densely populated area. Even birds stand to
benefit h m a sanchmy to be created in a
lrrdsaped habitat along the k t Coast d
in the North East Coast.
However, all these gains on land came
with their share of conmversy. Private land
hsd to be acquired to provide for excavation
a m s m for developments associated with the
rsclamation projects. In the ses, where reclamtion works were to be carried out, submarine cables were diverted, anchorages reloclted and palisade traps (kelong) xemoved.
Conservationists lament the loss of natural
coastlines, the threat to marine life and the
inuial of coral reefs. Others are saddened by
the disappearance from the map of Coney
Idand, a favorite haunt of watersports enthusiasts, with the reclamation of the Punggol
foreshore for public housing. So as to compensate, if not in sentiment, at least in area,
for the loss of parts of beaches and picnic

East Coast

Northwstern mast

Tuas

~hongi'sNorth
ond South Boys

Pulau Tekong Bsror
Kusu

Chanpi Airport

1976

1980

Year
Fig. 4. Project time and mst of reclamation (after MOCI 1986).

areas on the mainland, the Southern Islands
and the barren reefs w m reclaimed to form
holiday islands with sandy beaches.
But these m h o r e land reclamations may
alter the flow regime in the c
d environment and cause higher levels of turbidity and
the reduction in light penemtion which is
likely to significantly affect the natural
ecosystem. Thus, with the pressing need to
develop the capability to make, changes in
flow patterns and attendant transport-dispersion processes involving fme sediments and
warn quality, the Department of Civil Engi-

neering (DCE) at the National University of
Singapore (NUS), in collaboration with the
PSA,developed a mathematical model of the
coastal region of Singapore that studies the
effects of reclamations on the hydraulic
regime. Moreover. a c k in all the conmts for land reclmarions specifically states
that there shall be no siltation/poUution of
surrounding sea/seabed areas. The contractor
is further required to submit with his tenders
full details of measures he will pmue to
thoroughly comply with the above requirements.
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Future Reclamations
Recently, the government announced plans
to reclaim about 9,100 ha of additional land
to house an envisaged population of 4 million
by the year 2000. The reclaimed land will
help provide better quality housing and recreational facilities and possibly relocate some
industries there, thus making the Republic the
first developcd city on the equator. Together
with the 6,000 ha of land which have been
and are being reclaimed, this future reclamation will make Singapore bigger by 25% than
its original size in 1967.
On thc other hand, the reclamation of 38
ha of land at Marina Bay will begin sometime
next year and is expectcd to be completed in
three years. With lhc additional space it will
provide, the commercial activities at Raffles
Place and Shcnton Way can then be extendcd
to Marina South. The reclamation will also
allow for the dcvelopment of a waterkont
promenade running all the way from Tanjong
Rhu to Marina South.
Othcr areas targeted for ncw reclamation
works include Changi, Tuas, Pasir Panjang
and somc offshore islands.
A major limitation to future reclamations,
though, is the availability of suitable fill
materials since some of the proposcd reclamations involve water dcpths of up to 15 m.
At thesc depths, the estirnatcd fill volume
required could easily cxcecd 1,000 million
m3, which makes shore protection quite
costly. Imported sand is also not only likely
to be costlier but possibly inadequate for
large reclamations. The early solution to
these pmblcms came whcn the sonic
prospecting of seabcd materials showed
extensive dcposits of soft marine clay in the
territorial waters of Singapore (JICA 1979).
This promptcd DCE at NUS to carry out
research on the use of this marinc clay over
the last sevcn ycars, lcading to the
development of a laycrcd clay-sand schcme
for reclamation.

In this scheme, soft clay is drcdged and
pumped using hydraulic cutter suction
dredgers and reaches a slurry consistcncy
whcn discharged. The slurry is then contained
in a pond enclosed wilh sand dikes where thc
sedimentation of the clay takes place. When
the clay slurry acquires sufficient strength, a
thin layer of sand is spread on its surface
before it is draincd. The process of alternating the placement of clay with sand can be
repeated until thc desircd land elevation is
achicvcd. Details of this scheme have been
reported by Lee et al. (1987a; 1987b; 1987d).
The layercd clay-sand schcme has becn
successfully implemented in the 40-ha reclamation of the land in Changi Soulh Bay (Fig.
5) (Leeet al. 1987c; 1989).

Conclusion
With the limitcd land area, it is esscnlial to
promote the dcvclopment of ocean space
around Singapore. Even Malaysia and
Indoncsia havc separately announced plans
for extcnsive reclamations around thcir
coastal watcrs. In Japan, ncw industries, ports
and a~rportsare being built on man-made
islands. It is ready to spcnd almost US$500
billion on rcclarnation projects ovcr thc next
tcn ycars.
Thc high prcmium on land and thc shortage of spacc in Singaporc, lhough not conspicuous now, will be inctcasingly fclt in thc
future. Howcvcr, rcclarnations cannot go on
indefinitcly. We must protcct our anchorage
arcas 'and the navigational channels to our
port from obstructions if we are to rcmain
onc of the world's busicst ports. A practical
solution to land shortage is thcrcfore the
cfcctive and elficicnt managcment of our
available lands without rclying too much on
rcclarnations from the sea which will bccome
very expcnsive venturcs in the futurc.

I

Existing
land

Reclalrned land

Construction Sequence :
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Fig. 5. Cross-section (no~thwestto southeast) of the layered clay-sand d a m a t i o n sheme off
Changi South Bay. Inset shows location plan of the reclmnatim schme.
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Abstract
'Ihis paper describes the procedure adopted by the Shell Rcfincry Complex in Pulau Uukom to control the pollution
created by its wastewater and sludge. For better control, it segregates wastewater into various streams. Sour water
streams are stripped to remove hydrogen sulfide (I12S), ammonia (NH3) and hydrocarbon gas. Acidic/caustic streams are
neutralized. Dry oil streams are sent to dry slops tanks. Continuously oil-contaminated (COC) streams are sent to oil interceptors. Accidenally oil-contaminated (AOC) strcams arc sent to oil traps or holding basins. l h c oily ballast water
from oil tankers and the wet slops skimmed from oil interceptors and oil traps are de-watcrcd by slops tanks. Shell's
Sludge IIandling Facilities (SI-IF) oversees the treatrncnt of thc oil/watcr/sludge mixture from drainage cleaning and
storage tank cleaning. It uses an American Petroleum Institute (API) oil separator, grit classifier. sludge thickener, corrugated plate oil interccplor and oil trap to rcmovc oil and gridsludge. The removed sludge is then scnt to a sludge farm
for biodegradation. An underground drainage and its layer of polyethylene sheet prcvent the migration of leachate water.
To further enhance the treatment of wastewater at Pulau Bukom, a dissolvcd air flocculation-flotation unit is being
developed.

hydrogen crackcrs and sulfur recovery plants.
Environmental protection measures have
been incorporated into the design or cach of
thesc plants. In these plants, some 29,000 m 3
of process cooling water, 120 m3 of process
watcr and 80 m3 of tank draining and ballast
water are discharged in an hour. In addition,

Introduction
The Shell Rcfincry Complex at Pulau
Bukom consists of crude distillation, lubrication oil, bilumen and solvent plants and conversion units like platinum rcformcrs, catalysts, hydrogen desull'urizcrs, thcrrnal and
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6.500

m3 of oily sludge (50% of which is
water) is disposed of every year. Following
the implementation of the Marpol Convention, more oily water is expected to be unloaded. Stringent environmental confrol p m
cedures have also been applied throughout
the process of treating sludge and wastewater,
even at the waste disposal stage.

Management
The Health, Safety and Environmental
Steering Committee, led by the Chairman of
the Shell companies in Singapore, lays down
the general direction of the companies' environmental policy. With the assistance of the
Environmental Services Section, each department is responsible for the abatement of
pollution within its area. The Environment
Adviser gives his recommendations to the
Operations and the Environmental Services
Sections. while the technologists develop environmental projects and ensure the optimum
operation of environmental facilities.

Wastewater Treatment
The schematic flow of wastewater and
sludge is shown in Fig. 1.
Segregation
Wastewater streams are segregated into
various streams for easy treatment:
sour water s m s to strippers;
acidic/caustic streams to neutdization pond;
dry oil streams to dry slops tanks;
COC streams to oil interceptors; and
AOC streams to oil traps or holding
basins.

Stripping
Most of the process water is used for crude
washing in the desalters, where most of the
phenols and sulfur compounds are removed.
The &salter effluent is then sent to strippers
for the removal of H2S. NH, and hydrocarbon

ma
Neutralization
Process water strams which are acidic or
caustic are sent to the neutralization pond to
oorrect their pH to 6.6-8.0 before discharging
them into oil traps. The majority of the caustic streams. however, are used f a crude
neutralization.

Oil removal
Since COC streams contain much oil. the
Plllau Bukom refinery has incorporated three
d l skimming steps before considering the
water acceptable for discharge into the sea:
preskimming before entering the oil
1.
interceptor;
2.
oiVwater separation and skimming
in the cormgated plate oil intercep
tor (CPOI): and
3.
oiVwater separation and skimming
in oil maps or holding basins.
Since AOC shams contain only small
amounts of accidentally contaminated oil,
these are sent directly to oil traps or holding
basins for oil removal before discharge into
the sea. On the other hand, the oily water
from ships and the wet slops from W I s and
ail traps or holding basins are sent to wet
sbps tanks for oillwatex separation. After the
ail is skimmed off, the water goes to SHF,
where the slops/sludge from tank and
chinage cleaning and water from the sludge
farm are treated.
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P i 1. Schanatic flow of wastewater and sludge.

Oil traps and interceptors
An oil trap or a holding basin consists of a
long channel which slows down the flowof
water to provide laminar flow and sufficient
residence time for oil globules to float to the
surface and be skimmed off (Fig. 2). An oil

interceptor like the CFOl contains cormgated
plate packs tilted at an angle of 45' to reduce
the distance required for oil globules to rise
before these separate from the flow of water.
The oil globules are guided by the plate packs
to the surfae w h m these are skimmed off
(Fig, 3).
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Fig. 3. Cormgated plate oil interceptor (CPOI).

Slops and sludge handling facilities
The wet slops tanks receive oily water
skimmed from the oil interceptors and oil
haps of ships and wet slops. After settling, oil
is skimmed off in the dry slops tanks and the
water is drained in an oil interceptor like the
CPOI and subsequently, in an oil trap for
further oil removal.
Slops and sludge from nonleaded tanks
and drainage cleaning are sent to SHF,where
these ate discharged into a huge basket
(sieve) which filters off larger pieces of nibbish. The oil, water and sludge mixture is

then sent through an API oil separator, grit
classifier and sludge thickener to separate the
oil and sludge. Flappers in the API oil separator push the oil into the skimmers and the
sludge into the classifier. The grit that settles
at the bouorn of the classifier is combed off
and sent to the sludge farm. The fine particles
that are left over are concentrated by the
thickener. The thickened sludge is then
pumped into the nearby sludge farm for
further treatment.
Water from the thickener is recycled in the
API oil separator, while the excess water is
sent to the CPOI and subsequently to the oil
trap to further remove the oil (Fig. 4).

Pig. 4. Sludge Handling Facilities (SHF).

Dissolved air flocculation-flotationunit

A dissolved air flocculation-flotation unit
for SHF is being developed to further enhance the treatment of wastewater at Pulau
Bdcom. Dissolved air and iron sulfate when
injected into the first basin oxidizes hydrogen
sulfide into h h l e s s (thio) sulfate and elemental sulfur. The addition of a polyelectrolyte coagulates the suspended particles
which float to the surface as minute air bubbles (from the action of the dissolved air) to
form the flm. The floc is then skimmed off
and sent to the sludge farm.

Sludge Treatment
Sediment and sludge from the abovementimed facilities are sent to the sludge farm
for biodegradation. Soil is added to improve
porosity. The mixture is mated by tilling to
encourage the growth of aerobic microbes
which biodegrade the sludge faster than
anaerobic microbes. Lime is then added to
counter the acidity produced by biodegradation. Fertilizer is also added to provide the
needed nutrients for the microbes to speed up
biodegradation. To keep the mixture moist,
water is sprayed on i t Runoffs fmm the

sludge farm are sent to SHF for treatment.
After about four months, the biodegraded
sludge and soil mixhue undergoes a leachate
test to check its oil, lead, nick4 and copper
content. When the leachate passes the limits
set by the Trade Effluent Regulations, the
residue from the biodegraded sludge is used
for landfill.
The sludge farm is provided with an underground drainage and a 2 rnrn layer of
high-density polyethylene sheet which prevents the migration of oily water. Observation wells set up at the periphery of the farm
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monitor the quality of the underground water
outside the sludge farm.

Conclusion
As described in the foregoing, the Shell
Refinery Complex at Pulau Bukorn has a
comprehensive system for the treatment of its
wastewater and sludge. For this, millions of
dollars have already been spent and more are
going to be spent to maintain and improve the
facilities.
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Abstract
In Singapore, domestic and industrial wastewaters are two of the main sources of water pollution from land. These
are treated by a comprehensive sewerage system before their final discharge into the sea. The third main source of pollution is farmwastes which primarily come from pig farming. By the end of 1990, this kind of farming will be phased out
completely in the country.
The Ministry of the Environment (MOE) has kept a tight control on other sources of land-based pollutants such as
riverine activities and runoffs. Proper solid waste management practices and other engineering procedures are employed
to prevent lhesc pollutants from e n l e ~ the
g coastal waters and eventually. the urban areas.

Introduction

Domestic wastewater
Domestic wastewater is generated from
human activities such as cooking and washing. It consists mainly of organic matter in
solution or suspension and other substances
including silt and grit, salts and microorganisms. As these are biodegradable, h e y can be

Singapore is highly urbanized and industrialized. This is reflected in its land use
distribution where 48.7% has been set aside
for residential, commercial and industrial
purposes. A summary of the land uses in Singapore in 1987 is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Land uses in Singapore in 1987.
Land use

Area &mz)

Built-up areas (residential and
industrial)
Farmholding areas

302.9

48.7

32.6
28.6
15.7
242.8

5.2
4.6
2.5
39.0

622.6

100.0

Forests

Marsh and tidal wastelands
Othcn (inland waters. open rcpces,
public gardens, quarries, cemeterh,
rubber and coconut plantations and
unused land)
Total land area (main island and
offshore islets)

assimilated by a receiving body of water up
to a certain extent. However, very often the
volume of wastewater generated by large
conurbations exceeds the assimilative capacity of the receiving water. Thus, some treatment is necessary.
This is indeed the case with Singapore
where the government has invested hundreds
of millions of dollars to build and maintain a
comprehensive sewerage system. The system
comprises a networ!: of underground sewers,
pumping stations and sewage treatment so
designed to ensure that the wastewater is
conveyed to the sewage treatment works
before its final discharge into the sea.
Today, about 96% of the population in
Singapore is provided with modem sanitation
facilities compared with only 57% in 1971.
The remaining 4% who lives in the outlying
rural parts of Singapore uses low-cost on-site
sanitary systems such as the pit latrine, the
water-sealed latrine and the R-2 system. The
latter is a locally designed improved version
of a double-vaulted latrine with a soak-away
system.
Apart from domestic wastewater, sewers in
Singapore also receive industrial effluents.
But these have to meet the stipulated disc h g e limits before consent is given for their
discharge into the sewers. The discharge lim-

%

its are necessary to prevent overloading the
sewerage system and to protect the sewers
from damage by corrosive and other types of
discharges that may in turn endanger sewer
workers. Thus, industries that fail to meet
discharge limits are required to do so by
treating their effluentsproperly.
Singapore is well-served by six major
sewage treatment works with a total capacity
of about 917,000 m31day. All these treatment
works are highly mechanized and use the
activated sludge treatment process to purify
the wastewater before discharging it into the
6ea. Some treated wastewater is reused for
nonpotable purposes such as cooling equipment and watering golf courses.
Industrial wastewater
Industrial wastewater varies with the type

of activities it is used for. It may contain
organic matter. nonbiodegradable or hazardous materials such as heavy metals and
synthetic organic compounds.
Except for a few industries in outlying
areas, all industries in Singapore are required
to comply with the limits to discharge their
effluents into public sewers. Those industries
not served by the sewerage system are
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allowed tQ discharge directly into drains and
rivers. They are, however, still subjected to
stringent discharge limits.
Oil refineries are allowed to discharge
their eMuents into the sea after appropriate
treatment. The treatment process is principally aimed at the removal of oil and grease
and consists typically of American Petroleum
Institute (API) separators, dissolved air flotation units and oxidation ponds.
The sewage treatment works in Singapore
are capable of treating both domestic and
industrial wastewaters to pzuduce an effluent
with a biological oxygen demand (BOD) of
less than 20 mg/l and suspended solids (SS)
of less than 30 mgA. The m a t e d effluent represents a 9@95% reduction of the original
BOD and SS in the wastewater. About 2.3%
of the mated effluent undergoa advanced
treaunent to produce nonptable industrial
water far factories and for toilet flushing in
three housing estates. Some treated effluents
are used for golf course watering and at the
sewage lreatment warks themselves for
engine cooling, chemical mixing and washing.

Agricultural wastewater

The main source of warn pollution from
agriculture in Singapore is found in pig
farming. Thus, the f m s are required to provide a primary treatment system consisting of
a cesspit capable of a hydraulic retention time
of seven days. The solids settle and accumulate in the cesspits, then undergo die
decomposition. However, only the resulting
liquid is discharged. Some farms have additional ponds to improve their effluents' quality. Here solids are accumulated md brought
by road tanlcers to sewage treatment works.
About a 60% removal of BOD and SS can be
attained with this primary treatment
In December 1987, there were about
459,000 pigs in 195 farms in Singape. 'Ihe

number has decnxwd significantly with pig
farming scheduled to be phased out completely by the end of 1990. To compensate,
poultry tearing is carried out undercover.
usually in batteries. The dung of these
domestic fowls is removed and disposed of as
a solid waste.
There is a small-scale horticultural indusYII in Singapore, farming mainly vegetables,
orchids and ornamental plants. Since the
main pollutants from these fmns are the peaticides and nutrients from fertilizers. the
farmers am m t permitted to use highly toxic
and pemisknt pesticides. They are encwraged to use c o m t methods of pesticide and
fertilizer applications to minimize excessive
washouts. Many of them provide a drainage
system to collect surface runoffs and use
t h e for watering.

Singapore generates about 5,000 t of solid
wMm per day. Much of these are incinerated. Those that are not, including incineratim residues, are d i i of at sanitary I d fills which are built on impervious clay m
minimize laechate infiltration. However, sur-

face m f f and
~ seepage from -1b
occur. While they contribute to only

do
a small

amwnt of pollutants entering our m t a l
warm, the impaoper d i s p d of d i d wares
on the whde would still result in the release
of puhwciblcs and chemicals which would
lam find their way into the sea.
To p v e n t litter from entering our coastd
watera. angineering memares have been
implemented in conjunction with public educarion progtams. Sam of the measures being
used to Imp and remme litter are the slabbing
of drains, dre mechanical h n g of canals
and t
h deployment of float banns. Cleaning
rivamouthSis~p~acW,usingwork
boats b w n as "water witches".

Table 2. Potential pollutants from land-based sources w h i b enter the coastal waters of Singapore.

Mass to

BOD

Total

SS
-

Treated effluent discharged
directly into the sea
Wastewater discharged
through rivers
Total load from discharge
Total waste thrown directly
into the sea
Solid waste washout

Total
Po4

N

souredsea (tlyr)

12,031.1

25,795.3

N
i
l
12.031.1
Nil

-

Nil

-

8,219.0

Nil

25,795.3

Nil

-

--

Detergent Oil and
g-e
- .-

566.8

130.4

Nil

Nii

1,107.7

Niil

566.8

130.4

Nil

Nil

N
i
l

N
i
l

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

130.4

1,107.7

8,219.0

1.107.7

into rivers

Total load into the sea

12,M1 .l

25,795.3

Quantifying Wasteloads
Not all the wastes discharged into the
coastal waters of Singapore can be classified
as pollutants. To be precise, the waste discharged can be a pollutant if it destroys living
and nonliving constituents in the environment. Since there are no precise techniques of
differentiatingbetween wastes and pollutants.
it is a general practice to treat all wastes as
potential pollutants. Table 2 shows the
potential pollutants from land-based sources
which enter the coastal waters of Singapore.

Control and Legislation
The MOE is responsible for pollution control of all land-based activities. As a result of
our continued efforts to remove and control
these sources of pollutants, the water quality
in out coastal waters has improved.
The Singapore River and the Kallang
River Basin which used to be heavily polluted by wastes from land-based and riverine
activities are now visibly cleaner. Aquatic life
is making a comeback. However, there are
still inputs of pollutants from diffused

8.219.0

566.8

sources. The ministry is currently exploring
engineering means to minimize these sources.
The Punggol River receives effluents from
tbe cesspits of pig farms. When pig farms are
phased out, the coastal water quality there is
expected to improve.
The current legislation to control water
pollution in Singapore is the Water Pollution
Control and Drainage Act and its subsidiary
regulations. This legislation is regularly being
reviewed to maintain or upgrade its effectiveness. Under the act, the government is
seen as one that takes a stem view towards
offenders. To demonstrate this, 121 cases
were prosecuted for causing pollution or for
failure to comply with the act.

Conclusion
In Singapore, the method of controlling the
pollution of our coastal waters has been to
build sewers, pumping stations and sewage
treatment works and to require all wastewater
to be channelled into the sewers. This
approach has been found to be the most
effective for land-based sources and thus, will
cmtinue to be adopted.
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Abstract
'Ihis paper attempts to determine the economic significancc of Singapore's coastal resources in terms of their cmtribution to the gross domestic product (GDP), value added and employment. These three factors are scen as important
parameters to enable policymakers to decide on the allocation of these resources for the development of projects such as
those being undertaken for the marine sector. Comprising this sector are the marine industry's shipbuilding, repairing and
rig construction. port and shipping services, and the marine-related operations of the petroleum, tourism and fishing
industries. AU of these industries are estimated to have contributed the overall amounts of 9.6% and 5.7% to the GDP
and total employment, respectively. The future prospects of thcse activities are also discussed.

Introduction

known ocean resources and the activities
related to them under the conlrol of individual states. As a result, developing countries
pay closer attention lo the cffcctive utilization
of these rcsources, if available, since they
realize their future progress depcnds on thcm.
The Associalion of Soulhcast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) member-countries, in particular,
are interested to develop their coastal
resources on a sustainable basis in order to
meet Lheir long-term development needs.

As land-based resources have become
increasingly scarce horn increased economic
activities, policymakers have begun to
emphasize the need for dcveloping sea-based
resources.for quite some time now. The realization of such a need worldwide has led to
the reccnt extension by the United Nations of
the maritime jurisdiction to 200 nautical
miles (nm), a move which has brought most
81
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Their active participation in the ASEANKJS
Coastal Resources Management Project
(CRMP)is a manifestation of this interest
Although Singapore has been called a
"geographically disadvantaged state" (GDS)
because of its limited mstal area, this same
"disadvantage" played an important rob to
promote the country's economic growth and
prosperity. One of the properties of its
surrounding waters, high depth, led to the
natural development of Singapore's port.
Then, as a strategically located harbor
between the oil sources in the Arabian Gulf
and the expanding market for oil products in
East Asia, the country was encouraged to
maximize the use of such a convenient route
to become the third largest oil refining center
in the world. Moreover, the frequent movement of oil rankers along with other specialized bulk carriers further accentuated the
growth of its port facilities and prompted the
emergence of various support industries such
as shipbuilding, shiprepairing and oil rig construction.
Given the above data, this paper seeks to
determine the economic significance of Singapore's coastal or marine resources. Such
resources usually refer to all the natural
resources found within the "coastal zone" of a
country including the coastal space (i.e., sea
and coastal land) itself. In Singapore, there is
presently no waterfront zoning, special districting or any other official demarcation of
coastal areas. Thus, Krausse (1983) in his
study of Singapore considered all the
reclaimed areas as well as locations within
three miles (4.8 km) of the shore as "coastal".
In fact, no part of Singapore is more than 15
km from the sea and, therefore, the entire
country may be regarded as coastal in nature.
Due to the absence of an official definition
of a coast. zone, it is difficult to specify
what constitutes coastal or marine activities
for valuation purposes. Also, the marine sector tends to be related to a number of other
sectors directly ar indirectly which makes the
task of specification even harder. Moreover,

once a catain set of activities is identif~edas
coastal, a valuation techniqw has to be choren to quantify the e~onomicconaibutions of
these activities. The wide variety of v d d m
techniques again posesl a h poblem to
the investigator who has to make careful
comparisons among these highly m p k x
procedures before choosing a particular
nerhod. The choice of a technique, however,
is often constraid by the availability of
data.
In this paper. the conventional national
income q p m ~ is
h adopted for the plrpose
of valuation. Thus, the economic potential of
a nuninerelatad industry is measured by its
contribution to the country's GDP a some
other macmconomic indicators. Data for difkmt time periods are obtained from various
published sauces and are presented in such a
way that changes over time can be easily
observed. Impanant wends are likewise highlighted and ccmcludons drawn from them.
Identifying the Coastal Resources

For Singapore,it is difficult to identify the
mastal a marine resomes because the sa is
*irtually related to everything directly clr
iedirectly through backward and forward
linkages. "Bdward l i w " refer to thwe
mtablishments that supply the ocean secm
with gods and services that are uaed as
hputs in its production process, while
"fmdlinkages" refer to those establishmats that utilize o c m sector outputs as
iputs f a their activities. There are other
mblishments which are not related go mean
m o m e s directly but n e v m h h benefit
ban their existence with the development of
stivities associated to them. Included under
his category are the tourism indusuy . and
tbse establishments that manufacture sportimg and recreational goods.

Using the suggestions of Pontecmo
(1980) and Cottez (1986), the marine sector
Sould include the following:

1.

2.

establishments with activities that
exploit the oceans as a source of
natural resources; by "natural
resources" is understood the living
and nonliving, including the energy
and resources of the oceans; and
establishment. that utilize seaspace
in their productive processes and for
which the very use of this space is a
sine qua non condition for the
development of their activities.

The economic activities in the first group
include offshore fishing; aquaculture; mariculture; mining, oil and gas exploration; sand,
clay and gravel extraction; power generation;
and the desalination of seawater. The
classification of industries in the second
group is somewhat subjective due ta its sine
qun non condition but may include shipping
and port activities, cable communication services, refuse and sewage disposal services,
marine-related tourism, navy- and oceanbased security systems and some other secondary marine services.
Considering the above criteria and the
popular perceptions towards coastal or
marine resources, Singapore's marine sector
should include the following: rivers and
water catchment areas, reclaimed lands, mangroves, aquaculture, marine fisheries,
beaches, coral reefs, offshore islets, oil and
ptmhemical plants, shipping, shipbuilding
and shiprepairing, oil rig construction, and
marine-based tourism and recreational activities. Although it is now possible to assign a
value to virtually any kind of resource-based
activity by using various cost-benefit and
survey techniques (Dixon and Hufschmidt
1986), such a valuation is beyond the scope
of this paper for its main focus will be on the
economic conmbutions of the most commonly recognized marine resource uses.
These uses include fisheries, oil refining.
petrochemicals, shipping services, shipbuilding, shiprepairing and oil rig construction.

Economic Significance
of the Marine Sector
The contributions of the marine sector to
the economy can be studied in several ways.
One can disaggregate the components of the
national income or output. Although more
sophisticated techniques can be applied, the
results of such an analysis are often difficult
to interpret. Policyrnakers, who have to make
decisions on resource allocation, usually consider the relative share of the various sectors,
including the marine sector, to the country's
GDP,value added and total employment. The
present study used these same factors to
determine the percentage distribution of the
industries comprising the marine sector.
Singapore virtually possesses no commonly recognized marine resources such as
offshore petroleum, natural gas and minerals,
while its mariculture remains a relatively
minor activity. Its limited coastal zone, how,ever, has been extensively developed for port
and shipping activities as well as for marinerelated industrial uses such as shipbuilding.
shiprepairing, oil refining and oil rig construction. Some coastal resources have also
been utilized to develop water-based recreational facilities in order to cater'to the needs
of an expanding tourist industry. The fishing
industry, though gradually declining, is still
in existence. A brief account of Singapore's
marine sector and its importance to the economy is given below (Chi. et al. 1988).

Petroleum industry
There are five major oil refineries located
in the coastal area of Singapore. Their total
refining capacity is more than one million
barrels per day, which makes Singapore the
third largest refinery in the world, after
Houston and Romrdarn. These five refineries
had been processing crude oil into various

Table 1. Percentage disuibutim of GDP by industry. Singapore. 1960-1988.
Industry

19M)

1970

Agriculture and fishing
Manufacturing
Trade
Financial and business services
Transpott and communications
Others

3.8
128
31.3
11.7
13.3
27.1

2.3
21.6
27.4
14.3
11.5
22.9

1980

1988

1.1

0.4
28.8
17.9
27.5
14.2
11.2

29.5
' 18.9
20.3
12.0

18.2

Source: DOS 1%0-1988.

types of products until the demand changed
and called for more emphasis on the production of lighter products through secondary
processing. Thus, thcy had to make gradual
adjustments in the composition of their output.
One of Singapore's oil refineries is found
on Pulau Ayer Merbau. It is a S$2 billion
joint venture project between the govemrnent-owned Petrochemical Corporation of
Singapore (PCS) Pte. Limited and a consortium of Japanese firms. The complex was
launched in 1977, although construction
began only in mid-1980.
PCS started its operations in 1984 with the
first naphthalliquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
cracker in Southeast Asia which has a production capacity of 300.000 tons per annum
(tpa) of ethylene and 160.000 tpa of propylene. PCS also produces other petrochemicals
like acethylene, benzene, toluene and xylene
which it has successfully marketed overseas.
Because of the reasonable amount of profits it
has earned in recent years, the company has
been able to make direct positive contributions to our economy. Besides the petroleum
industry, PCS supports other industries such
as the plastic industry through the supply of
necessary inputs, e.g.. plastics and resins.
PCS also helps promote the transfer of technology and skills by collaborating with many
local enterprises.
Table 1 shows the percentage distribution
of GDP Gy industry for the years 1960, 1970,
1980 and 1988. Manufacturing's contribution

to the economy increased substantially in the
past dccades, accounting for nearly 29% of
thc GDP in 1988. Intcrnational trade also
contributed hcavily to the economy, although
its sharc of GDP gradually diminishcd over
the years.
While thc petroleum industry contributed
quite substantially to both the manufacturing
and trade sectors in the past decade, its contribution to the country's manufacturing output fell rather sharply aftcr 1985. In 1988, the
industry accounted for only 14% of the total
manufacturing output compared to a high of
37% in 1978 (Table 2).
On the average, the value added by the
petroleum industry, which is the gross
income generated by the industry, was about
15% of the total manufacturing output during
1978-1988 (Table 3). Although it was the
second largest contributor to the industrial
sector, after the electronic products and components industry, thc oil industry's contribution dropped sharply in the later part of the
1980s. At present, it accounts for merely 4%
of manufacturing's value added.
The pcuolcum industry is highly capitalintensive in nature and therefore, not a major
employer of labor. The industry's very low
ratio of workmen to total employment can be
s u n in the statistics of 1988 when a total of
3,103 workers werc cngagcd by the industry,
which is only I % of total employment in the
manufacturing sector. This rcflccts the high
degrec of automation and mechanization in
the industry.

Table 2. Contribution (S million) of the petroleum industry to
Singapore's manufacturing output. 1978-1988.
Year

Petroleum and
Total manufacturing % of mtal
petroleum p d u c t s
output
output

Source: W S 1988.

Over the years, capital investment in the
pemleum industry has been rising, although
the rate at which this investment grew was
quite uneven. Table 4 shows this and Lhat in
1978 in particular, nearly 41% of total manufacturing investment was committed to
petroleum. After 1985, the investment
declined quite noticeably. In 1987, only 7%
of manufacturing investments went to the
industry.

The industry's important role in Singapore's foreign trade was seen during 19781986 when petrolcum and petroleum products
accounted for an average of about 27% of
total exports, while the average share of the
commodity in total imports reached 28% for
the same period (Table 5). In recent years,
however, the share of the industry in total
trade diminished to 13% of total exports and
14% of total imports in 1988.

Table 3. Value added (S$ million) by the petroleum industly as
compared to that of the manufacturing sector. 1978-1988.
. .

Year

Petroleum and
Total manufacturing % of total
petroleum products
output
output

Source: DOS 1988.
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Table 4. Net investment commitrnenb (SS million) in
the petroleum industry, excluding pevochemicals,

1977-1987.
Year

Petroleum

Scftoral

manufactu~ginvesment

Source: DOS 1988.

Marine industry

The industry has its roots in mid-19th
century when the first commercial dry dock
was built in 1859, fifty years after Stamford
Rafflesfounded Singapore. In the early years
after World War 11, the industry grew from
one to six dry docks. Later, more shipyards
were built, the by-products of Singapore's
mde and entrep6t services. During this
period, the shipyards were used to service the
merchant ships which called at the port and

the naval ships which protected British interests in the region.
In the late 1960s, after Singapore's attainment of self-rule in 1959, the next phase of
the industry's growth saw the birth of the
Jurong, Sembawang and Keppel shipyards.
With these large shipyards in place, the
marine industry began to play its role as a
contributor to the country's economic development.
During the 1970s and early 1980s, the
industry continued to show impressive
growth. Its total revenue nearly doubled
between 1977 and 1982 (Table 6). However,
after 1982, the turnover of the industry
declined sharply, earning a meager S$724
million in 1986, which is about hal€ of its
earnings in 1977. In 1987, the industry
rebounded when the turnover again exceeded
the billion dollar mark with its three sectors
showing marked improvements over the 1986
figures. Shiprepair revenue, for example,
increased by 16% to reach $688 million, its
highest record in five years. Shipbuilding and
oil rig construction reversed their downward
slide to expand three times to $337 million
and four times to $84 million, respectively.
The upturn of the industry was largely aided
by the appreciation of the Japanese yen, the
increase in shipping movement and the rising
number of aging ships in operation.

Table 5. Trade statistics (S$ million) for petroleum and petroleum p d u a s . 1978-1988.
Year

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

E x p t of petroleum
and petroleum p d u a s

5.279.1
7.337.2
11,828.0
i3980.6
14,437.3
12,761.9
12.992.3
13,456.1
10.038.9
9,649.9
10.iYX.5

Source:DOS 1988.

% of total
c x v

h p r t of petroleum
and petroleum products

% of t d

impom

Table 6. Revenue breakdown (S million) of the marine industry, 19771987.

Year

S-:

Shipbuilding

Shiprepairing

Rigbuilding

Total

SASAR 1987.

Today, Singapore has somc 70 shipyards
located in its southern and western parts,
offering a wide range of sophisticated marine
services including shipbuilding, shiprepairing
and rigbuilding.
Shipbuilding facilities in the Republic
include a 10,000 deadweight ton (dwt) syncrolift dock, various slipways and some 50
building berths capable of taking vessels of
up to 8,999 dwt. Local shipbuilders are also
now capable of constructing high valueadded supply vessels, specialized patrol
crafts, LPG carriers, cellular container ships,
fast missile naval crafts, seismic vessels,
pipe-laying barges, fire-fighting boats and
other utility crafts.
Singapore's shiprepaircrs, on the other
hand, presently operate 21 dry docks with an
aggregate tonnage of 2.4 million dwt, which
represents the heaviest concentration of repair
facilities in any major port today. The wellequippcd shipyards offer various types of
spccializcd scrviccs such as undcrwater
cleaning and maintenance, marine electronics, communication, inspection and ccrtilication. In tcrms of investment and rcvcnuc,
shiprepairing is thc largcst among the three
sectors of the marine industry.
Meanwhile, in terms of production and
design, Singaporc's rigbuilders are among the

world's but. Since the first rig was built in
1970, Ltic Rcpublic has cxporlcd a total of
127 rigs to other countries. The local rig
yards are capable of building jack-up drillships, drill bargcs, crane bargcs, submcrsiblcs
and semisubmersibles. The rigbuilding sector
is, howevcr, experiencing serious underutilization of capacity as sccn by the Call of the
rig utilization rate from a high of 99% in
1980-1981 to an avcragc of bclow 50% in
1987. At present, the rigbuilders are trying to
diversify their busincss and to intcgratc thcir
existing capabilities with ncwly acquired
technological know-how in dcsign, engineering and production.
Based on thc abovc, i~ would still be difficult to determine thc contribution 01 he
marine industry to the country's output or
employment prcciscly bccause of Lhe lack oC
disaggregation of the national income and
manufacturing statislics. Thc available evidencc, howcver, suggesk that the three sectors of thc muinc industry aliogcthcr
cmployed a total of 14,138 workers in 1986,
which accounted for 5.7% or thc total numbcr
of workcrs in manuhcturing that year. The
industry's share of thc tola1 manuhcturing
output and valuc addcd in thc samc ycar werc
estimated to bc about 4.0% and 5.6%
respectively (DOS 1986a).
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Port and shipping services

Strategically located at the crossroads of
the trade routes between the East and the
West is the port of Singapore. Ships of more
than 500 shipping lines flying the flags of
almost all the maritime nations of the world
converge at this port. At any one time, a ship
arrives or leaves every eight minutes. Thus, it
has been rated as the busiest port in the world
in terms of shipping tonnage.
The Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) is
responsible for administering the port and
managing an area covering 583 km2 of a
major portion of Singapore's territorial
waters. PSA at present operates five main
gateways which have a total wharf length of
14 km.These gateways can provide berthing
facilities to accommodate container ships,
bulk carriers, cargo freighters, coasters,
lighters and passenger liners. These also have
the capacity to handle over 80 million freight
tons (FT) a year.
PSA's total staff suength stood at 7,694 in
1987, a decline of about 4% over 1986's figures. However, productivity continued to
improve because of the computerization of its
services. Thus, value added per employee
grew at more than 10% on the average during
the past decade. In fact. PSA's financial position has been quite sound over the years, even
showing a net surplus of $266.7 million in
1987.
Meanwhile, port activities gradually
improved during the past decade (Table 7).
This performance w a ~due to an increase in
the number of containerized cargoes handled
at four of PSA's gateways. The combined
seabome cargo, for example, in 1987
amounted to 129.5 million FT.This includes
73.6 million FT of mineral oil-in-bulk. There
was, however, a marked decline in cargo
handling during 1984-1985 when Singapore
experienced the worst ever recession in its
history of economic development.
In line with the growth of cargo volume,
the number of ships which entered and left

Table 7. Cargo (in FT)handled by PSA. 1977-1987.
Year

General and
bulk cargo

Mineral
oil-in-bulk

Tad

Source:PSA 1987.

Singapore's port also increased during 19771987 (Table 8). The period from 1983 to
1984 was the only exception, for it saw a
decrease of about 5% in the total number of
ship arrivals and departures and a nearly 6%
drop in shipping tonnage.
Besides cargo handling, the port offers a
comprehensive range of marine services such
as bunker fuel and ship supplies, pilotage and
tug, gas-free inspection and fumigation, and
slop reception for oil tankers. It also provides
environmental control services such as
cleaning oil and debris from the sea and fire-

Table 8. Arrivals and departures of wssels (over 75
GT), 1977-1987.
Year

Source:PSA 1987.

Number

GT (million)

fighting. Moreover, the port has the best
facility in the region for the reception and
treatment of slop, sludge, dirty ballast and
tank washings on the island of Pulau Sebarok.
Facilities at the center include four piers
which can accommodate vessels of up to 264
m long with a 45,000 t displacement. Six
deslopping barges with capacities ranging
from 1,200 m3 to 2,000 m3 are also available.
Singapore is also the most well-known
salvage and towage center in the region due
to its location astride the Europe-Asia shipping lane. The largest of the salvage companies operating out of Singapore are Selco

Table 9. Ships registered in Singapre and their
aggregate tamage, 1978-1988.

Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Number of vessels

Tmage (thousand GT)

1,742
1583
1352
1.682
1,780
1.743

1,555
1.406

1,265
1,229
1.243

Source:DOS 1988.

Singapore, Smit International, Fukada Salvage and Singapore Salvage Engineers. The
companies all keep tugs equipped with the
latest in surveillance equipment. Thus, while
these tugs are permanently at sea in the
region's crowded watenvays, they are able to
be in constant radio contact with their home
bases.
Singapore's merchant fleet now ranks 16th
in the world. General cargo ships constitute
the largest percentage by number while oil
tankers provide the largest percentage by
tonnage. As of 31 December 1988, 1,243
ships totalled 7,328 thousand gross tons (GT)
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on the Singapore register. However, compared with 1978, the number of ships
decreased by 29% and the tonnage, by 8%
(Table 9).
Although the Republic has a large fleet,
locally owned tonnage already accounts for
about a third of this total. This composition is
a direct result of an open registry from 1969
to 1982. However, the indigenous component
of the fleet tends to be old with about half
beyond 15 years and with most vessels below
6,000 dwt. Thus, in recent years, a large
number of shipowners registered a drop in
their profits and had been writing down the
book values of their ships in line with the
depressed shipping market. The number of
seamen employed at sea also dropped continually in recent years until there were only
1,799 seamen working at sea in 1986. This
can be attributed to the fewer number of ships
on the register, the depressed shipping market
and the lower manpower requirement of
modem ships.
Meanwhile, port, shipping and other
marine engineering services are included in
the transport and communications industry
under the GDP industrial classification
scheme. The sector is a major contributor to
the GDP, accounting for more than 14% of
Singapore's GDP in 1988 (Table 1). It is,
however, difficult to determine how much
port and shipping services contributed to this
sector due to the lack of disaggregated industrial statistics. Still, some useful information
in this regard can be,obtained from the results
of the survey on senices conducted yearly by
the Department of Statistics (DOS 1986b).
For example, the transport, storage and communication services were found to compose
the largest industry in the services sector in
1986 in terms of employment and value
added, for it engaged a total of 87,000
workers and generated a value added of
$4,779 million. The other services offered by
this sector, like financial and business
services, accounted for nearly 54% of the
total GDP in 1986. The relative shms in
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employment and value added of the sector
were 34%and 41%,respectively. Of the total
value added of the transport, storage and
communication services in 1986, water
transport services contributed about 30% or:
$1,441 million, of which one-third came from
port services. It engaged 22,382 workers in
the same year or about 9% of total
employment in the services sector, which is
about 2% of total employment in Singapore.

Fishing industry
The importance of fisheries in Singapore
has declined considerably due to a rapid
industrialization program. Moreover, as a
shelf-locked city-state, it has little potential
for offshore fishing. With local production
meeting only about 25% of the country's fish
requirement and the remaining demand borne
by imports, the contribution of fisheries to the
country's GDP is thus understandably negligible. In 1988, for example, the entire agriculture and fishing sectors accounted for only
about 0.4% of Singapore's GDP (Table 1).
Also affected were the employment opportunities and prospects that the fishing indushy

was able to provide. Table 10 shows the
number of licensed fishermen and fishing
vllessels engaged in the industry from 1978 to
1988. Both columns exhibit a clearly downward trend.
Meanwhile, fishing around Singapore
waters that normally use nonpowered boats is
classified as "inshore fishing". The bulk of
these catches is from palisade traps (kelong)
and drift nets. "Offshore fishing" is carried
out mainly in the South China Sea and the
Indian Ocean. The most commonly used offshore fishing gear arc otter trawls and bottom
long lines for demersal fish and troll lines for
pelagic fish. Fish is auctioned primarily at the
Jurong fishing port, with the bulk coming
from overseas imports. However, a relatively
small quantity of local landings are auctioned
at the Kangkar fish market,
Singapore is currently concentrating on
f ~ processing
h
and trading rather than on
increasing its fish catch, although the government is encouraging the adoption of modem technology in order to increase the productivity of existing farms (Khan 1988a).
Today, the country is quite well-known for
the production of aquarium fish. Its export
d u e amounted to $59.7 million in 1988.

Table 10. Fishing vessels and fishermen, S i a p o r e . 1978-1988.

Year

Fishing vessels
Powered Nonpowered

Note: NA - not available.
Sources:DOS 1988; MOND 1978-1988.

Total

Licensed fihermcn

Marine-intensive tourism

Table 11. Relative weights for

tourist site

selection

criteria

The development of a country's tourist
industry depends largely on the effective utilization of its marine and coastal resources.
Beaches, coral reefs, sport fishing, surfing,
waterskiing, seafood restaurants, seaside
accommodationsand others help significantly
to promote tourism. However, due to the high
demand for limited coastal resources from
various competing users, only a small part of
the coastal zone could be devoted to the
development of recreational facilities in Singapore. Today, the most important marine
attraction is the country's only island resort,
Sentosa, which lies just half a kilometer to
the south of the mainland and covers 335 ha
of green tropical flora. The Sentosa Development Corporation (SDC) which was set up
in 1972 has been relegated the task of developing tourism on the island. Apart from
Sentosa, it also managa 12 other offshore
islets earmarked for recreational activities
(Chkand IUlan 1987).
Although several studies have been
undertaken to estimate the demand function
for tourism, v q few attempts have been
made to study the i m p t of marine factors on
the tourists' preference function. Chou (1986)
attempted to estimate the marine intensity of
tourism in S i n g a m by using a relative
weighting procedure (Khan 1988b). Based on
the opinion of a small group of tourists, the
study determined the relative weights (Table
11) for the six criteria of site selection as
these applied to Singapore.
Although the estimate of marine intensity
(i.e., 14% of tourism demand) was quite
tentative in nature, it enables one to make a
rough estimation of the contribution of
coastal resources to tourism earnings. For
example, if Singapore receives about fA billion through tourist expenditure in a year (the
actual receipts in 1988 were close to that figure), at least 14% of these earnings (i.e., $560
million) is due to its coastal and marine
attractions. Since tourism at present accounts

Criteria

Weigh

Cultural atmctions
Hitorid site5
Flmand fauna
Science and man-made views
Marine attmctiom
Shopping and entenaimnmt

0.209
0.168
0.153
0.142

0.139
0.189

for 12% of the GDP,then coastal and marine
factors made a conhibution of about 1.7% to
the economy through their impact on tourist
preferences.

Summary and Conclusion
Singapore's limited coastal resources have
been effectively utilized to bring substantial
economic benefits. Since it embarked on a
largescale industrialization program during
the 1970s. with a view to achieve the twin
development objectives of high economic
growth and full employment, the bulk of
marine and coastal resources was diverted
towards various industrial uses. Although it is
difficult to separate the marine sector from
various other sectors, a few industties are
identified in this paper as marine for the purpose of economic valuation. The contributions of these industries to the country's GDP
(at 1985 market prices) and employment (in
1986) are shown in Table 12.
It is clear from the above figures that port
and shipping services contributed the most to
the country's economy. It is often said that
"The port is Singapore and Singapore is the
port." Thus, port authorities are continually
upgmdmg the facilities and standard of their
services, so that the outlook continues to be
optimistic.

Table 12. Contribution of the marine sector
Singapore.

to Ihe economy

and employment in
--

% of GDP

Industry

% of total

employment

Petroleum indusby

2.0

Marine industry

1.7

Water transpa (mainly port and shipping services)
Fisheries (including .agriculture)
Marine tourism

3.7
0.5

1.7

0.3
2.4
2.0

0.9
0.9

Total

Meanwhile, thc contribution of the
petroleum industry has declincd drastically in
recent ycars. The value addcd of the industry
currently accounts for only 2% of the GDP
and, since it is a highly capital-intensive
industry, its contribution to total cmployment
is as low as 0.3%. In the face of the declining
global dcmand for oil products and the stiff
competition from neighboring countries, the
oullook for Singapore's oil refineries does not
seem to be bright. The long-term future of the
industry calls for more product diversification
and increased industry participation in trading
activitics.
The importance of h c marine industry has
also diminishcd over the years. The three
components of Lhe induslry altogc~hercontributed only 1.7% to thc GDP and 2.4% to
total employmcnt. ~ h h o u g h the industry's
rcvenue earnings incrcased rclativcly in 1987
and 1988 ovcr the prcccding years, it is
highly unlikely that the busincss turnover
would reach h e high levcls of the early
1980s. Moreover, the short-term positive
effects of thc high Japanesc yen should not be
taken for granted. Ralhcr, allcmpls should be
madc LO divcrsiiy the industry's products as
well as its export markets.
As for the fishing industry, it will continuc
to play a minor role in the national economy
because of the lack of fishing grounds. However, hc'dcrnand for freshwater fish in Sin-

gapore is prcscntly very high and will continue to rise with thc increased standard of
living. The country, therefore, will have to
dcpend even more heavily on imported fish.
High-tech fishfarming, which was introduced
recently. can help only marginally to meet the
rising demand. Singapore can. however, be
developed as a distribution center for fish in
the region because of its cxcellent infrastructure and communication network.
As the bulk of the coastal resources has
been utilized for various industrial purposes,
very liltle is lcft for the development of
tourist and recreational facilities. The country's only known tourist resort is Sentosa,
which has reachcd more or less its optimum
capacity in terms of the number of visitors
and scopc for further expansion. The developmcnt of other oflshore islands, such as St.
John's, Kusu, Sistcrs and Lazarus, is, therefore, urgently called for. Since these islands
are very small in size, the recreational activities designed for them should be carefully
planned to make them cost-effective. Perhaps, it will be more worthwhile to usc thcrn
for expanding thc network of seasports and
interisland cruising ralhcr than developing
them into separatc beach resorts. This will
also help make Singapore an international
seasports center and thus bring additional
economic benclits through incrcased tourism
earnings.
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Abstract
Managing the coastal area d Singapore can be an awesomc task sincc h e cntirc country can be rcgardcd as coastal in
nature. Thus, his paper identifies h c boundaries of Singapore's coastal area. It d e h e s the composition of the coastal
resources and their uses. There is also a brief dcscnption of h e nine environmental acts which have bcen legislated to
cnsurc the well-being of the coaslal area and its resources.

Introduction

north from the Malaysian statc of Johorc by
the Johore Strait, while the Strait of Singapore separates the Republic from thc Indonesian Riau (or Rhio) Archipelago.

The Republic of Singapore consists of the
main island of Singapore (hereinah referred
to as "Singapore Island") and about 60 small
offshore islands wilh a total aggrcgatc arm of
about 621 km2. The 60 orlshore islands
account for 46 km2.
The Republic has a short coastline--131.5
krn ibr Singapore Island and about 150 krn
for the offshore islands. Thc main island is
41.8 km long and 22.5 km wide. No broad
expanse of ocean lies between Singapore and
its neighbors. However, it is separated in the

Importance of Coastal
Area Management
The extent of h e country's coaslal area is
not easy to dccide since no pan o l Singapore
Island is more than 15 km from thc sea.
Hence, one could even regard the entirc
95
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country as coastal in nature and broadly refer
to its coastal area as the area on either side of
its coast. However, for practical purposes.
this paper includes all of Singapore's
territorial waters (on the seaward side) and a
narrow strip of land along the coast (on the
landward side) when referring to its coastal

area.
Coastal resources will refer to all the natural resources within the coastal area, while
coastal resource utilization will include the
many economic activities carried out within
the coastal area, namely, oil refming and production of peirochemicals, shipbuilding and
repairing, oil rig construction, sawmilling,
woodworking, flour- and feed-milling, cement making, iron and steel manufacturing,
tourism and recreation operations, etc.

Management By Legislation
This section will briefly discuss the management of the coastal area through legislation which falls within what is known as
"environmental law".
Since this management requires a multidisciplinary approach, legislation will therefore have for its broad objective the maintenance of the well-being of the coa$tal area
both on land and in water by controlling and
regulating the activities which may adversely
affect the quality and use of resources. One of
the most significant of these activities is the
pollution of canals, rivers. beaches and the
sea through the discharge of industrial
wastes, trade effluents, refuse and oil from
vessels.
A number of laws that deal with activities
which may affect the coastal area have been
enacted. One of ther laws provides for the
protection, inter alia, of trees and plants from
diseases and pests. To achieve this objective,
various powers have been granted, e.g., in the
entry and inspection of property containing
affected trees and plants, in placing this property under quarantine, etc.

Animals and Birds Act (Cap 7).Bird life is
found among the less developed coasts and in
bird sanctuaries in the coastal parks. This
legislation is intended, inter alia, to prevent
the introduction and spread of bird diseases.
Thus, the authorities may prohibit the import
of birds from specific countries, examine
birds which have been imported and order the
destruction of imported birds found to be
infected.
Environmental Public Health Act (Cap
95).The act deals, inter alia, with the disposal
and treatment of industrial wastes, especially
h m industries sited in the coastal areas. A
person is said to dispose of industrial wastes
if he burns, sells, gives away, discards,
dumps, incinerates, deposits, processes, recycles, throws or meats such wastes. Under this
s t , the occupier of any place where induskhl wastes are produced has to keep or prop
erly dispose of these so as not to create a nuisance, cause harm to persons o r animals or
pollute the environment The occupier is also
allowed to dispose of the refuse or industrial
waste only at a public disposal facility. There
are also provisions that deal with toxic industrial wastes and require the furnishing of
information on indushial wastes.
P a r h and Trees Act (Cap 216). Under this
legislation, the power to make rules for the
management and control of public parks
(including coastal parks) and the protection
of flora and fauna, is provided.
Water Pollution Control and Drainage Act
(Cap 348). The act enables the minister to
make regulations with respct to the quality,
use d conseavation of inland water. The
term "inland water" includes rivers, streams,
memoirs, lakes or ponds, whether natural or
artificial. Here, the discharge of any toxic
substance into any inland water which can
give rise to any environmental hazard is made
an offense. Thus, owners of premises are required to treat their trade emuents before discharging them into sewers or drains.
Fisheries Act (Cap I l l ) . This act provides
for the protection and conservation of fuh-

eries and the control of fishing. Here, fishing
using a trawl net or any poisonous or explosive substance to stupefy, poison or kill fish
is made an offense.
Petroleum Act (Cap 229). This legislation
prescribes various measures to ensure the
safe handling of petroleum as it is a dangerous material. One of these requires
petroleum-carrying vessels to obtain pennission from the port master before entering port
limits. In giving such a permission, he may
impose the following conditions: (1)
petroleum is not to be landed before 7 a.m.
and after 7 p.m.; (2) a vessel may be required
to anchor at a special anchorage; (3) a vessel
may not be kept at the quay for a longer
period than is necessary to load and unload;
and (4) petroleum must be stored in
accordance with prescribed rules.
Merchant Ship (Oil Pollution) Act (Cap
180).The act provides for the civil liability of
merchant ships for oil pollution. Thus,if any
oil is discharged or escapes from a ship carrying a cargo of oil in bulk, its owner is liable
for any damage caused by the oil, the cost of
measures that will be reasonably taken to
prevent or reduce the damage and any other
damage caused by the measures so taken.
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Prevention of Pollution of the Sea Act
(Cap 243). The act makes it a criminal offense for a vessel to discharge oil or a mixture containing oil into Singapore's waters. A
fine of up to S$500,000 or imprisonment not
exceeding two years or both can be imposed
for its contravention. Similarly, the act also
punishes any vessel for the discharge of
refuse, garbage, waste matter, substance of a
dangerous or obnoxious nature, or uade effluents into Singapore's waters. In the same
manner, any person who throws any oil or oil
mixture, refuse, garbage, waste matter, etc.
into Singapore's waters may be charged with
a criminal offense.
Port of Singapore Authoriry Act (Cap 236).
The act provides, inter a h , for the management of the port waters by the Port of Singapore Authority.

Conclusion
To tackle problems in the coastal area, a
range of legislation is required. Used effectively, the acts could certainly go a long way
to ensure that the adverse effects to coastal
resources are minimized.
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Abstract
This paper describes Singapore's coaslline and the traditional and existing locations of its seasports activities and
facilities. It discusses the reports of the Tourism Task Forcc (1984) and the Economic Committee (1986). the study
comrnissioncd by the Singapore Seasports Liaison Committee (SS1.C) and h e reprcscntations made to the govemment.
The decision of the government to allocate two sitcs for yacht clubs/associa~ionsand the identificalion of two other sites
for the dcvclopmcnt of commercial marinas in 1986 are also presented.

Introduction

(Comedy of Errors, V. I. 78). Based on available statistics, almost 2% of Singapore's land
area is taken up by golf courses--the highest
in the world! This compares with only about
6% of the land area actually occupied by all
public housing on which over 80% of the
population lives. This further compares with
the negligible, moslly ragtag sites, occupied
by scasports facilities in Singapore.

The great sage of English literature,
Shakespeare,. could have been accurately
describing the sentiments of many Singaporeans in the continuing plight of their seasports community when he made this obscrvation: "Sweet recreation barr'd, what doth
ensue but moody and dull melancholy?"
99
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Notwithstanding these circumstances, it is
the author's wish that he will be able to leave
the reader with the faint hope of a visitation
from that long-awaited fairy godmother,
Cinderella (of the sporting world), who might
transform the "pumpkin" which represents
the present-day primitive facilities of our seasports, into a grand carriage of world-class
facilities fit even for royal personages as the
lovely princess in the fairy tale.
Fig. 1 shows the location of existing facilities, promised new sites and proposed
megamarinas. Of the main island's total
coastline area of approximately 130 km,
Keppel Harbour, Jurong Port and Sembawang
Wharves take up approximalely 31 km or
24% of the said area. The balance of some 99
km is taken up for other uses or remains
unutilized. It is estimated that if only 1% of
the coastline was to be allocated for seasports, it would yield about 1.3 km of water

frontage which would be sufficient for about
ten sizeable yacht clubs, marinas or seasports
centers. This does not take into account
potential locations on offshore islands, like
Sentosa and Lazarus Island for which projects have already been planned, and many
other islands which could be addcd to existing locations.

Fig. 1. Existing and proposed seasports facilities in Singapore.

Traditional and Existing
Locations of Seasports
Wind-powered seasports

These include sailing and windsurfing
which require windy locations. Best suited
for these activities are soulheast and southwest of Singapore where the seas offshore are

fanned by the norlheast and southwest monsoons. For the remaining part of the year, the
land and sea breezes there are usually adequate for sailing.
Muscle-powered seasports

For these types of activities--canoeing,
rowing and dragonboating, inland waters
which are reasonably sheltered or calm
waters are required. The northeastern, southeastern, southern and southwestern areas are
suitable, with the rivers and reservoirs lending additional locations to those near the
coastal and sea areas.
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1986, the Economic Committee was formcd
to pull Singapore out of the recession and to
chart a long-term strakgy for its cconomic
growth. Based on the committee's report, it
recognized, among other things, that seasports and marinas can enhance the country's
attractiveness as a tourist destination and thus
contribute significantly to its economic development.
From these two committees' reports, it
appeared that dawn was beginning to brcak
on the prospects of Singapore becoming an
international seasporls cenler. But, alas, the
sun seems to have bccn held back by the
chains of bureaucracy for after the lapse of
three years, the seasporting community is still
waiting for daybreak!

Motorized seasports

These include waterskiing, powerboating
and bluewater cruising. While calm waters
are needed for waterskiing, convenient access
to the offshore islands and the blue yonder is
all that powerboating and cruising require.
Suitable locations are found in the east and
southwest, with Punggol and Westpoint as
the focal points.

Reports and Representations
Tourism Task Force
and the Economic Committee

In 1984, SSLC was invited to submit its
recommendations to h e government's
Tourism Task Force. The committee recommended the recognition of Singapore's distinctive tropical island character and the
development of more beach and island resorts
so that the country can be promoted as an international seasports center. These proposals
were adopted by the Task Force, incorporated
in its report and endorsed by the Cabinet. In

Commissioned reports and
representations to the government

As early as 1983, SSLC commissioned a
study to be undertaken by the Applied
Research Corporation and Akitek Tenggara, a
planning firm. Their task was to provide the
committee with background information on
the condition of seasports in Singapore prior
to its planned representation to the government the following year.
Based on the two groups' findings, the
committee sought an enlightened nalional
policy or long-term guideline on the allocation and use of coastal sites in particular and
the development and promotion of seasports
and other waterfront-associated activities in
general.
Provision of Sites for Seasports and Marinas. Following the representation by SSLC in
1984, the government took the first concrete
step in 1986 to meet the needs of the seasports community. Through the Singaporc
Sports Council, the government allocated a
sile in the West Coast Park for the Republic
of Singapore Yacht Club (RSYC) and another
site in the Pasir Ris area jointly for the Singapore Power Boat Association (SPBA) and the
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Singapore Waterski Federation (SWF).
Because these two sites were intended for the
development of nonprofit yacht clubs and
seasports organizations, the proposed cost
was made nominal for the 29-year lease of
the land. Moreover, the choice of these locations was not accidental but matched the
plans and needs of RSYC,SPBA and SWF to
relocate their activities/facilities to the West
Coast and Punggol areas.
At about the same time, the government
also identified two sites for commercially
operated marinas: one in Sembawang Park
and the other in the West Coast to cater to the
"bread-and-butter" needs of the commercial
boatels which had been displaced by land
acquisition and coastal reclamations. As these
sites were meant for commercial use, they
were to be tendered out.
The year 1986 must. therefore. be regarded
as the high point of government action in
recognizing and providing the much needed
waterfront sites. But, alas, after more than
three years, the Liaison Committee is still
waiting for these sites' development! With all
due respect, it would seem that even decisions that emanated from such high places
suffer from bureaucratic wrangling and
ineptness. This paper not only decries the
gross mishandling of the issues at hand and
makes known the plight of Cinderella, but
also wishes to alert the workshop participants
of the need to unclog and sueamline government bureaucracy if anything good is to come
out of any coastal area management plan or
other such proposals however enlightened
they may be! Otherwise, these plans or proposals will be destined only for the archives
of academic libraries or the dusty shelves of
some government office.

Representations to the Advisory
Council on Sports and Recreation

In June 1988, SSLC further prepared and
submitted lengthy representations to the Ad-

visory Council on Sports and Recreation.
These were submitted on behalf of the eight
national seasparts associations and clubs
which together represent the entire seasports
community. The committee is glad that some
of its submissions have been adopted, particularly those relating to sailing and scuba
diving. But it laments the fact that there has
been insufficient action taken to meet other
needs, particularly, on the release of the two
sites promised for seasports,
Megamarinas and Their
Implications for Seasports
For the total development of seasports in
Singapore, a whole spectrum of facilities and
establishments is desirable. This can range
from the humble nonprofit yacht clubs and
seasports centers catering to the needs of the
average Singaporean and tourist to the ultraluxurious private marinas which are for profit
and thus cater only to the well-heeled. So far,
everal large marinas have been proposed.
While this is a welcome development, they
are certain to become the exclusive retreats of
the rich. The Tuas Marina, Keppel Marina
Condominium and Sentosa Marina Condominium m cases in point.
In the meantime, the two sites identified
for seasports remain stuck, inactive, underdeveloped. Since the single site in Tuas was released for tender recently, a very high
benchmark market price has bcen placed for
marina sites. Thus, the perception is that you
have to be a business conglomerate or a
statutory board before you can influence the
bureaucracy to approve marina-related developments.

Cinderella-in-waiting:
the Condominium Saga

In conclusion. daunting as the problems of
kmports development are in Singapme, the

prospects are more than promising. The
plight of the seasports community is not the
result of some Shakespearean Comedy of Errors. The root cause is the understandable
preoccupation with things economic and the
absence of a well-coordinated and truly en-
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lightened national policy for seasports. This,
despite the repeated official recognition given
to the actual and potential contributions that
seasports make and can make to the nation.
Meanwhile, Cinderella is waiting to be
rescued from her distressful situation.
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Abstract
With over 80% of h e population living in high-rise buildings with its enclosed environment, parks and open spaces
offer relief. Towards this end, the Parks and Recreation Department (PRD)has targetted the provision of 0.8 ha of open
space per 1.000 persons. Moreover, since Singapore is an island, most of its coastal areas have been developed into large
regional parks from reclaimed land. These are grouped into recreational parks, esplanades. nature reserves and sc~nic
parks. Each of these types is described in this paper. The problems of poor soils, drainage and coastal erosion confronting these parks are also discussed.

Introduction

environment which leads him all the way to
the city center.
So far, the total arca of existing public
parks and open spaces which have been
developed amounts to morc than 1,800 ha.
This includes all public parks and open
spaces in Singapore irrespective of whether
they were developed by PRD, Housing and
Development
Board,
Jurong
Town
Corporation, Public Utilities Board, Scntosa

Since Singapore launched its Garden City
campaign in the late 1960s, it has gone
through several stages of development, from
greenery and shade along our roads. and
highways to quality parks and open spaces.
Thus, as soon as a visitor steps out of the
terminal building at Changi Airport, he is
greeted by a pleasant green and lively
105
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Development Corporation or the Singapore
Zoological Gardens.
In Singapore, the open space is not for a
single homogeneous land use but for a rather
broad sector land use. It is meant not only to
meet the recreational needs of people of
various age groups, but also to enhance the
environment, especially in the urban area. It
must also be able to provide the kind of
facilities that, in some respects, tourists look
for. Public parks and open spaces should then
provide environments suitable for both active
and passive recreation.
The above objectives are specially important in the context of Singapore because more
than 80% of our population lives in high-rise
buildings and needs the relief that these parks
and open spaces can offer from its enclosed
environment. Thus, to provide the public with
a quality environment, the government is
working towards the target of providing 0.8
ha of open space per 1.000 persons.

Fig. 1. Location of the existing coastal p a h .

Development of Coastal Parks
Singapore is an island where water is
abundant as a landscape element This has
mabled PRD to develop 12 coastal parh
over the years (Fig. 1). At present, these
p k s (excluding those on offshore islands)
w u p y some 428 ha of land and constitute
h u t 22% of all the public prks in Singapwe. Newer ones have been developed from
reclaimed land.
Thus, compared with those situated inland
(where space is limited), most of these
coastal parks are large in size. As regional
p k s , these are meant to serve not only the
immediate neighborhood but also a large
=tor of the population. The East Coast Park
is an example.
Moreova, due to their d~guration.these
ooastal parks share one common characterisdc. They are developed in a linear manner.

Types of Coastal Parks
Recreational parks
T h m major coastal parks belong to this
category: the East Coast Park, West Coast
Park and Pasir Ris Park.
The East Coast Park enjoys the widest
popularity, being the oldest and the largest.
Built in 1972, it took about 14 years to complete it at the cost of S$21 million. The park
occupies 206 ha and is about 12 km long with
i a broadest part measuring about 300 m.
The whole park is divided into areas A to
H. The nine sections are separated by
drainage canals. Development began with
area C which is directly opposite the Marine
Parade Housing Estate, a government-built,
low-cost housing project development. It was
completed with area H in 1986.
The park boasts of many recreational
facilities which cater to both the young and
the old and people with diverse interests. The
fishing enthusiast will find the Bedok Jetty a
favorable spot; the fitness conscious can
make use of the 12.5 km-long jogging track
and cycling paths and find the fitness course
a welcome feature; while the outgoing will
enjoy the barbecue and picnic facilities provided. For the more adventurous, there is the
Paople's Association campsite to meet their
demand.
Meanwhile, in order to provide a wider
variety of recreational facilities and to take
advantage of the participation of private
developers, parcels of land have been leased
to them. Based on the facilities they have
developed, their response has been enthusiastic. These include the East Coast Recreation Centre, Big Splash Swimming Complex. Parkland Golf Driving Range, East
Coast Sailing Club and the Seafood Centre.
Pasir Ris Park is the second largest of all
the coastal parks. It occupies an area of 77 ha
and commands a panoramic view of the
Johore Strait and the land beyond. The park
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has completed three phases of development.
The fourth phase will commence very soon.
The main feature of this park is its S$1 million children's playground, which is the
largest of its kind in Singapore.
The Marina City Park, situated in Marina
Soulh (a reclaimed land), is the latest recreational park and one of the premicr ones to be
developed by PRD.
Esplanades

The Elizabcth Walk which is part of the
Esplanade Park used to be a very popular
place with the local population. An evening
walk in the breeze, ending with a snack at the
Satay Club, was once a favorite pastime.
However, since the reclamation of the Marina
Centrc, the Esplanade Park has lost some of
its appeal to the newer and more modem
Marina Promenade. The latter's wide and colorful walkways are beautifully landscaped
with sculptures, trees and flowering shrubs,
thus attracting many visitors. It is also
favored as the venue for the annual Dragon
Boat Race, Power Boat Grand Prix,
walkalhons and many other community
activities. However, the Esplanade Park will
not allow the Marina Promenade to steal the
limelight from it and be left to deteriorate.
So, work has already begun to upgrade it as
part of the Civic District's master plan.
The Labrador Nature Rcserves Park hugs
the southern coast of Singapore Island and
rises 40 m above sea level. It commands a
fantastic view of the open sea and some of
the offshore islands. Moreover, the entire
park is covered with a secondary forest where
it is claimed that the fern, Dipteris conjugala.
can be found exclusively and nowhere else in
Singaporc. Prior to its development as a park,
the site was used as a dcfense post against
enemy invasion from a seaward approach
during the Second World War. Relics of old
bunkers, gun batteries and tunnels can still be
seen there.
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Another park in this group is the Sungei
Buloh Bird Sanctuary. It is scheduled to be
developed in 1990. The entire 85 ha of the
site is covered with mangrove swamp and
prawn ponds. The former will serve as a good
natural habitat and the latter, good feeding
grounds for numerous species of birds,
including migratory ones. To preserve its
natural character, the park will require only
limited development. For example. tracks and
some basic park infrastructure, a birdwatching tower and hideouts, a visitors'
center with carparks and toilets will be built.
Inforfnation about the park will be displayed
to orient the visitors. When completed, the
park will provide a different kind of outlet to
satisfy the recreational naeds of those who
prefer environments with natural habitats.

pleee of land. To create a mare interesting
a d undulating landform out of it, extensive
euthworks have to be made. Not only must
h e amounts of earth be moved and piled to
produce artif~cialhillocks but every time land
has €abe reclaimed from the sea. In so doing.
uoastal emion takes place. This has happened especially along the East Coast Park.
Moreover, reclamation projects usually use
poor fill materials with little nutrients,
nesulting in poor soil. Soil that is mostly
h y e y inhibits good drainage as there is little
-a1
percolation and lateral seepage that
carn take place. In such a water-logged condirion, many plant species will fail to establish
Pbemselves.

Conclusion
Scenic parks

Because of their peaceful and scenic
quality, parks in this category are mainly for
passive use. They are best appreciated as
perfect retreats on quiet weekends. The
Sembawang Park is an example.

Problems
The development of mastd parks is not
without its set of problems and constraints. A
reclaimed land handed over from the engineer is a flat, featureless and uninteresting

Due to the diminishing size of its open
space, the demand for reclaimed h d in Singapore will certainly continue to increase in
the foreseeable future. However. advances in
Oechnology will answer this need by bringing
about new ways of reclaiming land. Already,
d~ new technique in rechation called "the
mndwich method" is seen as a big help in the
development of our coastal prks. Providing
water-related activities such as marinas and
fishing decks is likewise seen to further
enhance or h a t the potential of our coastal
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Abstract
A number of seaside resorts have been established in Singapore to meet the local demand for places to go to for a
seaside holiday. On Senmsa, a ream hotel is currently undergoing development. Other offshore islands are also being
considered for resort development. A geomorphological evaluation shows that the beaches fronting the local seaside
resom are insufficiently developed so that measures have to be taken to improve and maintain these beaches. In developing resorts for the tourist market, the local coastal environment has to be improved in order to compete with the other
seaside resorts in neighboring countries.

Introduction

countries in the tropics, the development of
seaside resorts for tourists has become a significant aspect of their tourism development
plans.
Even in Singapore, where the coast is
accessible within an hour from any inland
location, the idea of staying at some seaside
accommodation for holiday purposes has an
appeal for the average local resident who
lives in an apartment. Before coastal reclamations destroyed many of the natural
beaches. holiday bungalows were available

The idea of staying near the sea for purposes of pleasure or a holiday has an almost
universal appeal. In the Old World, there
were many well-known seaside resorts for
both local residents and tourists. Today, a
variety of seaside resorts has been developed
worldwide for tourists; they range from
small-scale units offering minimum facilities
to luxury enclaves with a wide range of facilities and services. And in many Third World
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Spatial Patterns

for certain categories of civil servants at
Changi, Tanah Merah and Tanjong Rhu. Also
available were some bungalows owned by
commercial companies and statutory boards
at Loyang and several small seaside hotels at
Pasir Ris. Tanah Merah, Katong and Pasir
Panjang. However, as a result of large-scale
reclamations, seaside accommodations for
pleasure purposes are presently restricted to
Pasir Ris-Loyang, Changi and the East Coast
In Changi, there is one hotel within wdking
distance of the beach; another is under
construction on Sentosa. Other offshore
islands are also being considered for resat
development.
While these seaside resorts have been discussed in the context of coastal recreation in
an earlier paper (Wong 1989b), this paper has
for its objectives the presentation of the spatial patterns of seaside resorts and their evaluation from a geornorphological perspective.
The coastal geomorpho~ogicalenvironment
provides the basic setting for any seaside
resort. For example, within the coastal environment, it is important to consider its character, the magnitude and frequency of coastal
processes especially those giving rise to
coastal erosion, the extent of a setback from
the coastline, and the impact of the resort on
the environment.

Our seaside resorts located at k g i , the
&st Coast Park and the Pasir Ris-Loyang
mast show a distinctive spatial patrem of
rlistributim on the main island. Sentma also
lmrs a number of holiday bungalows.
The East Coast Park's chalets could be
amsidered as the fmt seaside msmt to be
beloped to meet the popular local demand
for a seaside holiday retreat. The fmt phase
a€its development was completed in the arly
1970s and consisted of 110 single-storeyed
onits. It$ success led to the development of an
djacent second phase of 59 double-storeyed
mits in 1981 (Fig. 1). The popularity of this
=sort is due not only to its beach but also to
its easy access to and availability of a wide
lsnge of recreational facilities. The resort is
m n t l y being upgraded.
Changi is the government's main seaside
boliday area It contains some 4O-odd bun@ow8 which were refurbished several years
ago. To encourage. better utilization of the
m a , the period allocated for holidays in Sin@pme was incteased in 1985 from one to
No periods per week. Within this area are 8
chalets at the Changi Sailing Club and 17
roams in a new extension block of the
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Changi Beach Club, formerly known as the
Changi Swimming Club. Later additions in
December 1985 were 12 chalets for the Singapore Anned Forces (SAE). Outside this
government holiday area is the Meridien
Hotel Changi which has easy access to the
popular Changi Beach (Fig. 2).
The Pasir Ris-Loyang coast has recently
become the major area for seaside resorts for
the local population (Fig. 3). In 1973, the
People's Association, which is the govemment's premier community development
agency, built the Pasir Ris Holiday Flats
which then fronted the natural beach at Pasir
Ris. To the west of these holiday flats were
eight units belonging to the Telecommunications Authority. Along Pasir Ris Road, the
residential bungalows were bought by private
companies and statutory boards for holiday
purposes. Along Jalan Loyang Besar, the
holiday bungalows, which were the earliest to
be established in this area, lost their sea
frontage when the coast was reclaimed from
Sungei Loyang to Pasir Ris Beach between
1978 and 1980. On the reclaimed land at
Loyang, the government built one lot of 37
bungalows in 1984 to increase its pool of
holiday bungalows. To the west and also on

the reclaimed land, the Urban Development
& Management Company (UDMC),a government private limited company, established
the Pasir Ris Resort consisting of 94 singlestoreyed units and 92 doublestoreyed units.
This resort was opened in December 1987.
Further west is the 3%-room Pasir Ris Resort
which is owned by the Singapore Labour
Foundation. It was opened in October 1988.
Although this resort has no access to the
coast, it has a wide range of facilities.
On Senma, a number of holiday bungalows belonging to the Sentosa Development
Corporation are leased for long periods to
companies and statutory boards. For example,
from late 1978 until its closure in March
1987, the Apollo Sentosa Hotel operated as a
resort hotel and subsequently as a holiday
chalet until December 1987. Today. on the
same site, construction is in progress for a
new 275-room resort hotel to be operated by
the Beaufort Internatid Hotels. It is scheduled to be ready by mid-1991. Like its predecessor, the resmt has no direct access to the
beach. However, another 320-mm resort
hotel to be built in March 1990 will have
immediate access to the new beach near Fort
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Geomorphological Evaluation
The seaside resorts in Singapore have the
advantage of being in a low-wave energy environment and are therefore protected from
strong wave attacks. But the beaches fronting
them are poorly developed compared to those
typical of seaside resorts in other parts of the
tropical world. A geomorphological evaluation of these beaches is given below for each
of the resort areas.

East Coast resort area
In the initial phase of reclaiming the east
coast, a seawall was built to protect the
reclaimed land. This idea was later dropped
in favor of using a series of breakwaters as a
protective measure. The breakwaters would
act as headlands between which sandy bays
would be formed. The East Coast Park
chalets front three such bays (Fig. 1). A typi-

aol transect from the chalets to the beach
shows the following main components:
chalets, bicycle path, footpath. barbecue pits,
seawall, backshore and foreshore.
Several aspects of the coastal environment
have implications for the utilization of the
beaches for recreation. As the coast relmdwards, the seawall is exposed to wave
action at the center of the west 'and middle
lmys. As the sea reaches the seawall, sand is
thrown over the seawall and produces overwshes. To prevent the further ingress of
and and water over the seawall in the middle
b y , a 35-cm high rampart has been added.
Glso, the swash marks which are common but
important geomorphological features constitute and even contribute to the rubbish on the
beaches. Moreover, the natural vegetation
d
y colonizes the backshore of the
beaches but has been removed by the impact
d pedestrian traffic. And the runoffs from
heavy rainfalls occasionally cut channels
m s s the backshore.

The chalets themselves can have a negative impact on the coastal environment, especially when their wastewater is discharged
into the sea through one sump on the backshore of the west bay and two drain outlets in
the middle bay. The negative impact of
pedestrian traffic has lkewise been felt on the
backshore vegetation in the west bay, and
particularly in the middle bay, which is now
bare. Whilc there is less impact on the beach
vegetation in the east bay, bare ground is
common around the barbecue facilities. This
has been covered with granite chips to stop
its further erosion. Bare areas also appear
under well-shaded trees.
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which consist of three blocks immediately to
the west of the Changi Golf Club. To protect
the coast on which these blocks are sited, an
almost vertical wall of about 6 m high of
permeable prefabricated concrete slabs was
constructed. Immediately seaward of this
wall is a narrow artificial backshore which is
landscaped with coconut trees, but which can
still be easily reached by strong waves. The
foreshore is equally narrow.
Apart from the unfavorable impact of seawalls on the beaches, particularly on the
stretch along chalets B to F up to the Changi
Sailing Club, drain outlets also have a negative effect on the beaches. These outlets are
found west of chalet D and in front of the
SAF Holiday Chalets.

Changi resort area
This resort area stretches from the mouth
of Sungei Selarang to the mouth of Sungei
Changi and is dominated by four low hills. In
general, its beaches are poorly developed or
nonexistent with seawalls protecting the coast
in a number of stretches including the sandy
ones. The beaches are restricted mainly by
the bays and a low straight stretch at the
Changi Sailing Club (Fig. 2). The only decent
stretch of beach is Changi Beach which is
outside the resort area and on the seaward
side of the spit.
The poor condition of these beaches and
the use of seawalls to protect the land from
erosion along the Changi resort area constitute severe limitations on the enjoyment of
holiday makers. At high tide, the waves virtually reach the seawalls because the beaches
do not have the backshore. At the Changi
Sailing Club, overwashes are common in
front of the chalets. At the Changi Beach
Club, swimming is confined to an area fenced
in by a boom within the small bay. It is generally possible to swim only at high tide as a
muddy terrace is exposed at low tide.
Attempts to overcome coastal erosion and
the lack of beaches in this area can be seen in
the development of the SAF Holiday Chalets

Pasir Ris-Loyang resort area
The reclaimed land here, like that in the
East Coast, is protected by a series of riprap
breakwaters which have given rise to three
bays (A-C) west of Sungei Tarnpines and the
five bays (D-H) between Sungei Tampines
and Sungei Loyang. A subsequent phase of
reclamation to the west of bay A is also protected by breakwaters where the formation of
a beach is in progress.
Beach formation has been slow along this
reclaimed coast in the sheltered environment
of the Johore Strait for the surveys in May
and June 1984 indicated the presence of
active scarps and abrasion ramps in all bays
(Chew et al. 1987). However, beach formation has, since then, improved. The surveys in
October 1989 indicated the presence of an
abrasion ramp only in the middle of bay D
and scarps in bay H, the greater part of bay B,
both ends of bay C, and the western extremity
of bay A. Except for their western ends, better developed beaches are in bay A where a
wide berm can be found at the eastern end
and bay G where a berm can be found along
almost its entire length (Fig. 3). On the other
hand, beach vegetation (Ipomoea pescarpae)
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has colonized the middle part of bay F and
mangroves in the area seaward of the breakwaters which forms bay D. These bays are
suitable for swimming only at high tide as a
terrace is exposed at low tide.
For bays E to H, thc impact of pedestrian
traffic is less than in other bays as the number
of holiday makers here is much lower than
that in the East Coast Park Chalets. But at
bays A to C, which are in front of the park
facilities for children and the holiday chalets
on Pasir Ris Road, the impact of pedestrians
is more evident. In the middle part of bay B,
erosion by surface runoff is particularly evident. Also, the high watcr table particularly at
bays D to H leads to backwearing of the fill
material.
The government- and UDMC-owned resorts are sufficiently set back from the equilibrium planforms of the bays. The perimeter
fencc of the government resorts is more than
50 m from thc shoreline at its narrowest
point. Moreover, there is a sufficient setback
land for a park with a bicycle track,footpaths
and a number of barbecue pits along the
coast. To prevent its erosion, the area around
each barbecue pit has been cemented.
Sentosa
Beach improvemcnt measures taken on
Sentosa are a clear indication of the importance of good beaches for successful beach
resorts. Along the island's southwestern coast,
a swimming lagoon was first constructed and
completed in 1974; this was followed by a
boating lagoon the next year. However, many
environmental problems were associated wilh
the swimming lagoon: Ihe presence of
cerithid shells which generate wastes, the
deterioration of the beach due to pedestrian
impact, erosion from surface runoffs particularly near beach structures, and lack of beach
vegetation. The problem of cerithid shells
was recently tackled by pumping out the
seabed sedments.

The Sentosa Development Corporation

@DC) has likewise undertaken a program of
lagoon and beach improvements aimcd at
developing the cntire 3-km southwestern
mast from Tanjong Beach to Siloso Beach
into one of the best in this region. Commencing in mid-1988, the works included the
rddition of reclaimed land to create three
l y s along the coast; the construction of new
ievetments to protect the reclaimed land; the
development of new beaches in the three
bays; and the formation of sand keys to connect the revetments to keep the water level in
the bays at least a meter deep during low tide
(Fig. 4). These improvcmcnts have been carried out in phases: I (mainly in Siloso Beach)
to be completed in April 1990, and I1 (in
Tanjong Beach) and I11 (in the Central
Lagoon), in January 1991. As of October
1989, all revetments, except those in the
Central Lagoon, have been completed. The
beach improvement in Siloso Beach is almost
complete, while that in Tanjong Beach is yet
m commence. These beaches in the three
bays will be the main attractions for the holiday makers to this coast.
Meanwhile, preliminary observations indicate that a wider backshore or strip of sand is
required for the Siloso Beach to reach its
equilibrium alignment between the two
widely spaced revetments. To achieve this.
the seaward convexities are likely to be
removed. However. landscaped areas located
in such sectors would risk being eroded. The
equilibrium shape at both ends of each of the
bays would also vary with the seasons. Thus,
the variability of the planform should be
determined or monitored early or at some
time before any structure is put up on the
backshore of these areas.

Discussion
While it is true that many factors have to
be considered in [he development of seaside
resorts, the geomorphological evaluation of
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Fig. 4. Lagoon and beach improvement works by S I X .

seaside resort sites is perhaps the most basic
and thus should be carried out at the fmt
instance. The importance of such an evaluation of existing and potential beach resart
sites has been demonstrated elsewhere (Wong
1988, 1989a).
As for the general opinion regarding
existing seaside resorts in Singapore catering
to the local residents, it was recommended
that the beaches be improved and site
spec if^ measures taken up only after a more
detailed study of the beaches has been completed.
On the development of seaside resorts for
tourists, contrary views have been expressed
in the tourism development reports of the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI 1986)
and Pannell, Kerr, Foster (1986). Moreover.
there has been a lukewarm response to the
call for developing resorts on other offshore
islands apart from the resorts on Sentosa.
For the large-scale development of seaside
resorts for tourists, it is important to h o w the
physical potential of the coastal environment
and then to develop it accordingly. In the case
of Singapore, the coastal environment lacks
clean and clear water, white beaches, good
coral reefs and other natural coastal features
that are synonymous with seaside resorts, although it can provide the infrastructural facilities and services required at any resort.
Without the advantages of such a natural set-

ting. our seaside resorts would not be able to
compete on equal terms with the others in
neighboring countries.
In a wider context, there are also various
impact scenarios that can occur in seaside
resorts with the future rise of sea levels. The
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP), for example, projected a 0.2 m rise
by the year 2025 in the Southeast Asian
region. In another UNEP project, a rise of
0.12-0.18 m by 2030 and then a rapid rise to
1 rn by 2090 was projected. But whatever the
scenario, the rising sea level would have an
impact on future seaside resorts and other
coastal tourism developments. Thus, the
larger the tourism development is and the
longer its renun on investment, the higher is
the risk imposed by a future sea level rise.
Based on the above discussion. it is evident that the present geomorphological evaluation of existing seaside resorts demonstrates the need for a better understanding of
some aspects of their physical environment. It
is hoped that, in the long run, this perspective
will contribute to a more rational planning
and development of seaside resorts for both
the local and tourist populations in Singapore.
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Abstract
In the past, aquariums were generally publicly funded and considered largely as an educational experience. In recent
years, advances in display technology have enabled aquariums to join the ranks of other leading leisure attractions with
visitors numbering in the millions. Underwater World Singapore will be the first of this new breed of aquariums in Asia.

Introduction
Most of the world's conventional aquariurns are found in cities by the sea or in cornmunities with a marine tradition. This pattern
of geographical distribution continues today
and ii reflected in recent aquarium developmen& such as in the Seattle Aquarium,
Copenhagen's Danish Aquarium, Hong
Kong's Ocean Park,the Vancouver Aquarium
and Townsville's Great Barrier Reef Wonderland.

While traditional factors continue to affect
the location of aquariums, there are
significant changes taking place in their character because of the influence of a number of
public demand factors. For example, visitors
want to get as closecis possible to the creatures of the sea, which means breaking down
the visible and physical barriers between the
audience and the exhibit. Also, they increasingly seek a thrill or an "encounter" with a
more true-to-life presentation of life underwater. They are more environmentally aware
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of the requirement for a good interpretation
of the exhibits.
Moreover, an innovative aquarium today
can draw a large number of visitors to the
extent that it affects the entire community's
local economy. An outstanding exarnplc of
this took place in Monterey Bay in the USA
following the opcning of its aquarium. In its
first year of operation alone, some three million visitors flocked to see the aquarium.
In the past, public aquariums have been
generally funded or subsidized by governments or charitable foundations. However, in
the last few years, changes in aquarium technology and the upsurge of interest in aquariums have made them potentially profitable
business ventures.
The first aquarium in Singapore was
funded from money donated by Mr. Van
Kleef. The Van Kleef Aquarium is now run
by the government through the Primary Production Department. The Coralarium on
Sentosa is government-funded through the
Sentosa Development Corporation (SDC).
Both of these aquariums are traditional in
style, with small window boxes into which
the visitors can peer. The latest aquarium under construction in Singapore which utilizes
some of the state-of-the-art aquarium tcchnology is being developed by a private enterprise. The aquarium will be called Underwater World Singapore (LJWS).

The Development of an
Aquarium on Sentosa Island
In 1968, the Singapore Government commissioned the Dellingham Report on h e Future Development of Sentosa, then known as
Pulau Blakang Mati. This report, which was
completed in 1970, stated that the island
could be successfully devclopcd into a leisure
and resort island. Thus, SDC was set up by
the government to undertake h e development
and management of the island. In 1980, the

Pacific Area Travel Association (PATA) reviewed the Dellingham master plan and proposed an oceanarium to bc addcd to the development. This was subsequently included
in the Royston, Hanarnoto. Alley and Abey
review of 1985.
Next, a final site for the oceanarium-type
development was selccted on the coast next
to Fort Siloso. The site was put on public
tender in 1987. The tender was won by Marinescape Corporation (MC) of New Zealand
which proposed an Underwater World (UW)
facility using the same technology developed
for its Auckland project. Thus, MC entered
into an agreement with Underwater World
International (UWI) of Perth, Australia, to hnance and administer the development of
UWS. After some delay due to a change in
the shareholding at UWI, the main contractor
commenced construction in June 1988. The
project is due to be completed in March 1991.
The Underwater Worlds in operation to
date in Auckland. Sydney and Perth (with the
exception of Mooloobar Underwater World
near Brisbane) are all cold-water aquariums.
When completed. UWS will be the first
tropical underwater world featuring a recreated coral reef with the compliment of over
200 species mainly from the Maldives,
Malaysia and Indonesia. It will also feature a
large shark and ray tank filled with iropical
reef sharks and giant stingrays. Moreover, a
curved acrylic tunnel, which is a moving
walkway, will enable visitors to be surrounded by water and have close
"encounters" with amazing marine animals as
they glide past these creatures separated only
by 6 cm of acrylic. Visitors can also step off
the walkway and observe marine life at their
leisure. There will also be displays of marine
invertebrates, living corals and dangerous
marine animals. A souvenir shop and food
outlet are likewise planned.
To prepare visitors for their U W experience, there will be a short introductory audiovisual show in a theauette. A fully
equipped education unit manned by a full-

time education officer will provide students
of all ages the opportunity to learn more
about the ocean, while trained guides will
explain the exhibits.
There is also the possibility that UWS will
be able to provide opportunities for research,
using the quarantine and laboratory facilities
of the National University of Singapore. In so
doing, an aquarium of high caliber becomes
not only a major tourist and leisure attraction,
but also indirectly provides the public with an
important educational and potential research
facility.
While the developers of UWS will be
responsible to its shareholders for maxirnizing the profits, they too, like most aquarium
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developers, have an interest to promote all
aspects of marine conservation. The facility
will, therefore, be a great opportunity to
demonstrate the wonders of the lropical seas
to a large number of people, perhaps over a
million every year. By increasing the general
public's awareness and understanding of
marine life, the developers will have taken a
big step towards promoting practical conservation schemes such as the desirability of
marine parks and the utilization of a choice
waterfront location for this kind of development. In the case of UWS, it is a well-justified response to a growing demand for a new
breed of aquariums in Asia.

Recommendations from the National Workshop
on Urban Coastal Area Management of Singapore
The coastal area of Singapore comprising the waterfront land of the main island, offshore
islands and territorial waters should be managed on an integrated, multisectoral basis for
the maximum benefit of the nation as a whole, both in the short and long terms.
There should be a single agency responsible for the management of the entire coastal
area. Alternatively, a consultative coordinating management bady should be established.
The PSA, which is already responsible for the overall management of port waters
(covering 85%of the territorial waters), is a logical choice for such an agency.
Under the present practice, all major projects are to be approved by the Chief Planner
who is responsible for the overall physical planning of Singapore including its coastal
area. The options are to continue with this practice or to vest the authority to approve
projects on a separate agency as suggested in (2).
Wherever necessary, an environmental impact assessment of new development projects
should be undertaken to ensure that there are minimal and acceptable impacts on the
coastal environment.
Coastal pollution should be minimized through careful monitoring of all sources of
pollution and, wherever necessary, legislation should be passed to strengthen control and
enforcement. Support is given to the Oil Spill Contingency Plans currently in operation,
although additional efforts should be made to strengthen them and thus ensure their
effectiveness in combatting the major oil spills that may occur.
Foreshore reclamation will continue to be undertaken to meet long-term needs for land
space and it will proceed down to the 15-m level. The improved method of landfill
currently employed is less likely to cause silting in the coastal waters. Nevertheless,
continued efforts should be made to furlher reduce the level of silting.
The program to control hazardous substances, which has been implemented since 1985
and covers the control of their import, sale, use, transport and disposal, should be
reviewed periodically and, where necessary, strengthened to prevent the accidental
release of these materials into the coastal environment.
In line with similar protection programs for birds, marine life should be protected with
due regard given to the need to provide legitimate recreational fishing plans. In this
connection, current efforts to create artificial reefs, establish artificial seagrass as habitats
for marine life, and restock fish and shrimp in the Singapore River should be encouraged.
Development on land, especially on elevated sites, should take into account the needs to
preserve the vista and scenic beauty of the coast as well as to provide access to the
waterfront and foreshore areas.
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The natural scenic quality and the unique character of the coastal area should be
conserved to enhance the quality of life for present and future Singaporeans.
A system has been implemented since the 1970s under MOE to assess the siting and
control of pollution and waste disposal of industries to be located on coastal sites and
islands after an evaluation of the environmental aspects has been made. A review of the
present system to determine whether or not additional guidelines should be instituted is
now under study.
While it is recognized that there is a severe shortage of dumping grounds (sanitary
landfills) for the disposal of solid wastes on the main island, special care should be
exercised to ensure that the pollution of coaslll waters is minimized and that marine life
is not adversely affected.
Adequate seaspace and access to and availability of waterfront locations should be
provided to cater to marine sports and recreation for the general public on a national and
long-term basis.
Support is given to the PSA "Master Plan for the Management of Port Waters" which has
the objectives of optimizing the utilization of the limited seaspace, improving the safety
of navigation and raising the efficiency of the use of marine resources for maximum
benefits.
Support is given to URNS newly released "Master Plan for the Urban Waterfront at
Marina Bay and Kallang Basin" which is designed to redevelop Singapore's urban
waterfront. Support is also given to the creation of sandy bcaches, parks and waterfront
promenades and to the promotion of water-based activities.
Support is given to the programs by PRD to conserve natural habitats and establish
coastal nature reserves, mangrove parks and bird sanctuaries.
Marine-based tourism should continue to be developcd both for the local population and
visitors. Due consideration should be given to ensure that the siting and design of tourism
facilities are environmentally sound.
A marine conservation zone with a sanctuary lo protect the valuable reefs and marine life
in the Southern Islands area should be established. Wherever possible, other similar areas
should be explored.
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